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REPORT by the Hon. TH'OMAS WALKER, M.L.A., on
PROHIBITION in NORTH AMERICA.

Han, Sir James lYlitchell, K.C.JJf..G., lYl. L.A., Premier of Western Australia, Perth.

Dear Sir,
I have the honour to report upon Prohibition as
follows:I landed in San Francisco on the fifth day of February, 1923, and commenced my inquiries on the
following day.
In the course of my investigations I have visited
the following States, viz., California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Arkansas, Missouri, Texas, Illinois, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New York, Virginia, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Kentucky, Connecticut, and
Louisiana.
I have not only visited the large towns of the
United States, such as San Francisco, Los Angeles, EI
Paso, Dallas, Little Rock, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Shreveport, Columbus, Washington, New
York, Boston, Peoria, Springfield, Harford, and Philadelphia, but I have made numerous inquiries in the
rural districts, more particularly those of North Carolina, Kentucky, Illinois, and Massachusetts.
I have also visited the Provinces of Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia, in Canada.
I have made it my duty to collect information not
only from official sources, but also from as many of
those as I could approach, interested either in the
liquor traffic or in the support of prohibition laws
enacted both in the United States of America and in
the Provinces of the Dominion of Canada.
In reviewing the material obtained I find it will be
necessary, in order to avoid making this report too
lengthy, to give only one or two illustrations of the
points under consideration, instead of publishing the
voluminous evidence at my disposal.
THE STEPS TO PROHIBITION.
America has always had a liquor problem. Prohibition in a modified form dates back to the Seven~
teenth Century. So far back as 1638 a war, known
as the "Pequod '/iTar," was ch~efly caused by the furnishing of intoxicating liquors to the Indians. The
early settlers awoke to the danger o'f supplying intoxicants to the aborigines, and in 1733 the Government of Georgia, while it was still a Colony under
the British Crown, declared the importation of ardent
spirits illegal. In 1645 the Colony of Connecticut
prohibited the selling of intoxicating liquors to the
Indians.
In 1655 a similar law was passed by Pennsylvania,
and Massachusetts took a like step in 1657.
In .1688 the Indians, upon their own initiative, made
an appeal to the State of New York, praying that no
liquors be sold to the Indians along the banks of the
river.

In 1679 New Jersey forbade the sale of liquor t.o
Indians under a penalty of 20 lashes for the first
offence, 30 for the second, and an indefinite period
of imprisonment to whoev,er committed a third offence.
After the Revolution, the Federal Government of
the United States was soon called upon to take action
to suppress the sale of intoxicants to Indians in the
settlements.
President Jefferson, in 1802, urged Congress to prohibit the sale of liquor among the Indians. Congress
replied by authorising the President of the United
States of America to take such steps to prevent the
sale or distribution of spirituous liquor among the
Indians as might seem necessary. The President
acted under the authority given by Congress, and
during the following year the Federal Administration
made every possible effort to enforce the prohibition
of liquor selling among Indians.
From this period onward, the Government was repeatedly approached by powerful Indian tribes to
prevent the supply of alcohol to the members -of the
tribes.
In 1801 Chief "Little Turtle" visited President
Jefferson and beseeched him to do his utmost to prevent the sale of liquor to his people, and four years
later a campaign was started amongst the Indians
themselves by the Shawnee Chief. Of course we know
that, despite Government action and prohibition
under severe penalties, those interested financially in
the sale of liquor evaded the laws and carried on an
illicit traffic among -the Indians, sOInetimes resulting
in conflict between the intoxicated Indians and the
whites.
In 1820 the Federal Government, made a treaty
with the Choctaw nation, one element of which was
the prohibition of the liquor traffic.
These facts are mentioned to show that 'America
has long had to recognise -alcohol as a positive danger when applied to the aborigines.
Another positive menace was manifest when the
negroes became numerous in the Southern States.
It was quite as threatening to the peace of the
community to supply liquor to the slaves as it had
bee~ to sell intoxicants to the Indians.
Many
deVIces w~re tried to prevent the negroes having
access to mtoxicants. However the whites mio'ht
at times, feel inclined to indulge in inebriate orgies;
they were by no means inclined to consider alcohol
a good thing when used as a beverage for the
coloured races.
Apart, moreover, from the unquestionable effects
~f alc~hol upon the coloured peoples, there was grow-

mg eVIdence in the young States of the evil effect it '
had upon the whites themselves.
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A deep sense of the dangers. that threatened a
young people from the unrestricted traffic in intoxicating liquors caused a strong sentiment in favour
of temperance to arise amongst them. In fact, so
early as 1776 Dr. Benjamin Rush wrote a very
instructive article for that period on "the effect of
ardent spirits on the human mind and body."
.
Generally it should never be forgotten that this
sentiment was forced home upon the white settlers
by the common danger they were all in, through the
stirring of the brutal instincts caused by the consumption of alcohol by the coloured races. For the safety
of the settlements it was recognised as an absolute
necessity to have, in those early times, at least a
limited application of prohibitory ruIe and law.

It was not long before the religious leaders of those
communities used their pulpits and adopted resolutions against the tramc in ardent spirits.
In 1826 temperance organisations were formed, and
pledge-signing campaigns were inaugurated, in which
Francis Murphy and Father Matthews made themselves prominent. This period saw the formation of
such societies as the Rechabites, Good Templars, and
Sons of Temperance.
LOCAL OPTION.
About the middle of the Nineteenth Century the
people in the various States commenced to apply the
principles -of local option. It was a right they believed conferred upon them by,lhe Constitution of the
Tlnited States. It was important to remember that
prohibition came to America by a series of experimental tests.
Through local option votes small districts, school
districts, towns, then counties, and finally whole
States adopted prohibition.
In 1858 the State of Maine became a "Dry State,"
and hasmailltained the prohibition policy up to the
present time.

It was in Ohio in 1869 that the Prohibition Party
was organised, and candidates were run for the Presidential elections, but less headway was made by that
method than was made by the organisation formed ill
1874, which was known as the "Women's Christian
Temperance Un~on." The women members of this
organisation became vigorous crusaders in the various
States of the Union. I cannot too much emphasise
the importance of the work of the W.C.T.U. in their
successful effort to secure the teaching of scientific
temperance in the public schools of the nation. The
eIiects of this achievement are visible now, throughout
the length and breadth of the American Republic.
The combined efforts of all the associations and
political camps were concentrated to secure State wide
proh~bition.

1\1"any States adopted prohibition laws, but in some
instances these were repealed later.

The States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Kansas, North Dakota, and South Dakota adopted
prohibition.
.
South Dakota repealed the law in 1897; Vermo~t
in 1902, and New Hampshire in 1903. Three of the
States, however, stood firm to their enactments, viz.,
Maine, Kansas, and North Dakota. Doubtless the
economic advantages obtained in these States by

Prohibition caused other States ultimately to follow
their example.
As the example referred to in the preceding paragTaph struck home to" the people, and more particularly as the women connected with the organisations
above referred to achieved success, some of the leading public men of the United States determined to
throw in their weight, their talents, and their means
to minimise the evils of the liquor traffic, and to
spread the application of the principle of Local
Option.
In 1893 there was commenced perhaps the most
effective organisation for temperance that the world
has ever seen, known as the "Anti-Saloon League."
It was a non-political organisation.
It invited the co-operation of all citizens of whatsoever creed or party to destroy the liquor traffic.
All creeds joined in the crusade led by this organisation, but the leading impulses came from the nonconformists of America.
In the wave of sentiment created by State and
other organisations, town after town, county after
county, and State after State, became ranged on the
side of Prohibition; consequently when the United
States during the war time resolved to amend the
Constitution and to make Prohibition an integral
part of the Constitution by the passing of what is
known as the "Eighteenth Amendment," 32 States
had already adopted Prohibition, either by statutory
enactment or by constitutional amendment, and in
the sixteen remaining States there were so many of
them that had become dry by County Option and
Local Option, that Bit the passing of the "Amendment" 68 per cent. of the total popUlation liv.ed
under Prohibition law, and over 95 per cent. of the
territory of the United States had become "dry."
The States where Prohibition was most strongly
opposed at that time,and where the traffic was the
least regulated, were California" New York, New
Jersey, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. These States ·have been
the source of most of the storms that have arisen
against the enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment, and are the most energetic at the present
moment in resisting the enforcement of the law and
agitating for the return to, at least, a modified form
of the old order of things.
NATIONAL PROHIBITION.
The result of all the preceding efforts culminated
after America had entered into the War, in the
passing by the Federal Parliament of what is known
as the "Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States." This amendment reads as
folIows:1. After one year from the ratification of this article
. the manufacture, sale or transportation of intoxicating
IiqUOIS within, the importation thereof into, or the exp.ortation thereof from the United States and all territory f'luject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage
pmp03cs is. hereby prohibited.
2. The CongreEs and the several States shaH have
concurrent power to enfol·ce this article by appropriate
legif:latioll.
il. l'his article shaH be inoperative unless it shall
have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution
by the legislatures of the several States, as provided by
t!le -COllstitution, within seven years from the date of
the 8U bmission hereof to the States by the Congress.
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This law is up to the present time looked upon by
many as an expedient during the "Great War" into
which America had recently entered. It is vigorously
contended by those who claim to be champions of
personal liberty, that it was a "put over" in the
midst of the rush and confusion caused by the war,
and that the soldiers were given no chance to vote
one way or the other upon it. It is further claimed
that it was no more than the Prohibition taken by
France in respect to her soldiers at the Front; by
England, and the Au~.tralian States, as a war precaution. I have made inquirie~ from official sources
and I find the facts to be that the Prohibition
Amendment was adopted exactly in the way prescribed for all amendments of the Constitution of
the United States of America. Every amendment
to the Constitution must be passed by a two-thirds
majority vote of each body of the National Congress.
That is to say, 96 members ,of the Senate and 433
members of the House of Representatives. When
this is done the Resolution must be ratified by thre~
fourths of all the Legislatures of the States.
The National Prohibition Resolution was passed
by the vote of 65 Senators to 20 in the Senate on the
1st August, 1917, and on the 17th December in the
same year the Honse of Representatives carried the
Resolution by a vote of 282 to 128. The Resolution
was then submitted to all the Legislatures, and within
13 months,had been passed and ratified by 40 States.
A little later than this six other States ratified the
,Resolution. Only two States, viz., Connecticut and
Rhode Island, have failed to ratify the amendment.
So far as the soldiers being deprived of the right
to vote is concerned, it is necessary to state that Congress, which passed the Resolution, was elected before the declaration of war, and every male citizen
of the United States, not legally disqualified to vote,
had an opportunity to vote for his representatives in
that Congress. It should be known that the Prohibition question was an issue in the election, when
Senators and Representatives were called upon individually to declare their stand for or against
National Prohibition before they were elected.
I ascertained also that most of the Sfates made
provisions for an "Absent voters' ballot" to be taken
among their soldiers in the camps throughout the
United States, so that they could vote on all State
matters if they so desired. It is true that the soldiers
at the Front did not have this opportunity, but as a
matter of fact there was no National Prohibition
referendum either among the soldiers or the civilians,
for the g'ood reason that such a referendum is not
possible under the provisions and terms of the
American Constitution.
It has also been insisted upon amongst many of
those I have interviewed that all the soldiers after
their return had a full opportunity to vote on the
State Enforcement Laws, and that many of them
exercised the right, but in: no case did they give a
majority in their several States against Prohibition.

There have be~m several attempts to upset the
law by appeal to the Federal Supreme Court, but in
all these appeals the Courts have upheld the law.

It should, moreover, be noted that the amendment
of the Constitution received a larger majority in
support of the change than any other amendment to
the Constitution received.

ENFORCEMENT.
It is on the question of enforcement that the controversialists of America have been waging their war
since' the passing of the "Volstead Enforcement
Code."

The Act became operative at midnight on the 16th
January, 1920. It had not altogether a smooth passage in the legislatures, and the Senate amended the
measure in such a way that the House of Representatives refused to concur, and the Bill went to a conference.
On the 8th October the conferees of the two Houses
came to an agreement, and on the 10th of the same
month the measure was eventually passed'. President
Wilson returned it to the Houses on the 27th October,
1919, with a veto message.
'Within three hours of the r.eceipt of the veto message the House of Representatives took action, and
on the following day the Senate passed the Bill over
the veto of the President, and so' the measure became
law.
Several additional Bills know as the "VolSitead
Enforcement Bill No.2" and the "Willis-Campbell
Bill" were subsequently passed, providing additiona.l
details to assist enf.orcement.
The "Volstead Act" puts the onus, generally, upon
Federal officialdom for the carrying out of the prohibition law, but it will have been noticed that the
"Eighteenth Amendment" gives the power to every
State to make a law for the enforcement of that
amendment within its own bOllndaries.
There are two States without a State law of enforcement. New York did pass an "Enforcement
Law" b~t has recently repealed it.
•

DIFFICULTIES.
The first serious difficulty in applying the enforcement laws, especially in the 15 States that
had been "Wet," was the utter want of experience,
and in a great measure the lack of sympathy of the
officials on whom the burden of administration felL
These difficulties were emphasised to me by Mr.
Rutter, the Deputy Commissioner for Prohibition,
whom I interviewed at his office in San Francisco
shortly after my arrivaL He stated that in 1920,
when the law was put into operation, with inexperienced officials the conditions were absolutely chaotic,
but in 1921 and 1922 there was a wonderful improvement. He had by 1922 trained the officers, and
the effect had been surprising. The preliminary
difficultieS in three years' training had been overcome. He expressed himself as sa:tisfied with the
work that is now being accomplished, and he could
not see how more could have been done than had
been done during the past three years. He said
there were only two classes that gave the department trouble: one was the foreign~rs, chiefly of the
Latin races, and a certain number of Russian Jews.
These people acted as if they were a "law unto
themselves," and sheltered the wrong-doings of their
comrades by every device known to that class now
settled in any of the large cities of America. The
other class was the idle rich, who considered that
their wealth gave them an immunity from the 'law
of drastic prohibition.
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"The middle classes and the working' class," he
said, "generally accepted the law as a fact, and respected it. The chief difficulty with the wealthy
class was that they have money to spend for their
own pleasures, and were determined to gratify those
pleasures, even "in, defiance of the law."
"As to the poorer classes, there could be no question of the benefits it had given to them during the
past three years. They cannot afford to patronise
the 'bootleggers'-who undoubtedly existed-in the
same way as do the rich, but they, the rich, are only
a fractional part of the people of the country.
"There was, of course, an agitation to upset, or to
nullify it, and it was no wonder when the vested
interests involved were' considered. Even the whisky
in the bonded warehouses was an enormous inducement to agitate for free traffic therein. It was
worth over 100 million dollars, and all that money
was tied up.
"Not only that, but there was the huge investments in plant and buildings, representing the enormous sum of over a billion dollars."
He considered that the country was only going
through what Kansas had gone through, and he predicted that, in a comparatively short time, the success that had attended prohibition in Kansas would
come to the whole of the States in America.
WHAT THE "WETS" SAY.
As to the difficulties of enforcement, the "Wets" of
America were very emphatic. In Appendix "A" I
give the full text of a letter addressed to me by a
person occupying a very prominent position in the
City of New York. He requested me not to disclose
his name. He gives a summary of the popular objections, which he himself shared, to the prohibition
laws as they affected the City of New York.
I had also a long interview with Mr. Horst, of
San Francisco, who .is representative chiefly of the
hop and grain growers. I received nothing but cour, tesy from Mr. Horst, and he gave me letters of introduction. to 'others able to speak from his viewpoint.
He chiefly lamented the effect that the enforcement
law would have upon the hop and grain growers, contending that the Federal Gov,ernment and the, officials
working under its authority were not honest in their
administration of the law.
He particularly
objected to the alleged searching of motor car's
and private houses without, as he considered it,
legal warrants, and drew my attention to his reading of the amendments to the Constitution, averring
that the enforcement of the Volstead law by its
officers in his and other States was a violation
of another amendment (the fourth) of the
Constitution that prohibited searching without
first obtaining a warrant. He further emphasised
the fact that great areas of land would he rendered
profitless, comparatively speaking, in consequence of
the enforcement of the law. Immense properties and
plants would' become useless, and great financial loss
would be inflicted upon those who, in the past, under
the sanction of the Government, had honestly entered
into the business of making alcobolic beverages, or
growing and manufacturing the ingredients thereof.
Loudly he denounced-what appeared to him-the
hyprocrisy of the officials and representatives of
Washington, some of whom had voted for the "Dry
Law" whilst in a state of intoxication themselves.

That I may do Mr. Horst no injustice whatsoever,
in presenting his views, I beg you to read the written
statement given to me by that gentleman himself, at
my request, and in answer to various questions I submitted to him. (See Appendix "B.")
He referred to the banquets given at the Legations,
where every kind of alcoholic beverage was supplied
to the banqueting guests, and he stigmatised the men
engaged in enforcing the law as men with no consideration for the consciences of others.
So far as his State is affected by the operation of
the law, and as treated from a different standpoint, I
append App'endix "D," which was written in reply
to a number of questions I had submitted to Mr.
l"rank Cramer, the Statistical Officer of the California
Anti-Saloon League.
It would be well to read this appendix to obtain
a clear view of the situation of the law, and its administration in the State of California, from the
standpoint of an able and prominent prohibitionist.
In ,San Francisco I interviewed also Mr. F. H.
Stoll, who is the secretary of the California Grape
Protective Association. He was exceedingly courteous, and supplied me with a number of pamphlets
containing points he had already made in correspondence with Messrs. Ralph & Co., of Adelaide,
South Australia. He gave me a copy of a letter he
had written to the above firm, and in order that it
may speak for itself I am forwarding it, and marking ,
it Appendix "C."

PABST CORPORATION.
I had received a letter of introduction from Mr. E.
Clement Horst of San Francisco to Mr. Fred Pabst,
of the Pabst Corporation at Milwaukee, in the State
of Wisconsin. This in "Wet" days was known all
over the world as a great, if not the greatest, brewing
centre in the United States.
The enormous buildings, formerly all utilised in the
production of beer, covering acres of land, and constructed on the most imposing scale, impress the
visitor with the former affluence, importance, and extent of the brewing business of this City in the State
of Wisconsin, and on the borders of Lake Michigan.
I ,have nothing but pleasant memories of my interview with Mr. Fred Pabst. He begrudged no time in
giving me all the information he had at his command.
He recognised that what he called the "abuse" of
drink was a positive evil. Had the brewers generally
taken his advice the saloon, which is our ordinary
beer hotel and the bar-room of our hotels in Australia, would have disappeared. He considered that
it was the mismanagement and abuses of these
establishments that had furnishec1 the prohibitionists with their strongest weapon against the liquor
traffic in any form.
Hle frankly stated that he had advised his brother
brewers to make reforms in these lower strata of the
trade, but his advice had been ignored.
I may say that I learned from other sources that
other breweries throughout the States owned by far
the largest proportion of the saloons existing before
the passing of the 18th Amendment.
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Mr. Pabst believed that the community could not
suddenly be made temperate, or total abstainers; that
a law passed by the legislature might reach the understanding, but it did not always pen~trate to the conscience, and had no effect in mitigating the appetites
or chemistry ·of the stomach.
He firmly believed that a light non-intoxicating
alcoholic beer could be manufactured and consumed
without any injury whatsoever to the community. He
emphasised that the saloon, as formerly known in
America, was gone for ever. He also stated that
with the introduction of light wines and beers, whisky
and other strong spirituous drinks were doomed.
He, very naturally, in answer to one of my questions, drew _attention to the appalling financial loss
that his corporation had suffered in consequence of
the law.- It was not only his company that had suffered in this respect, but the Schlitz Co. had been,
if possible, more severely hit by the prohibition law.
He very kindly took me around these enormous buildings of the Schlitz Co., covering block after block
of the city, and now rendered comparatively useless.
"These enormous buildings," he said, "have become
a liability instead of an asset."
There is some work, of course, going on at these
breweries and oiher similar plants, in the manufacture of what is known as "denatured alcohol,"
and the buildings are, in some iristances, put to other
llses, but there could be no question as to the financial loss that has fallen upon these gTeat brewing·
companies whose operations were prohibited, and
no provision made for compensation.
That an opinion may be formed of the great loss
suffered by the Pabst and Schlitz Companies, I give
you the figures as follows:Fred Pabst,
917 Chestnut Street,
Milwaukee,
March 14, 1923.
~IUll.

'I'homas WaIker,
New York City.
:11.y dGur Mr. Walker,
.i failed to get the figures from the Schlitz Comliany
this morning, but receiveel enough information over the
telephone to know that their_ situation is about the same
as ours, with the exception that they have a considel·ably
larger capacity. Their brew house is also more mod61·n
and a great deal more money is involved in that particular building than in ours, which is some yem·s older.
Our buildings, just before prohibition, showed an investment in our books of 4,395,000 dollars. We always
wrote off very liberally for depreciation, and I think 1
am not exaggemting when I say that they could not
have been replaced for less than 10,000,000 dollars. We
kept up a high-class maintenance department, so that
the buildings were virtually as good as new in most
cases, and the cost of maintenance was charged to repairs. The sum of 4,395,000 dollars is thel·efore extremely conservative and does not really ,·epresent the
true situation.
The buildings that have not been ,·emodelleel ,·eally I·e:
present no asset at all, for the simple reason that our
sales of near beel· are not snfficient to pay our overheail
expense. The enforcement of prohibition, I think, has
been proven by this time an impossibility. Real beer is
bre,,·ed all over the United States, and in consequence
thel·'" is no sale fOl· near beer. The only reason we are
keeping up oUl" business is to keep our name before the
public so tluit if beer dtles not come back we will not be
entirely forgotten.
Our real estate repres,ll,ts value of a little over 350,000
dollars; and in my opinion, that is about all the salvage
we have. It is true that we ,·emodelled a few of OUl"
buildings for renting pUl"poses. All' storage buildings

have exceptionally thick walls, and after our iil·st experiment we found that it was cheaper to remove the
buila.ings entirely and construct new ones than to remodel. That again proves that the buildings are a liability instead of an asset. The salvage is not sufficient
to pay for the razing; as a matter of fact the contractors were not willing to Temove the buildings for the
value of the salvage.
I do not think these figures need any further explanation, except that I wish to mention that the· good-will of
both the Schlitz Company and our company might be
decided an -absolute asset while our businesses were going
concerns. My own opinion is that Our name in connection with the bnsiness was, in conservative fignres, worth
5,000,000 dollars. We hail a reputation not only all over
the United States, but in foreign countries also.
That
reputation has now to a large extent been destroyed,
and unless beer comes back within a reasonable time,
must be considereel of little value, if any.
To repeat, our buildings were actually worth close to
10,000,000 dollars; the Schlitz buildings considerably
more. Our real estate is worth but 350,000 dollars, and
with the exception of a Ettle salvage in machinery, etc.,
the difference between these figlll"eS represents our loss,
plus the gooel-will. In addition to that, our loss on saleR
of saloon property, branch houses, etc., in the United
States so far amounts to 750,000 dollars, with Our most
unsaleable properties still to be heard from.
If I have not made myself clear, I shall be pleaseil
to answer any other questions you lllay wish to submit.
Very sincerely yours,
(Sgd.) Fred Pabst.

Milwaukee, lil"th March, 1923.
Mr. Fred Pabst,
C/o Pabst Corporation,
Milwaukee, Wis.
-Dear Mr. Pabst,
In accordance with our conversation over the telephone
this moming the following are the figures referred to:Dollars.
Appraisal of plant, equipment, including
cooperage and cases and bottles and
9,292,000.00
delivery equipment
872,000.00
Additions subsequent to appraisal
Value December. 31, 1922, as per books

10,164,000.00
2,192,000.00

A pproximate loss due to obsolescenee of
brewery plant aneI equipment due to
7,972,000.00
adverse prohibition legislation
To this shonld be added loss on gooel-wi]] of approximately 10,000,000 dollars.
Under pl·esent conditions there is no doubt an additional loss representing the difference between the present value carried on the books of 2,192,000 dollars and
the actual present value.
Very truly yours,
(Sgil.) Frank M. Clabb.
On the matter of compensation it is common
history that many appeals were made to the
Supreme Court, the Chief Justice of which is ExPresident Taft.
I may quote Philip Whitwell Wilson, an able
English pressman, in reference to the decisions of
this court on this subject. He says:On broad grounds the argument has been-not perhaps as stated in the Court but as implicit in men's
minds-that if there is to be compensation, it should
not be all one way. If the nation is to compensate the
trade for damage, then the trade should compensate the
nation for damage. One· account shoulcl be set against
the other.
Nevertheless, I cannot help but express myself
as sympathetically touched by the visible evidence
of so much wealth being "scrapped." I can well
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understand the feelings of Mr. Pabst. when he
dictated the following letter, in answer to letters
appealing to his company for philanthropic assistance. The letter was general, and therefore the
names of the particular recipients were not disclosed.. It reads:Dear ........... .

I had my lunch in one of these old saloons, now a
restaurant. Along the length of the large building
ran the old wide bar. It was not difficult for the
imagination to picture the scene in that enormous bar,
when the pay-day came and the place was thronged
with customers quaffing the frothy beverage and
spending their earnings without a thQught for tomorrow.

This will acknowledge your favour of ............ in
It is only just that I should give the other standwhich you suggest that I contribute to ...... _........ .
point, and I do not know where I can find more disYou may feel assureel that I would like to comply interested men than amongst the leaders of the
with your request, but, owing to existing conditions, 1 .
have without exception 1'efused to make contributions Salvation Army. Whatever opinion may be held of
for any object, with the exception of contributions for this body, it must be admitted the world over that
strictly charitable purposes.
the lead·ers are truthful and conscientious.
I have adopted that policy because Oill" large plant
I had an interview with the Adjutant Divisional
l,ere is closed due to the adoption of the Eighteenth
Amendment and enactment of the Volstead Act, which Secretary, and I asked him to put the answers to
pronounces beer of half per cent. intoxicating-a lie my questions in the form of a letter, and that letter
on the face of it.
reads as follows:~
When Prohibition weni into effect, we accepted the
situation without a murmur, and if it were proving of
The Salvation Army, The Lake Division,
benefit to our country we would continue that attitude.
Head-quarters, 217 ]'ourth St.,
However, while the consumption of light wine and beer
Milwaukie, Wisconsin,
has decreased, the consumption of poisonous liqU01' has
increased.
.
23rd March, 1923.
We have conformed to the law in everY' instance-we My Dca~' Sit-,manufactured near-beer, which had a fair sale in the
In compliance with your request of a few days ago 1
beginning. Now our traveIling men have a rather stereoam writing out as concisely as possible some of the more
t.yped report they send us- from many towns. It genemlly
noticeable effects which have resulted from pl"Ohibition
l'eads: "We are not· abhi to do any business here behere ill Milwaukee, as apparent in the work of the Salcause real beer is openly sold." Our sales are therefore
vation Army.
not of sufficient volume to even pay the overhead exIn our Men's Industrial Home we find that fewer men
pense.
apply to' us for aid since the prohibition law went into
Brewers who are violating the law are making more
effect. This winter just passed has been a particularly
money in one month than they made in a year previous hard winter with much unemployment, and· while many
to "the time when Prohibition went into effect.
men have gone in a11(l out of the Institution, we have not
From our President down to the most .unimportant b('en over-crowded as used to be the case.
revenue officers, it is known that Prohibition is not en"Ve have experienced considerable less drunkenness
forced and that on the contrary the traffic in illicit liquor amongst the lIlen of the Instituti<Fn. Where it usee1 "to
is not only permitted, but, in many instances, fo&tered
be the l'egular thing it is now the exception. Only about
by public servants. The fact of the matter is that Wash- 10 per cent. are inebriate. There m'e fewel' calls for
ington is afraid to let the American people know the
family relief and the sales in our old clothing store have
full truth about Prohibition anel its corrupting influence.
fallen off considerably.
Our buildings, suiteel only for the manufacture of beer,
The men passing through the Institution take better
lie idle, while we are paying high taxes on them to supcare of their money, are better dressed, and are dependport these very fellows who are making fortunes disent for a much shorter period. This applies particularly
obeying the law. There is a premium on crime ancl disto those who are really trying to help themselves and
honesty. Senators anel '.:ongressmen who voted for Prowho previously \Vete handicapped by the open saloon.
hibition, and even no-.y are opposed to the modification
I1i connection with our settlement work. where approxiof the Volstead Act, do not hesitate to personally violate
mately eight hundred families are visited by our Officers
the law by keeping and drinking liquor (often "moonand kept in constant touch with, we find that the reasons
shine" secured from bootleggers) under the very dome
of the Capitol. To me 1;1e entire situation is disgusting, for distress are different from what they used to be. It
and, like many others, I feel that I am living in a lanel was no uncommon thing to have two or three hundred
families on our lists at a time, where there was an ableof graft and hypocrisy.
bodied man at the head of the house, but who through
I am writing you quite fully because I wish you to drunkenness could not support his family. Most of the
understand why I am declining to contribute even a families helped now are the families of widows or famismall amount to the worthy cause pertaining which you
lies where the head of the house is physically handiaddressed me.
capped.
These are <Fnly a few of the effects as I have observed
Very sincerely yours,
them, but I hope that they may serve your purpose.

Mr. Pabst supplied me with numerous newspaper
cuttings, too many in fact to puhlish, but so as to
show the character of them I am forwarding one
which I shall attach as "Appendix E." It is characteristic of the "Wet" propaganda.
The other side of the question is that Milwaukie,
as· a city, does not appear to have suffered, but on the
contrary to have benefited by prohibition. I counted
as I traversed the streets until I was weary the old,
saloons that had been closed. Some of them had been
turned into general shops; some into boarding houses;
some into eating houses, or restaurants, and a few I
saw forlorn and decrepid, closed altogether.

Sincerely yours,
(Sgd.)

J. A. MARSHALL,

The Honourable Thomas Walker,
New YOl-k City.

UNITED STATES BREWERS' ASSOCIATION.
On the 3rd May last I caUed upon Hugh Fox, Esq.,
the Secretary of the United States Brewers' Association. I may say I found him courteous, and very
willing to assist me in my inquiries. During the
course of my interview with hinI he made the point
"Prohibition is 'class' legislation." "The working
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men," he said, "were resentful, in consequence." Men
of means had been able before prohibition came into
effect to stock their cellars with beer and other intoxicants, and had found no difficulty since in replenishing the stock, whereas the workers had been
deprived of that luxury.
He estimated that 90 per cent. of the working population had been consumers of beer. 'l'hese beers,he
contended, were harmless. Lager beers had become
the vogue before the beginning of the present century, and lager, generally, did not -contain more than
3 per cent. of alcohol.
He was of the opinion that it was the village saloon
that had been the chief off·ender, because the village
saloon was practically a whisky saloon. These saloons
could not keep beer long enough to make it profitable, as beer would not keep. By local option a
village could protect itself against the whisky, and
each community could look after its own affairs. So
far as the Southern States were concerned, he also'
believed that a great impelling force towards prohibition had been the sensual character of the negro.
There had been home brewing' in consequence of the
law prohibiting purchase of beer, but he was now of
the opinion that home brewing was decreasing, and
that home wine-making was taking its place. More
wine was being made within the homes of the people
than formerly. This will account for the increase in
the quantity of land devoted to wine gTape crops in
the grape growing districts of the United States.
He said there were more car loads now of winemaking grapes sent all over the States than ever were
sent formerly.
In every Italian and Portuguese settlement where
wines were made for home consumption, wine was
also made for commercial uses. These communities
of Italians and .portuguese were practically close
corporations, and he quoted one Italian community
which "Actually voted," he said, "the chief wine
grower of the place to be the constable of the district."
"The large cities," he continued, "could not be
coerced into total abstinence. In almost all the large
cities drunkenness was increasing'."
He however said that "In some places there were
not enough officers in the prohibition forces to secure
the enforcement of the law."
There were some small places that had never' seen
an ·enforcement officer. In his view, prohibition from
the policeman's standpoint was a problem impossible of solution.
"Moreover," he said, "the cost of adequately policing for enforcement purposes the whole of America
would entail a cost that the people would not bear."

Without a further amendment of the Constitution
it would be possible to so amend the Volstead Act as
to make the manufacture solely of light wines and 2%
per cent. alcohol beer, witbout violating the law of
the land or the conscience of the people.

THE WAR OF THE "WETS."
All those personally interviewed on the side of the
"'-IVets," reports of whose interviews I have given,
were reasonable and unimpassioned, but the advocacy
of the "'-IVet" cause from the channels of organising'
associations, platform speakers, and some sections of
the Press cannot be so characterised. The facts are
that unscrupulous misrepresentations abound throughout America. Sensational headlines glare in the
columns not only of the portion of the Press devoted
to the service of the alcoholic liquor traffic, but in
many of the journalistic organs of the great cities.
Much money is being spent to exaggerate the evils of
"Bootlegging," and unscrupulousness of the traffickers
in "Moonshine," and the pirate-like temerity of the
smugglers of intoxicating liquor, not only outside the
three mile limit on the sea coasts, but over the borders separating Mexico and Canada from the United
States.
Every candid prohibitionist will readily admit the
task of enforcement is no trivial matter. The United
States has to keep watch upon 17,500 miles of frontier; she has to traverse and watch not only the
mountainous country in such States as Kentucky, but
every isolated lonely spot among the majestic mountains of America.
Within the cities, especially in quarters occupied
by what is generally known as the foreign ·element,
private houses have to be searched when suspicion of
distilling or illicit traffic arises.
In these days of the swift motor car and motor.
hoat, and even of the aeroplane, the task of t-he
officers whose duty it is to carry out the law is difficult in the extreme.
There can be no question but that the trade in intoxicants is exceedingly profitable, and it IS conducted with the cunning, secrecy, and zeal charac.
teristic of the criminal classes.
I do not wish to be misunderstood when I use the
word "criminal." There are those who deal with
the "Bootleggers," "Moonshiners," and smugglers
who honestly believe that they are acting in harmony
with their moral instincts. Their habits formed by
long indulgence are too strong' to conquer in a day,
and unaware of the nature of alcohol as a beverage,
they will gratify their appetites wherever possible.in
spite of the law.

He paid little attention to the statistics that found
their way to the public; he said all the factors were
not divulged, and some of these statistics were misleading, more on account of what they concealed than
what they revealed.

Those engaged in the traffic bolster them up in
their resistance to the law by representing the law
to them as a farce and a wrong; they do not always
state the truth, or the whole truth, in support of their
propaganda.

He maintained that beer containing 2% per cent.
of alcohol could not possibly intoxicate the consumer,
and 2% per cent. beer was a reasonable thing to 9sk
for.

I have many cuttings from the Press, the headlines
of which are decidedly sensational, such as, to give
a few instances:-
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BLAZING LIQUOR ON A RUM RUNNER PROVIDES THRTI,LS.
DRY AGENTS LOCKED IN BUT SEIZE 500,000
DOLLARS LIQ UOR.
PIRATES SHOOT UP RUM SHIP.
Take 600 Cases and Kidnap the Supercargo.
RUM BAND ROBS BRITISH SHIP IN NIGHT RAID
HERE.
BOOTLEG LIST STIRS CAPI'l'AL.
:I!'LORIDA WHISKY COMING HERE IN CARS OF
FRUIT.
Heavy Competition felt by AmbrosH Rum Fleet when
Southern Shipper£ cut into Local Market.
16,542 dol. "Evaporation."
Insurance Company Must Pay for Liquor which Disappeared in Tmnsit.
LIQUOR BOLDLY LANDED IN DAYLIGHT BY
RUNNERS OF RICH RUM ARMADA.
No One Ever Molests Men in Clique, Said to Have Strong
Political InJiueuce-Once Poor Fishermen of Coast
Rolling in Riches Gained by Bootlegging.
WOMEN SHRIEK IN "DRY" RAID ON TURKISH
BATH.
"DRY" DETECTIVES IN DEADLY DUEL WITH
LIQUOR MEN.
Three AllPged Law Violators Killed, One Woundell; and
Four Officers Shot.
.

Among other active associations organised for the
sole purpose of discrediting and annulling prohihition the "Association Opposed to National Prohibition" is one of the most active. It has its headquarters in New York. The boast Df this association
is that it has one thousand million dollars already
subscribed to carryon its campaign. Its avowed
obj~ct is to create a public sentiment adverse to prohibition. It issued a "Confidential" prospectus which
inte1' alia contains the following paragraph:The members of the United States Supreme Court
are extremely 'Sensitive of public opinion. They must
be malle to feel the weight of public opinion that has
been raised all over the countTy by this attempt to prohibit by Constitutional Amendment the natural and inherent l'ights of free men in a free country. That sentiment can only be crystallised by the expenditure of a
very considerable sum of money.
I question whether snch a proposed object would
be tolerated by any class in Australia or Great
Britain for a moment. Imagine an organisation with
the ostensible object in view of frightening the Judges
of the Supreme Court into giving jUdgments forced
upon them, not by the merits of the case but by the
agitation of a financially interested organisation.
This organisation also had in its plans the election
of public officers who would be subservient to its
\vills.
some instances that has actually been
accomplished. 'Whilst I was in Columbus, Ohio, the
Governor of the State removed a mayor from his
municipal office simply because in his official capacity
he was not only sympathising with but aiding and
abetting the violation of the prohibition law.

In

The various organisations have had to admit, upon
inquiry by a committee formed to investigate certain
charges made in the Senate of the United States, that
RUM RUNNING FLEET SEEKS SUBMARINE
the liquor interests had been guilty of corrupt pracPROTECTION.
tices.
Troubles of Liquor Ships Now Made Acute by the BoM
I quote part of the findings of the committee:Raids on Pirates Who Play Fair to No Rules
That
the said United States Brewers' Association,
of Warfare.
brewing companies, ancl allied interests have in recent
years made contributions to political campaigns on a
I might multiply this list of headlines indefinitely.
great scale without precedent in the political history of
The object in most instatlces is to lead the people of
the c:ountry and in violation of the laws of the land;
That in order to control legislation in the State and
America to believe that the real drinking orgie of
Nation, they' have exacted pledges from candidates to
the people has commenced and reached its highest
office, including Congressmen and United States Sena-,
horrors since probibition became the law of the land.
tors, ·1efore election, such pledites being on file;
That in order to influence public opinion to their ends,
How m\lch exag'geration ancI misrepresentation
they have heavily subsidised the publie press and ,stiputhese headlines very often cover may be judged by lated when contracting for allvertising space with the
np"'spapers that a certain amount be eclitorial space,
one striking instance. The great papers of Massathe literm'y material for the space being provided from
chusetts and New York were full of thrilling parathe bl'ewers' t.cntral office in New York;
graphs on the size and boldness of the alleged "Rum
That, in orc1er to suppress expressions of opinion hosFleets" off Montauk Point and Block Island. The tile to their tradeall(l political interests, they have set in
"New York Daily News" had the enterprise to send operation an extensive system of boycotting of American
manufactures, merchants, railroalls, and other interests;
out an aeroplane to visit the spot. II). the report of
That for the fmthering of their political enterprises,
the flight of ·the machine (without quoting the full
they have erectec1 a political organisation to carry out
text of the article) the paper states that the aeroplane their purposes;
That they were allied to powerful sub-organisations,
survey discredits the stories of liquor flotilla off
among them the German-American Alliance, whose charcoast, and then they say, "Found Rum Fleet (four ter was revoked by the unanimous vote of Congress; the
puny little boats) 20 miles off Rock Island."
NatiOJJal Association of Commel'ee al1(l Labour; and the
Manufachwers and Dealers' Associations: and that they
Alarmist exaggeration and flagrant perversion of have their ranlificatons in other organsations neutral in
facts were served up in sensational garb in all the character:
That they have on file political surveys of States,
large cities I visited in America. There were of
course exceptions. There were many newsp·apers that coimties. and clistricts tabulating the men anll forces for
and al'ainst them, and that they have paid large sums of
drew public attention to the false presentation of the mOlley to citizens of the United States to advocate their
facts by their contemporaries. Undoubtedly many· eause anll intel'ests, including· some' in the Government
of the Press reports and criticisms were inspired by . 0lllploy;
Thnt they have defrauded the Fec1eral Government by'
the liquor interests, and the active agitation for the
nnplving" to their political cornmtion funds money which
repeal or amendment of the "Volstead Code."
should have gOlle to the Felleral Treasury in taxes.
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These organisations have not' only made a nation
wide appeal for funds, and have themselves contributed liberally, but they have been assisted from
overseas in their energetic campaign against the prohibition laws.
Whilst in Ohio I became acquainted with the fact
that the Associated Press had, in October, 1922, received two important cables. I give them as they
were received by the Press of America:WORLD FIGHT AGAINST PROHIBITION
PLANNED.
"Wets" Meet in Brussels and Plan to Centre Activities
in United States.
(By Associated Press.)
Brussels, Oct. 27.-A world fight against prohibition,
with the United States as the centre of the "wet" campaign, was planned at the closing' session of the secret
conference of anti-prohibitionists here.
The meeting encled with a banquet last night which
was marked by the number and value of ra,re old vintages, chiefly French, served to the militant "Wets."
Count Demun of France was named head' of the international committee of defence. This committee was clescribed as a force to bring the "Dry" people back into
the ""Vet" fold. . Next year ''I campaign has been
planned secretly, but it is known that the pI'incipal effect
will be made in the United States, where the Prohibition
situation causes the greatest damage to the "Wets" and
whel'e, it is thought, there is a chance for the greatest
snccess.
.
The members of the Committee think that recent incidents in connection with Prohibition in America, particularly the international difricultie's over ships,have
created a favomable atmosphere for the great 'anti-pl'Ohibitionist assault.
A further 'cable came on the following day, as
follows:FRENOH "WETS" TO AID IN FIGHT IN
AMERICA.
Large Sum Pledged by Wine Interests to Defeat Prohibition in this Oountry.
(By Associated Press.)
Paris, Oct. 28.-A large funcl Teaching many millions
of francs has been pledged by the wine interests of
Europe to make a "merciless" campaign against ))1'0hibition in the Unitecl States and other countries. The
fight will be waged through the newly organiseel Intel'national League Against Prohibition with head-quarters
here.
The American, campaign will be canieel on in co-operation with the liquor forces of the United States, it was
learned to-day. Organisations of the league say that
they have little to fear frOIn the Prohibition forces in
Europe. Their chief concern is to give every possible
assistance to Amel'ican "Wets," It is explained that the
European liquor forces do not want to make the same
mistake that the Amel'ican prohibitionists did when they
ca·me to Enrope preaching prohibition.
Officers in the new organisation will communicate with
the anti-dry leaders of America to offer the full support
of their organisation.
"We are not going to America to ask the United States
to overthrow prohibition," said Jean Coupl'is, one of the
French delegates to the Brussels convention ,vhich organised the league. "We would probably be politely but
firmly ejected' if we did, and rightly so. Ho,vever we
believe om cause is just as legitimate as that of the'pl'Ohibitionists. American supporters of prohibition have
taken the liberty of seneling their apostles to Europe.
We believe we have at least the right to offer Our whole
hearted support to American ' , Wets" if they will accept.
"They will find our organisation amply backed financially and with 100,000,000 advocates back of it."

I have received some evidence of assistance given,
not only from Belgium and France, but from Great
Britain. I know that leading officials in the organisations in favour of the traffic are in correspondence
with those interested in the traffic in Australia.

It requires no assumption, therefore, in justification of the assertion that from all sources of the
traffic, including of course liberal SUbscriptions by
the local traffic, and the "Wet" citizens in the United
States and Canada, stupendous funds are available,
not only to publicly bring the law into contempt, but
to actually assist in the violation of the law.
STEALING THE WHISKY.
I do not know any country in the world where
frauds, if they are clever, are forgotten and forgiven
more readily than in the United States of America.
Of course every civilised country on the globe has
its underworld, too often merging and finding its
allies in the respectable sections of society.
The prohibition law has furnished good opportunities for the exercise of criminal ingenuity on the part
of the class that lives upon its wits, regardless of law
or morars. The class of "bandits" wbo could ride in
a motor' car, rob banks and "dash off" with tbe plunder, have found congenial occupation in smuggling
liquors over the borders and in engaging in the bootlegging business.

It is with some hesitation that I here make another
comment. American officialdom is not always reliable. If I were to accept all the stories I have
heard in my tour of AmerIca, I. should come to the
conclusion that, generally speaking, officialdom in
America is the most corrupt in the world,
The police force is not immune from charges of
this character. Everybody knows what "'Graft" and
"Tammany" means, and rumour has it that
these evils are not found only in New York.
To give an idea of police methods, at all out
of the ordinary routine, and where "Graft" may
be made an element, I may be excused for relating an episode that occnrred whilst I was in
Chicago. There had been a great stir made 'as to the
prevalence and danger of regard to what is known
as the "red light district," the social evil quarter,
and a popular demand was made for a "clean-up,"
The Commissioner of Police resolved to take action,
but it was the way he went about it that astonished
me. A raid by the police was to be made, and
one morning as I scanned the Chicago daily papers
I saw 'in large headlines an announcement that at
a certain time that night the police would be in force
to make a thorough scouring of the "red light district!' In other words, the occupants of that district
were given lengthy notice in tbe daily Press that the
polie-e were coming. The raid took place and then
the papers reported that the police had found the
district practically deserted. Such a fact suggests
unpleasant conclusions.
Reputable informants in New York gave me
pa.rticulars, with names of parties involved, of an
Australian, among-st other visitors to New York
being able to go upon the wharves and pass th;
custodians of the law openly carrying bottles of
whisky. The e-ustodians of the law simply looked
the other way. There had been a little "judicious
graft."
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Just off Madison Avenue, in the very heart of
Chicago, where the police were patrolling the street
and the footpaths were crowded with pedestrians, on
a Sunday afternoon I was taken into a "soft drink
shop" by a friend. Openly, among a numb.er of
men at the counter who were drinking, he called for
sherry, had it supplied, and paid 25 cents for a
small "sip." The police could, at any time, have
seen this, riot only from the door, but the windows,
had they deemed it desirable to do so. I went afterwards to the same place alone and saw 'wine sold
over the counter in bottles. I inquired how this could
be done and was informed (and I give' the opinion
for what it is worth) that the heads of the police
were paid by others than the legal authorities for
services rendered in looking after their respective
districts.
Perhaps some allowance should be made for the
fact that never yet has officialdom, or the general
public, been made acquainted with the real character
of alcohol, and its deleteriolls action on the human
organism. They have regarded it as an adjunct to
the pleasures of life, and an ingTedient of a "good
time." They therefore see no moral wrong in indulgence, and the active propaganda of the champions
of the drink traffic creates an atmosphere through
which the prohibition law is looked upon as a
fanatical tyranny and a "kill-joy." So far from
them deeming it a crime to violate the law they deem
it a smart assertion of their rights amounting to
heroic virtue to quench their thirst, and allow others
"to do likewise, in spite and in defiance of the law.
There are numerous instances of smart and corrupt practices-only a few of which I can deal with
here.
On the 16th January, 1920, there were over 70
million gallons of whisky in the bonded warehouses.
These warehouses were not all centred in one spot.
They were distributed through the country, and some
of them w.ere in lonely and remote localities. These
warehouses were in the charge of the Custom House
officials. From these warehouses there were repeatedly mysterious withdrawals of spirits. The Custom
Houses were robbed.
A notable instance was a case at Rouse's Point,
situated on the main route between New York and
Montreal.
It should be mentioned that the spirits in these
warehouses were actually owned by the distillers,
but the owners had no legal acceSS! to them save
through the Custom officials.
The leakage of these spirits very naturally created
grave scandal. Perhaps it would be well to explain
that for industrial purposes and medicinal purposes,
licenses for removal could always be obtained, subject to the requirements of the law, and it more than
once happened that after the liquor had been removed for allegedly legal purposes, carefully arranged
raids were made upon it by "bandits," and the liquor
found its way through mysterious channels into the
hands of the "bootleggers." But this was not the
only way of whisky robbing.
It is not much stretching the facts when I say
that a vast volume was removed through the system
of forged permits, and some of the thieves have gone
so far, it is stated, as to remove the whisky from the
vessels in bond containing it, and afterwards to fill
these empty vessels with water.

DOCTORS' PRESCRIPTIONS.
When the law was passed prohibiting the use of
alcohol, it made certain exemptions from its operations. Alcohol could still be manufactured, sold,
and used for medicinal purposes, industrial purposes, and sacramental purposes.
I have already shown how the law has been ignored in respect to the industrial uses of alcohol,
and I may now turn to the medicinal uses.
Under Section 22 of the "Willis-Campbell" Act
we read:Only spirituous and vinous liquors may be prescribed
for medicinal purposes, and all permits to prescribe, and
prescriptions for any other liquor shall be void.
There was, for some little time after the passing
of the principal Act, a tendency on the part of some
doctors to indulge their beer-imbibing patients with
prescriptions to obtain beer. Under the section of
the "Willis-Campbell Act" just quoted, that is no
longer possible. For the future, therefore, it is
illegal to import into bond, or to manufacture for
bond, more spirituous or vinous liquors than is
needed for medicinal, industrial and religious use,
but there is a sufficient leakage for beverage uses,
even under the permits and prescriptions permitted
by law.
There have been cases of some doctors who, of
course, are paid a fee for each prescription, issuing
prescriptions in blank and handing them over to
unscrupulous proprietors or manag'ers of drug
stores. More than one scandal has arisen from that
cause.
The enforcement officers, however, of late have
been very strict in respect to permits. Penalties in
punishment of the frauds, amounting to many
millions of dollars, have been imposed.
But even without the distribution of alcohol by
fraudulent means above indicated, some people contend that an enormous amount of drunkenness is
caused throug'h the issue of permits to doctors.
There are 152,627 doctors in the United States,
but of these 22 per cent. only, that is, 33,379, hold
permits. This fact alone is a striking testimony of
the change that is coming over the medical practitioners. It emphasises the fact that three-fourths
of the physicians in the United States have come to
the conclusion that alcohol is not a necessity in the'
treatment of disease. They are content to carryon
their professions without prescribing alcohol as a
medicine. 'Whatever fraud, therefore, may be committed henceforth on the part of 33,379 doctors
throughout the length and breadth of the American
Republic, an analysis of the figures will show that
78 per cent. or 119,3-79 doctors have discarded the
use of alcohol for medicinal purposes altogether.
I should also state that out of the 48 States comprising the American Union, 24 States do not allow
doctors to take out permits at all, and there are about
40,000 doctors practising in these States.
The amount that can be prescribed by the doctors
able to use their permits is limited. No prescription
-whether of wine or of spirits-must contain more
than one half pint of alcohol. This half pint of
alcohol must sufiice the patient for 10 days. Unless
there be some special requirements or extraordinary
reason, no physician must fill in more· than 100 permits within the sp-ace of 90 days. It will thus be seen
that a physician is limited to prescribing 200 pints
of alcohol per annum, or 25 gallons a year. Taking
the whole of the prescribing powers of the doctors
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... able to give their prescriptions, we find that they are
able to prescribe about 834,000 gallons of alcohol a
. year. This means about a pint for every 6,000
persons.
How insignificant, therefore, this outlet of alcohol
really is can readily be perceived.
It is ridiculous to imagine that this source of supply
.can be considered a breakdown of prohibition.
Even in the State of New York, which is the "wettest" of the Union, and one of the most rebellious
against prohibition, its 12,500 physicians during the
year 1921 only issued 76 prescriptions each. They
were entitled by the law to issue five times as many.
Whilst dealing with the doctors of the United
States, it is not inappropriate to draw attention to
a Questionnaire sent out by the "Journal of the
American Medical Association" to 53,900 physicians.
The answers received back totalled 31,115. The question asked was :-"Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice of medicine~"
To this question 15,625 answered "Yes" and 15,218
answered "No." The voice of the doctors on this
subject were pretty fairly evenly divided, but it shows
a remarkable change within the last quarter of a century in the opinion and practice of the Galens of
America.
A similar question was asked in respect of wine.
Here the opllllOn was more pronounced; only 9,803
answered "Yes," as compared with 20,648 who
answered "No."
On a like question in respect of beer, the answer
was "No" 20,663, and only 7,934 answered "Yes."
PHILADELPHIA.

true the condition of Philadelphia to-day under prohibition is infinitely better than it was in the days of
the .open saloon, and the facts, after all, only disclose, however true, the lawlessness of' a section of
the Philadelphian citizenry, and of the local enforcement officers. Bacchus has always been rebellious
from the days of Euripides to the latest President of
the United States.
Prohibition did not create this lawlessness, but revealed it. It was not the "Dry" law that drove the
people into the outlaws' debauches, but the thirstdisease of the alcoholics.
JACK O'DONNELL'S TESTIMONY.
As against the statements made in the "New York
Evening Post," as given above, I desire to call your
attention to "Colliers' Weekly," published on the
10th February, 1923, which gives an article entitled
"The Camels and the Wise Men of the East." It
deals with the question of the success or failure of
prohibition in the States. "Colliers' ·Weekly" is one
of the mosf widely circulated and most trusted journals published in America. As to Jack O'Donnell, I
cannot do better than introduce him in the words of
the editor of "Collier's." In a subsequent issue published on the 14th April, over one of his articles,
the editor says:Jack 0 'Donnell is a "Wet." But· first of all he is
an honest reporter. Last fall he visiteel 36 States anc1
founel what he hac1 not believec1 to be trne-an over·
whelnling sentiment in favour of Prohibition. He now
reports another swing in sentiment, this time among
those who have openly violatec1 the Volsteac1 Act. He
shows in this article that the m·ookec1 bootlegger, like
his p,·ec1ecessor, the vicious saloon keeper, is rapic11y mak·
ing enforcement a reality. Pnblic opinion is the oaly
force that can solve the booze problem. Mr. O'Donnell's
article is another instance of that free trac1e in ic1eas by
which public opinion is formec1.

After what I have written above one may be prepared for the unqualified assertion that prohibition
is a complete failure. Such an assertion, in effect,
I can only here give a number of extracts from J.
was made in the· "Evening Post" of New York on the
O'Donnell's article, but the article itself I am for9th January, 1922.
warding you marked "Appendix F."
That paper published a despatch which gave a very
The excerpts I make are as follows:serious account of affairs in Philadelphia. It asserted
a few arrests had been made, but the penalties inI am a "Wet." I always have been and always shall
flicted were trivial. One culprit had been caught with be. I am against prohibition from the first word of the
three barrels of alcohol in a truck, and· had been re- title of the 18th amenc1ment to the final word in the
leased when he informed the court that he believed Enforcement Act.
But I am a reporter, anc1 when Colliers sent me out
the barrels contained vinegar. The assertion was
through the various States, I put my personal opinions
made that 3Y2 million gallons of free and illicit in my pocket ane1 sought the facts.
.
whisky were on tbe bootleg market; withdrawal perIn the llext ten days I visited sections of lower New
mits were disposed of on the kerb market; bootleggers' agents could be met in the corridors of the Englanc1. I talkec1 with all manner of men, anc1 the sentiment I hearc1 was music to my ears-it was the kinc1 of
municipal hall; there was a large storehouse for sentiment I hac1 expectec1-Wet-Wet.
whisky situated next door to a police station; between
Then' I visitec1 a number of places in New Jersey,
May and October, 1921, 753,000 gallons of alcohol
from three distilleries had been fraudulently disposed Marylancl, and Eastern Pennsylvania, anc1 I founc1 ex·
actly the same sentiment towarc1s prohibition.
of for beverage purposes. In a place popularly
known as "Moonshine Row" there were 18 houses
Anc1 hal ha; the Anti-Saloon Leaguers were not only
making and selling 25 gallons of whisky each per jamming the Dry Laws c10wn the nation's throat, but
they were making· the millions of men and women who
week.
wanteel their liqnor believe that an overwhelming majorThis is a specimen of the more rabid propagandism ity of the people of the United States favoured prohibi·
that appears in the public press, and it is from such tion. It was the monumental hoax of the centnry.
publications that the general uninformed public take
My next sounc1ings were made in the heart of Ohio.
their opinions upon prohibition.
"Tell your 'wet' f"iends to laugh that off"! jeerec1
That Philadelphia is a "Wet" city, and that its Arthur Johnson, the astute ec1itor of the Columbus Dis·
• patch. n That" was the majol'ity of 189,000 against
local officials are adverse to administering the law, beer anc1 wine.
is known everywhere, but even if all that is said be
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With a sigh of relief I crossed the Ohio River anli
went into Kentucky-Kentucky the home of goocl whisky,
rast horses, and beautiful women!
, 'The fact is," the newspaper men told me, "The
people down here have abollt concluded tbat conditions
are better without booze. Why, do you know that Kentucky has a temperance day-a day set apart by the
State Legislature to be observed by every public school
and high schooL"
I felt lonesome and dispirited after my journey
through Kentucky. The world was getting dreadfully
sane and business like.
Then is l1iscovered the· Great American Sahara-Indiana, and in the heart of this desert I found the thing
that broke my wet hem·t-a barkeeper with 18 service
stripes, who voiced defiance against the Anti-Pl'ohibition
Association!
At Chicago, I macIe inquiries about how it had beeu
done. Again I was disillusioned. In every instance except onc, where the· issue was clearly drawn between a
"wet·" and a "dry"-the "dry" won.
Hope for a return to the good old conditions died in
my heart when I went to :Michigan.
In the last few months I have been in 36 of the 48
States of the Union.
The Great :Mid-West is joining hands with the Far
'IVest and the South in the movement to make America

bone dry. The 18th amendment is an accepted fact almost everywhere West of the Alleghany mountains.
I was loath to admit it even to myself, but there is
abunllance of evidence that a great dry wave is rolling
Bastward, slowly but surely grinding down opposition
to prohibition, and riding the crest of this wave are the
clean, substantial citizens of the nation, and always
their ,vives and, sisters and mothers are riding at their
sides.
THE SECOND ARTICLE.
The second article of Jack O'Donnell's is equally
worthy of perusal. I am tempted to reproduce the
whole in the body of tbis report, but owing' to space
considerations I shall have to place it among the
Appendices.
This article is marked "Appendix G."

I do desire, however, for the purpose of emphasis,
to quote portions of the article.
Jack O'Donnell was talking to the secretary of a
Printers' Union, wbo was telling him about the financial condition of the working men of to-day, comparing it with that of the artisan of the pre-Volsteadian
period. He thus records the event:"Come with me," he invited. "I'll show you something that will be more convincing than anything I
could say."
We got into his automobile, and went to the hall where
the Union meetings were held. About thirty machines
of various makes were parked at the curb alongside the
buildings.
"See those cars ~" he asked. "Those belong to the
fellows in our union. The money they formerly shot
across the bar is now spent on automobiles and homes.
Do you think those fellows woulcl ever vote for a return
of the old conditions 1 Not on your life! Three years
ago they were talking about (no beer, no work.' They
cussed Volstead both ways from the middle. To-day
they're still kicking about the Volstead Act, but they've
got their cars, have'nt they~ And if it came to a showdown they'd vote to keep the cars instead of voting in
favour of the saloon keepers having 'em."
One thing I noticed about the working-man in my_
many talks with them. They like to appear wet, like
to "cuss out" the prohibitionists, but pin them down

and nine out of ten will admit they are pretty well satisfied without the saloon,· and wouldn't vote for its retU1"n.•
Their women are frUllkly elated. The fearsome Saturday nights a1"e no more. They, with their votes, a1"e the
real barrie1"s between booze and their husbands. They
are bringing up their children to respect the dry laws
ancl to regard the ancient saloon as a remnant of bar barism.
Here is a case in point. I hesitate to relate it because
it smacks too much of something one might expect to
finel in the story of Mabel, the beautiful Cloak Model.
But it is a fact, and that justifies its· presence in this
article.
One night, in Des Moines, Iowa, I was the guest of a
former drinking companion of the old days. Since I
last saw him, six years ago, he has man-iecl Ulld is now
the father of a beautiful four-year-old girl. Sitting at
his cosy fireside, he and his wife and I were discussing
prohibition. The child was preparing her doll for bed.
I gathCl'ed from what my host and hostess said that
the fi1"st few years of their married life were filled with
storm clouds, want, ancl anguish. They then lived in
St. Louis. When the baby came they moved to Des
Moines, which was teclmically dry. Here my friend
<1alliecl for a time with bootlegge1"s, but one day he got
some bad stuff that sent him to a hospital. Then he
swore off.
.
, , ,Ve 've been he1"c three years now," said my hostess,
, 'and in another year this home will be paid for.
That's one thing prohibition has done for Bin and me.
Of course I'm for a bone dry country just as the wives
of all drinking men are f01" it. They may not openly
admit it, but once they get into the voting booth you
can bet your life. they vote against easing up on prohibition· even if they don't make anothe1" mark on the
ballot.' ,
When this woman took her child into the bedroom
just off the liying 1"oom, Bill winked mysteriously at me.
In a few minutes we heard a childish voice lifted in
prayer. Bill signalled me to come and listen. We tiptoed to the half-closecl cloor. After saying a conventional little prayer, the chilcl ended with « And God
bless mamma and papa ancl Mr. Volstead, Amen."
I looked at Bill, and Bill looked at me. He looked a
little sheepish, but I knew he was happy.
That little child and her mother, and millions of other
little child1"en Ulld millions of othe1" mothers are in Mr ..
Volsteacl's corner, and I can't help believing that their
dry voices-and· their prayers-are drowning out the
cries for personal liberty that we "wets" are directing
at official Washington.

It is a gross misleading statement to make that
"bootlegging," "moonshining," and "illicit drinking"
are as extensive as the assertions and publications of
the pro-liquor advocates declare. The unimpassioned
leaders of public thought in America repeatedly condemn these. unscrupulous methods of belittling the
law.
I have numerous press cuttings demonstrating the
objection of the sober-minded to this system of fighting the advocates of prohibition.
Taking one illustration at random, I quote the following from the "·Winnipeg Evening Tribune" ·of the
11th May last. I am culling a portion from the lea.ding article:The editor says, inter alia :-"The bootlegger who
has made his million is a myth," and he concludes
his article as follows:It is idle under the conditions to claim, as it frequently
is claimed, that enormous quantities of liquor are hUlldled
by the bootleggers here, or that any temptation exists to
the average man to buy from them. The average home is
totally unaffectecl by the bootleg traffic. Any man who
frankly sizes up to-cla.y's conditions from his own knowledge knows that more liquor was consumed in Winnipeg
in a month in the days of the open bar than is .eonsumed
in a year in Winnipeg to-clay. He knows, moreover, that
the quantity is growing less all the time, and the vigor-
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'ous enfDrcement Df the law would speedily reduce it to.
, 'an inconsequential mini)l1Um.
The horde of wealthy bDDtleggers, iu the existence of
which many peDple have CDme to. believe, have no existence in fact. BDDtleg liquo.r is practically, a stranger to.
the average ManitDba hDme.

PENNSYLVANIA STATISTICS.
I ouoht not to omit, dry reading though it is, some
statisti~s respecting Philadelphia and Pennsylvania
generally, which should be read with my excerpts
from the "New York Evening Post":In the last two wet years, as CDmpal'eu with the :first
two. dry yeal's, there was a decrease in urrests fDr drunkenness in Philaclelphia Df 37 per cent.
There was an increase in 1922 over 19,21, still thel'e is
a markecl decrease in 1922 as compared with the fDrmer
wet years,
A decrease in, arrests fDr disDrderly cDnduct Df 51
per cent.
PrDstitutiDn arrests have decreasecl 76 per cent.
In Pittsburgh arrests fDr drunkenness in the last three
wet years as cDmpm'ecl with the last "three clry years
ShDW a decrease Df 45 per cent.
FDr AcrantDn fDr the same periDd, 19 per cent.
FDr Wilkes-Barre fDr the same periDd, 27 per cent.
J!'Dr Harrisburg fDr the same periDd, 24 per cent.
FDr Erie fDr the same periDd, 59 per cent.
For LebannDn fDr the same periDd, 65 per cent.
FDr McKeespol't fDr the same periDd, 33 per cent.
FDI' WilliamspDrt fDr the same periDd, 74 per cent.
FDr J DhnstDn fDr the same periDd, 64 per cent.
According to. the repOl·t o.f the Stutistics Bureau Df the
Department of Health Df the State. Df Penns,Ylvania,
there has 'been a cDntinual decrease lU deaths frDm alCohDlism since the gDing into" effect Df the Wartime. ~rD
hibitiDn. All kinds Df accidents as well as hDmlcldes
have decl'eased in number in Pennsylvania since 1917.
In spite Df the natural illCl'ease in pc.pula,ti?n and the
further fact that in 1917 mDre than Dne mllhDn Df our
sDldiers were in Em'ope the number Dr deaths from all
causes fDr Pennsylvania' shows a decidecl decrease.
In 191'7 the deaths in the State were128,163.
In 1921 the deaths were 109,894.
Data for 1922 nDt yet available.
There has also, ,been a vel'y large cleCl'ease in infant
mDrtality.
.
The average daily attelldance in public schools has lllcreasecl.
CDmparative statement of the amDunt Df depos,its. and
number Df depDsitDrs as repDrted to. the CDmmlsSlDner
Df Banking of Pennsylvania, by the variDus Trust CDmpanies, savings institutiDns and 'Qll;nks under the supervisiDn Df Pennsylvania, shDwecl III December, 1917$1,295,349,512.63; in September, 1921, $1,656,403,956.66;
in OctDb81', 1922, $1,762,673,207.12.
N Dn-suppDrt cases brDught to. the lllunicipal CDurt Df
Philadelphia in 1919, numbered 4,106, while in.1922 thel'e
were but 1873 such cases. RepDrts fDr ,1917 mCDmplete.
Life insurance ill fDrce increased $844,234,644 in 1921.
Dver 1917.
Number Df gallons Df alcDhDI withdrawn in 1921:~,746,46R.8; in 1922, 1,141,59'0.4.
Numbel' fDr gallDns Df whisky withdmwu in 1921,
.
.
870,439.4; in 1922, 287,962.6.
Number Df gallDns Df Dther hquor III 1921, 2,010.7;
in 1922, 289.4.
In this cDnnectiDn, at this point, you will bc interestecl
to. know sDmething of the way in which we hav~ been
regulating withdrawals Df liquor as nearly as PDsslble to.
actual medicinal needs, natiDnally speaking. This CDuntry annually befDre PrDhibition,consumecl abDut
133,000,000 gaiIDns Df red liqu?r.. In 1920, with a fa~ily
Permit System ancl an Drgamsahon new and Dp~ratmg
without precedent withdrawals tDtalled apprDxllliately
12,500,000 gallDns.' In 1921, which included six lllonths
Df this administration, Dur withdrawals were redueed to.
less than 3 500 000 gallDns. In the calendar year just
closed withdr~wals of medicinal' whisky tDtalled
1,819,888.2 gallDns_ These :figures speak mDre elDquently
than words.

With l'eference to' the bl'ewery sitnatiDn in this State,

+beg to. confess that it is one Df the mDst difficult prDb-

lems with which we (the PrDhibitiDn Officers) are CDnfrDnted.
PriDr to. PrDhibitiDn, there were apprDximately' 1,250
. breweries in the United States, and abDut 1,880,000,000
gallons of beer was prDduced. At the plesent time there
are a:bDut 600 breweries, or cereal beverage manufactories, Dperating in the United States, and Df this number 210 are in Pennsylvania. 135 breweries have been
seized in the United States, 68 Df them in Pennsylvania.
There have been 65 cDnvictiDns in the United States, 15
Df these in Pennsylvania.
Number acquitted in the
United States two., both Df which were in Pennsylvania.
AmDunt Df fines impDsed against brewel's in the United
States $146,000-$23,,750 in Pennsylvania.
Approximate anlount of Dffers in cDmprDmise Df civil liabilities
by brewers in the United States $2,162,496, ancl Df this
sum $1,008,681 was, made by Pennsylvania brewers.
REV. FATHER J. J. CURRAN, OF WILKESBARRE, Pa.
At TorDntD, Canada, between 24th and 29th of
NDvember, 1922, a great cDnvention of "The World
League against AlcDhDlism" was held.
Altogether 68 Nations of the world were represented at the conventiDn. Every shade of creed and
cDlour had its voice. The Romall Catholic Church
bDth Df Canada and the United States had representatives Dn that convention. All those NatiDns,
and all the people there represented, had in view the
abolition of alcDhol as a beverage.
I introduce thus an extract from a speech delivered
by the earnest Roman Catholic Priest, whose utterances in this connectiDn are particularly pertinent,
inasmuch as at the convention he represented the
State of Pennsylvania, which Df course includes
Philadelphia. Without quoting him in full, you will
be interested to read the utterances Df this distinguished cleric:I am glad to say that the church of which I am a
representative is with the movement absDlutely. We
have a few individuals, clergy amDng them, who. are
DppDsed to. it, bllt I say to. YDU there isnDt a Catholic
priest in all America, nDt Dne, who. wDuld go. back to.
the DId salDDn conditiDns.
I can say further, there !S nDt a Catholic WDman in
America who. wDuld cast a vDte in faVDur Df any alteratiDn Dr mDdificatiDn Df the dry cDnditiDns nDW existing.
The Dnly fear, which was altogether unfDunded at all
times, was that this mDvement might have intel'fered with
the use Df sacramental wine, but as I assured them nDt
only frDm the pulpit, but thrDugh the Press and otherwise, that the Anti-SalDDn L,eague of America and the
prDhibitiDn mDvement in America had nDt the destructiDn Df the church fDr its end, but the salDDn and everything that went with it. TherefDre I am sO. prDud to'
be here as a l'epresentative Df the great CDmmonwealth
Df Pennsylvania, apPDinted ,by Dur GDvernDr, and I trust
that we shall grDw strDnger as Dr. Moore has said. We
must grDw strDnger in Dm determinatiDn, in the inspiratiDn frDm Dn high, thc inspiration accruing frDm decent,
mDral, sDber living. 'Ve must gO. Dn and see that the
Dfficials Df State and ?if atiDn shal! enfDrce the Dbservance
Df the 18th amendment to' the CDnstitution as well as
Dther m·tides Df the Law and Constitution Df the CDnntry.
THE "TOLEDO BLADE."

It is necessary for me to quote mDre than my own
views, because I am well aware that there are ~)wple
in this country who will endeavour to discredit what
I say, from my own DbservatiDns, in consequenee of
the convictions I have uttered so frequently in public
on this question.
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I shall therefore give without apology the editorial
statement of a newspaper, I venture to say, with a
world-wide reputation for its public spirit and journalistic prominence.
This is what is said in an article of that widely
read newspaper, "The Toledo Blade":"GOSPEL TRUTH."
Indications are finally coming that slowly but surely
prohibition in the United States is becoming an establisheel fact, allCl its enforcement a 1'easonable success.
The novelty of hilarious law-breaking in secret is slowly
but surely wem'ing off. Just as normal men settle down
to their evel'y-day jobs after a big spree, good citizens
who at first seemed to regard a little juggling with the
Constitution as harmless fun have come home from the
party. They are beginning to look the facts in the face.
They are coming to realise that they have no right to
knock the pins out from under a generation of youngsters by giving them every 1'eason to believe that respect
for law is no more than a dull plll'ase, and the Constitution of the Uniterl States a collection of meaningless
mottoes. We know well enough that law can never mean
any more to boys and girls than it means to grown-ups.
There is reason to believe that this fact is beginning to
sink into honest citizens. The best information indicates
a pronounced decrease in the amount of drinking. The
liquor business is on the way out. We shall be dead and
in our graves a thousalHl years before it ever comes
back. And then it will be just sun-up in a new day.
A

>

CHICAGO

JUDGE.

Having quoted the Press on the good effects
achieved by the application of the prohibition laws,
imperfect as enforcement has been during the first
three years of trial, I need offer no excuse for citing
another element in the formation of public opinion
on this question_ I am· going to refer you to the
statement of one of the Judges of America. I may
say here that I had tbe pleasure and honour of meeting many Judges in the course of my investigations,
and in the great majority -of instances these Judges
were emphatic in their pronouncement that the prohibition laws had even been more successful than it
was reasonable to antieipate before their passage.
In a recent issue of the N ol'th-Western Christian .'lana('ate, J·udge William M. Gemmell, for 16 years a judge of
the Municipal Court of Chicago, speaks with the authority of his position in regarel to the effect of prohibition
on juvenile and adult crime.
"T,,-enty per cent. of the gaols of the United States
have been without prisoners since prohibition went into
effect, " says Judge Gemmell, and he eontinues:"I have collected the prison statistics for the last
seven years in several of the leading States, and everywhere the number of prisoners has been decl'eased since
prohibition.
" In New York, the total number of prisoners in 1915
was 6,939; 1916, 6,685; 1917, 5,356; 1918, 5,264; 1919,
4,903; 1920, 4,783; 1921, 5,129.
"In Indiana, total nnmber convicteel and imprisoneel
in county gaols: 1914, 18,130; 1915, 14,644; 1918, 4,641;
1919, 3,555; 1920, 2,192; 1921, 3,596.
"In all prisons: 1914, 19,207; 1915, 17,380; 1918,
(;,745; 1919, 5,609; 1920, 3,991; 1921, 6,597.
"In Massachusetts, prisoners in all prisons: 1915,
6,663; 1918, 3,701; 1919, 2,896; 1920, 2,352; 1921, 3,252.
"Total arrests for drunkenness in Massachusetts:
1917, 129,455; 1920, 37,160; 1921, 59,585.
"In Wisconsin, total prison population: 1917, 1,299;
1919, 998; 1921, 957.
"Population Chicago Bridewell, .January 1 each year:
1917. 1,818; 1918, 1,888; 1919, 1,214; 1920, 717; 1921,
1,087.
. "In Iowa, Fort Madison, total prisoners: 1917, 600;
1919, 465; 1920, 465.
"In California, total in State prison: 1917, 3,631;
1920, 2,898."

AN UNBROKEN RECORD.
I have not fOlllld a single State or a single prison
where there was not a· marked decrease in the prison
popUlation in 1919 and 1920. In most of the States
there was alr increase in 1921 over the year 1920, but
with that increase the prison population is still from
20 per cent_ to 25 per cent. less than it was before the
war.
From the last year before the prohibitory Act went
into effect to the first year following its enactment, the
popUlation of the Chicago Bridewell decreased- over 50
per cent.
During the year pl'evious to the enactment of the prohibitory law 169 persons died in the hospital at the
Bridewell from alcoholism: Last year one person clied
in the 8ame hospital of the same cause,"
THE EFFECT ON JUVENILE CRIME.
Judge Gemmell quotes .Juelge Arnolcl, for many years
presiding ,Tudge for the Chieago Juvenile Court, showing a great elecrease in juvenile crime.
He gives in eletail the statistics of the Probation Department in l'egarcl to cleJinquent children.
.
Allegecl delinq nents :

Boys
Girls

11916~

[1917.\1918.

2,191
594

2,328 ,2,306
730
679

2, 647
755

2,786

3,007

3,402

...

.. ,

Total ...

L

3,036

I· 1919.\1920.1
1

I

1921.

1,912
638

1,754
661

2,550

2,415

In conclusion, J uelge Gemmell says: " Never OOfOl'C
were American citizens as clean ancl law-abiding as they
are to-day."
I pass fro111 the exalted sphere of a Judge in an
American Court, to officers who devoted their lives
to humane services among' the fallen, the outcasts,
and the weak; in the submerged populations of the
great cities of America.
I have already referred to the trustworthiness of
the Salvation Army officers, and I do not think my
cOll'fidence in their truthfulness will be shaken by
the opinions of any section of the general public.
I give here what the social secretary of the Salyation Army says in the great city once made
notorious by the articles on its social vices by the
editor of the "Review' of Reviews"-NIr. Stead, since
deceased:The Salvation Ar111Y (Incorporate(l) Headquarters for
Central Territory, 713-719 North State Street, At
Superior, Chicago, Illinois, Mal'ch 6th, 1923.
The Hon. Thos Walker,
Brevoort Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.
My Deal' Sir,Following onr interview regarding the resnlts which
follow the \yo'r~ing of the prohibition law, I 113.v6
gathered the follo,\ving from reports sent in by our
Officers in fifteen central States:1. The observations· of our Social Officers lead them
to conclude that those who want to get liquor can get it
-of a kiml-if they pay the price which, in most cases,
is high, but that not more than 10 per cent. of the men
who used to drink are drinking now, partly because of
the high prices, partly because it has to be sought for
insteacl of being on almost every corner and is, therefore, more difficult to obtain, and many drank formerly
because of the temptation ever before them.
2. In practically every ease, the experience of our Officers is that the men who come to our institutions are more
provident and less degraded when they apply for work.
The majo.rity still have a. little money left when they
apply a11(1 spend what they formerly spent on drink, on
necessities and comforts for themselves, while mallY are
sa.ving part of their money. Before prohibition the
g'l"eater number of the men applying tc> onr Institutions
did so because of the drink habit, it being not nncomllUlll
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for the majority to come partly under the influence of
liquor or just over a spree, which left them destitute.
Now this is somewhat rare and sickness, seasonal work,
business depression and kindred causes is the reason.
3.The men are much more capable and efficient, as
they are not only able to, but much more willing to do
a day's work at once when formerly they worked at low
efficiency for several days, while getting over the effects
of the drink.
4.. We caunot give figures, but all OUI' omcers are
agreed that the majority of the men are saving pm·t of
their earnings and many of thinn have savings accounts.
. . 5. ]<'ew of our officers have any direct knowledge of
.. this, although the general opinion is that the men are
Illore self·respecting than formerly and one officer states
that about 75 per cent. seem to be cleaner mo,rally.
6. It is the consensus of opinion that drunkenness is
longer an appreciable cause of p-overty, the proporHGn 'being put as low as 5 per cent., 'but in family life
sickness, unemployment and poor management seem to
be the main causes of pove.rty.
While there is still a measure of drinking and eh·unk.
enness, there seems to. be no question but that prohibition
has been and is highly beneficial, but that the strict enforcOlllOnt of the 18th amendment is needed to make prohibition more effective. It is conceded, however, that enforcement of the law is steadily becoming stricter and
that the majority of people in this countI'y are for pro·
hibition.
.
The attached article from "Collier's," of February
10th, HJ23, a reliable rational weekly magazine, is very
germane to the subject anr}may 'be of interest to you.
I also enclose a copy of our "\Var C1'y" for January
20th, in which is a pa,per on this subject by Commander
Miss Booth.
I trust that the obsOl'vations of our OffiCOl'S, as summarised above, ma.y be of assistance to you in your investigations.
Sincerely yours,
(Sgd.) navid Miller,
Brigadier (Social Secretary) .

It will be noticed and it is frankly admitted that
the administration of the law is not perfect. It
would be marvellous if it were in so short a space
of time. The habit that has been fostered during
the lives of all persons now· living, and had a still
greater hold upon our forefathers back to the very
dawn, and beyond the .dawn of history, cannot be
eradicated in the twinkling of an eye.
I have already drawn attention to the laxity of
enforcement in Chicago.
.
Chicago, like New York, has an enormous foreign
population. As a matter of fact this city has twothirds "foreign" population. The American whites
number only 31 per cent., but great transformations
have taken place since the passing of the 18th amendment, and the Enforcement Act.
Some of its old saloons have been transformed
into up-to-date restaurants.
I personally saw the old "Hinky Dink's" saloon
bar, which was one of the most notorious in Chicago.
It is now turned into the "Triangle Restaurant."
(See Appendix H.) .
I also give an illustration of the real estate development on the site of old saloons (see Appendix
L), and furthermore photos of the transformation
of old saloons into banking premises.
(See Appendix J.)
While on this point, I may add to the Chicago
illustrations, . pictures of the transformed saloons
elsewhere : Appendix K shows aNew York saloon conyerted
into a hank.
Appendix L shows a saloon transformed into a
hat store.

Appendix M into a food store.
Appendix N into a luncheon house.
Appendix 0 shows the change effected in the
hotel I stayed at in Columbus, Ohio.
As an authority on Chicago matters I take the
libel"ty of quoting Commander Evangeline Booth,
being an extract from an address that distinguished
lady made in Philadelphia at the annual conference
of the "National Women's Temperance Union":Take t]le case of Packingtown; the dwelling section be·
hind the stockyards of Chicago. W. F. McDermott says
that the famous automobile rows of the metropolis of
the West must look to their laurels now that Packingtown has become a strong competitor.
But Packingtown's motor row is more than just an
evidonce of prospe1'ity. Back of it lies a story of the
evolution of a community.
In the olel days the back of the ya1'ds district had its
"Bucket of Blood" saloons and the famous whisky row,
its shooting ancl sprees; and revels -and carousals, its
woeful women and tenifiecl children. To-day it would
be hard to find a community where, in spito of hard
times, child1'en have more laughing eyes, are better
dressed, or men and women more prosperous looking.
About 15 saloons of the old" whisky row" have given
place to the splendic1 Packingtown Day Nmsery. Drug
stores and barber-shops have entered into other vacateil
saloon quarte1"s, and the automobile salesroollls have
become the cenb'es of interest. The 'brass rail of the
saloon has given place to the ru1ming board of the
automobile.
Amounts to a Revolution.
From the social stanclpoint, the change amounts to a
revolution. Money spent on liquor now goes-at least
a substantial part of -it-for gasoline. Formerly, it
meant deprivation and often cruelty f.o1" the family.
Now it means healthful recreation and the cementing of
the family ties inste·ad of the destruction of them ..
Saturday that useel to be the dreadful day, because
pay clay, is now the glael day. Ever~' Saturclay afterrroon
there are happy partie$ en route for the country. Father,
mother, children, granelmother-sometimes four generations, gleefully chugging along in the "family Ford."
Look at the evidences of prosperity. There are 10'
million automobiles in the United States. Every tenth
person is said to own one. A car for every two families.
More building of homes than ever before, despite exOl"bitant pl"ices. WOI'kmen of all traeles erecting homes
that cost ten, twelve, and even fifteen thousand dollars.
In other sections of Chicago, which· were made unavailable for hi/!'h-class retail trade, because of the blight
of the saloons; department stores have sprung up catering largely to tIl(> needs of women andchildreu. Just
outside the Loop, on Lower State Street, splendid locations "'ere formerly occupied almost uniformly by low
class saloons, girl shows, lady barber shops, fake auction
establishments, and similar places. A l'ecent investigation shows that since prohibition thiR section is developing at a remarkable rate. As an instance,. Rink)'
Dink's W Ol'kingman's Rest Saloon formerly paid 150
dollars rent £01' the four-storey building, Since· prohibition c10seel this saloon, 500 clollars rcut is paid for
the first fl001' aloue.

Chicago is the city of the Middle West, and the
gTeatest town of Illinois. It is in the large towns;
especially the large towns where there is ever a
fluctuation in the population, that the laws of enforcement are difficult to administer.
The State of Illinois has had a gradual growth
towards prohibition. In Appendix P I give aIT
illustration of the gradual growth from Wet to Dry
from 1907 to 1919.
Appendix Q is a photo of a transformed salobn
in New York.
Appendix R IS another picture of the metamorphosis.
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Appendix S represents the transformation of a
brewery just outside Denver.
Appendix T is a picture of a former winesaloon now a furniture store in California.
Appendix U is the building of the former "Capitol Brewing Company" at Washington.
Appendix V is a page of photos of transformed
drinking' places of former days.
Many other illustrations could be added, but space
will not permit.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.
St. Louis, Missouri, is another strong centre of
the "Wets." Like Milwaukee, it was formerly a big
, brewing centre of the United States. Like Chicago
and New York, it has a large percentage of foreign
residents.
On the 23rd February last I interviewed the Chief
Prohibition Officer of that city. He frankly confessed that he had a very difficult place to subject to
the law. There were undoubtedly flagrant violations
of the Act for the enforcement of prohibition.
In a measure he told me the same story as I had
heard from Mr. Rutter of San Francisco. It was the
wealthy class who continuously, flagrantly, defiantly,
and boastingly put themselves above the law, and
considered it a smart thing, not only to agitate for a
return of the olden times, but to indulge their appetites not only in private but in public.
These people kept alive a sentiment which cheered
at the utterances of the phrase "Personal liberty,"
whenever it was uttered in public or in semi-private.
The Press was on the side of those who rebelled
against the constituted authorities for the, enforcement of the National Prohibition Act.
There was an active and official organisation in
the city that was constantly holding the law up to
ridicule, accusing its officers of hypocrisy, conspiracy, and other offences against the peaceable people
in the community who desired no more than the Omar
Khayyam indulgences in the beverage of the ancient
gods.
He g'ave me particulars of a raid he and his officers
made on the New Year's Eve preceding my visit.
At such a time naturally everyone gave himself up to
enjoyment according to the procedure and veneration
of old time methods.
The place where the festivities were held was one
of the most fashionable resorts in St. Louis. When
the prohibition officers entered in the midst of the
festivities, they found all kinds of wines and spirits
in abundant use, and amidst the general consternation of all present, the officers seized all the alcoholic
beverages they found in use and contained within the
premises. Without respect of persons the law was
immediately put in motion, and prominent citizens
were made to stand" the ordeal of a trial in the courts
of law.
The "Wets," naturally, were much aggrieved, and
in retaliation they themselves summoned the aid of
the court, and accused the prohibition officers of
violating the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States. I have previously referred to
this amendment. It is the one which prohibits under
ordinary circumstances searching without a warrant.

The "Wets," however, acted too precipitately before
making inquiries (so the enforcement officer told me),
as before the raid was made a search warrant was
already in his hands.
Disappointed at their failure upon the charge, they
went further and accused the Chief Proh,ibition
Officer and Dr. Shupp, the superintendent of the
Anti-Saloon League of Missouri, with conspiracy.
There the matter rested at the time of my interview.
The action was still pending, though i.t was kept 3Ii"e,
I was assured, for propaganda work through the
newspapers, 'which are strongly "vVet." The newspaper representatives had been making affidavits and
publishing them in detail, and so keeping alive the
feud to aid the cause of the "Wets."
The officer gave me to under"tand 1hat this
would continue until the procedure had achieved its
propagandist purposes, and then would be allowed
to die a natural death. Its purposes would have been
served.
"In the country," said the officer, "the case is very
different. Missouri was in fact a dry State. There
was little difficulty in enforcing the law in the urban
portions of the State."
Public sentiment in the country was on the side of
prohibition, and it was only in the city, and amongst
the wealthy of the city, where detection and the means
of bringing offenders before the court was difficult.
He said he had challenged these people to bring
against him, or his officers, any single instance where
he, or his officers, had made a search without a warrant. He had made this challenge publicly. He had
further challenged them to bring against him, or his
officers, any other wrongful act or action not in
accordance with'the law, but not one of the "Wets"
had been game enough to accept his challenge. "In
fact," he said, "these accusations were only made to
keep alive the agitation intended to" turn public
opinion everywhere against the law."
St. Louis has always been opposed to prohibition,
even in any modified form, such as restriction to other
localities. In 1917 an amendment of the State Constitution was proposed and submitted to the people.
It was defeated in the month of November; 1918.
The measure was defeated by a majority of 72,85-3.
The votes were 227,501 for prohibition, and 300,354
against.
When national prohibition came into force, of the
114 counties of the State 85 had adopted probibition. They had already reduced the saloons to 3,100,
in fact, 90 per cent. of the area of the State was under
prohibition, and 53 rer cent. of the entire population
of the State was living in prohibition territory.
It must also be remembered that on 16th' January,
1919, the Missouri Legislature ratified the National
Constitutional Amendment for Prohibition of the
liquor traffic.
'
The Legislature also introduced an Enforcement
Bill, wbich was carried in both Houses by large
majorities.
The "Wets," not satisfied, asked that a referendum
should be taken. This was done on the 2nd N ovember, 1920. The people upheld the law by a majority
of 6-0,000.
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PEORIA.
Two months after visiting St. Louis, that is to say
on the 23rd April, 1923, I was in the City of Peoria,
in the State of Illinois. It is a great city situated on
the banks of the Illinois River, almost ulidway between St. Louis and Chicago. It is the second city
of the State of Illinois, and contains a population,
according to the Federal census of 1920, of 105,000
people. The city covers an area of 10 square miles.
That it is now prosperous under prohibition may be
judged by the fact· that it has 89 miles of paved
streets, 115 miles of sewers, 161 miles of water mains,
and 55 miles of street railway.
The people of the place call it "A City of Home
Owners." It has five national and eight savings
and State banks. It has no fewer than 30 gTade
schools. It is alleged that the capital invested in
Peoria amounts to 125,000,000 dollars. The value
of its output of products they claim is 200,000,,000
dollars annually.

It is asserted that there are no fewer than 20,000
wage earners dwelling in the place.
T give these particulars because prior to prohibition Peoria was one of the largest distilling centres
in the United States. It sent away daily whisky and
other spirituous liquors in car loads. Like the brewing plants I saw at Milwaukee ana St. Louis, and
other places, I saw vast building's-distilling plants
-located in one section of the city.
'iVhen national prohibition was mooted it was
loudly proclaimed that if Peoria went "dry" the
workmen of the place would have to migrate or
starve upon the streets. It was averred that the
farmers who grew grain for distilling purposes
would find no markets, or would have to go further
afield, and thus suffer loss in obtaining other markets.
The value of property would fall, the city would
become deserted and grass would gTOW in its streets.
So much I learnt upon the spot. Prohibition in due
course was applied to Peoria, and to-day its citizens
claim that it is one of the brightest spots in the
whole State of Illinois. It is now more prosperous
than ever it has been in the 'I' hole course of its
history.
Instead of workmen starving or migTating, sufficient employees cannot be obtained to canyon industries that are thriving. The distilleries in the
main have -been converted. into factories for the production of foodstuffs, and more labourers than ever
are required to furnish the output of which the
Peorians now boast. The agricultural implement
works, repair furnaces, and steel works, I was informed at the Association of Commerce, were seven
months behind in their orders owing to the lack of the
necessary labour.
I spent some time at the office of the Association
of Commerce, but I reluctantly confess that the
officers appeared to be afraid to be commilnicative.
The reason for that was not faT to seek. Th-? Secretary of the Association was tomparati',ely new in
hi.;; plaee. The Secreta1"Y who was in charge>. at the
time of the passing of prohibition, and for some
time afterwards-<Mr. 'Willis Evans-had the honesty,
or iudiscretion, aceordinR to the point of view taken
by the "Drys" or the "'iVets," to write a letter to the
Hon. Daniel R. Sheen, g-iying- the experience of him-

self, and incorporating the experience of his Association, after prohibition had had over a twelve months
trial.
As a number of the old distillers were in the
association they made things warm for the Secretary, and to be brief he either voluntarily, or otherwise, retired from his secretarial post. At the time;
of my visit the old "Wets" were still members of the
association.
That yon may see what the evidence of Secretary
Evans was, I qnote his letter, and among the appentlices I give a photogTaph of it.
(See Appendix
"'i;V.")
Peoria Association of Commerce.
Peoria, Ill.,
May 18, 1921.
Hon. Daniel R. Sheen,
Cl'escent and HamiIton Streets, City.
Dear Mr. Sheen,
.
I know that you rejoice with uS that the Peoria
Distilleries-thhteen in number-located in Peoria and
Pekin, are now used for other purposes than the grinding of corn for alcohol or whisky, and similar beverages,
which you fought to the death for so many years, and
finally saw the crowning of your fight in the Eighteenth
Amendment.
Some of your friends may inquire some day what
these distilleries are uow used for. One of the big Pekin
distilleries is now the big Liberty Yeast Factory; the
other distillery at Pekin is used for the manufacture
of food products.
In Peoria the c1istillel"ies were taken over by the
United States Food Products Company, and they spent
about five million dollars in l'ejuvenating the plants and
now produce all kinds of food for man and beast. This
includes sugar and corn symp and corn oils, preserves
of all kin(ls, yeast, white' inegar, wheat flour, etc. When
the 'distilleries were taken over and these notable improvements made, it was !innounced that they had thirty
million dollars to spend and would continue until the
plants were in the finest condition. Recently the United
States Food Products Company has suffered a relapse,
pel"haps due to the genel"al industrial condition, and they
al'e now operating at the minimum.
The bl'ewel"ie8, thl"ce in number, are utilised for general
manufactul"ing. For example, the Leisy Brewing Company is now a malt extract plant anel an ice factory.
The Gipps brewing plaut makes sirups for soda fountains, yeast, and other food pro(lucts. The Union Brewing Company is occupied by the Automatic Carbonic
Machine Company, which manufactures ice plants for
homes ancl hotels. Other buildings fOl"merly occupied
by the Union Bl'ewing Company are used for similar
purposes.
It is also notable that Peoria has not suffel'ed since
this mal'vellous chaull"e in industry. The concerns occupying the oM (listillel"ing and brewing plants employ
more men and mOl'e money is imrolved than in the old
days. Our bank clearings have increased at the rate of
fifteen million dollars eaeh yea'r since that 1st July enactment.
All of the saloon propel"ty in Peoria is used for drink
parlors, residences, offices, etc.
Oftentimes we receive letters from those who think
that Peoria received an a I\"ful jolt and that our business
is stagnant. The opposite is h·ue. I don't think there
is any emnty building in Peoria, and we need 500 to
1,000 residences.
I am glad to send these facts to you, ancl they are
just as I have found them.
Yours vel"y truly,
(Sg<1.) Willis Evans,
Executive Secretal'y,
Peoria Association of Commerce.

I think it would be difficult to get oyer a letter such
as that just quoted from a man occupying a post of
vantage for a,ccuracy of observation, and whose
position was, in itself, a gnarantee of good faith. It
was not necessary to obtain verbal statements from
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the secretary I interviewed and his subordinates,
inasmuch as the association itself had published eel'tain facts, and incidentally I learned that during a
comparatively recent steel workers' strike the whole
of the population was astonished at the sobriety and
the cool-headed method of conducting the Rtrike and
the negotiations with the employers by the employees,
I obtained a "Members' Bulletin," Vol. II" No, 4,
published about a month before I arrived in Peoria,
viz" on March 2nd, 1923, I am including' it al1,ong
the appendices (see Appendix "X"), but the matter
is too important in one respect to leave to the end of
the appendices, I therefore draw your partielilar
attention to the following:Is Business Good?

Loading of revenue freight on the railroads of the
United States during the week ending 3rd March, 1923,
totalled 917,896 ears, thtl greatest number loaded during
any similar period at this season of the year in the history of the country. This exceeded the total of the
corresponding week in 1922 by 124,781 cars, and the
corresponding week in J.921 by 206,529 cars. It was
also the heaviest loading in any week since December 9,
1922, and indicates a stimulation in business unprecedented for this time of the year. The 900,00(} car mark
was not reached in 1922 until 2nd September, while in
1921 it did not occm until the middle of October. In
1920, when freight traffic was the heaviest in history,
we did not reach the 900,000 mark until the 'middle of
June. There is an extreme shortage of cars and motive
power now, and it is safe to say that if cars had been
available and engines to move them, the million mark
would have been reached. Steps are being taken by tho
railroads to increase theil' transportation facilities. The
American Railway Association reports that 86,350 new
height cars and 1,379 new locomotives were put into
service hi 1922, and in February of this year the roads
had on order 97,932 new cars and 1,915 new locomotives.
More facilities arc what we need. The growth of our
commercial business is limited absolutely by the ability
of our transportation facilities to keep pace with it.
I do not think more corn:nent is needed. IE it. Wf're
it would be found in a subsequent publication issued
by the S'ame association and which I learned was in
the Press whilst I was making inquiries. It has been
forwarded to me since by post. I include it among
the appendices. (Appendix "Y.")
Indeed I find the testimony everywhere in this
State to the effect that the city was now in a sounder,
healthier; and more hopeful condition that at any
previous period of its existence.
To show at least how some of the distillers themselves regard the efficacy and permanence of the existing law, I require only to cite the fact that just before I arrived in Peoria, one of the big distilleries
that could not be turned to other uses because of the
nature of its special plant, had been sold to a Chicago
syndicate merely for salvage-just for what the
material would bring at the sale. Had the owners
of this building had arty faith in the early repeal of
the 18th amendment, and the national prohibition
laws, they would certainly not have sold snch a
specialised edifice.
BATTLE BITTERNESS.
]\,fore than once I have made reference to the way
the battle for and against prohibition is waged in
the United States. Not only the platform and the
Press are brought into requisition, where oratory and
rhe~oric !\l'_e. mingled with vituperation and slander,

but the courts of the land are very often invoked for
the settlement of matters involving the personal
character of those on both sides.
Personally, I have met on both sides of the fence
men of great parts, and even noble qualities.
In many cases I know that accusations have unworthily and unjustly been made, but in other ~flses
I was not able to stay to the flnish of the fight, or to
.
collect all the pros and cons.
In New York, Dr. Anderson, the Superiuterdent
of the Anti-'Saloon League, was seriously charged
with peculations, and mis-direction of the fund;; subscribed to obtain and support the prohibition law.
I give no judgment on the real merits of :the case
as it stands apart from the real subject matter of
my inquiries.
I have drawn attention to the charges made against
the Rev. Dr_ Shupp, of St. Louis, but after I left
that city, I found that he was accused of, :lillong
other things, using his influence to assist a drug
store, in which (through his family it was alleged he
was financially interested), to obtain illegally whioky
and other liquors through the drug store, in order
to dispose of them for beverage purposes.
That I' may in no way colour or misrepre~ellt this
charg'e, I am forwarding to you as an appendix
"The Minute Man," Missouri edition, published in
Missouri in March, 1923. (See Appendix "Z.")
I desire to warn you against accepting provlHi, or
.unproven allegations against the champions of either
side of Prohibition, for in America, in some
quarters at least, the blood is running hot, and
the rules of strict accuracy are not always
observed. Moreover, it would be astonishing if
there were no black sheep in both flocks. The
of personal character in . the
mere defects
representatives of either side should not be used to
sidetrack the issue, or to obscure the logic of facts.
BISBEE.
My desire is to place the facts before you as I
received them in the course of my travels. One of
the early places I visited may be said to be "off the
beaten track." I have mentioned that I travelled
by the Southern route, and I broke my jonrney to
go up a short distance from the main lines to visit
the well-known Bisbee Copper Mines. I did so be-.
cause they were recognised as the largest copper
mines of America, and employed a large number of
workmen.
I had the honour of lunching with the manager of
the great mines 'of that p,lace (Mr. Dowel).
Mr. Dowel was not personally a total abstainer,
but he emphasised the value prohibition had been to
him in relation to his workmen on the mines. The
number of accidents had appreciably decreased, ·regu-.
larity of work was all that could now be desired.
The workmen were not only more regular, but' more
efficient. The time lost through drunkenness in the
days of the open saloon was no longer a point upon
which he could complain. The men were also more
contented and enjoyed better health.
His was the story I heard repeatedly in my travels,
and I could cite others equally pertinent, as to the
reliability and efficiency of labour in consequence' of
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laws. Indeed, I shall be compelled
some further allusions to those facts, more
when I deal with the attitude of labour

~ all

many in Bisbee, and their testimony
to the same effect.

a
and
and
here

letter from the Chief of Police of that
as it gives a passing glance of Bisbee
after the application of the prohibition
submit it for your perusal:City of Bisbee, Al'izona,
Department of Police,
H. M. Wirtz, Chief.
Bisbee, Arizona,
February 14th, 1923,

Thomas ~Walker,
Perth,
Westel'll Australia.
.,My Dear Sir,-It is a pleasme for me to add my mite
the cause of prohibition.
Prohibition in the United States is not going to be a
but is already a success, and is here to stay.
States had dry laws before the 18th
.t,-"'1~11U1Ut"LL was added to the Constitution. The Amendwas ratified by 46 of the 48 States, requiring a
T.WO-I,nn·n. majority of both branches of the Legislatures
each State. Eleven States can forever prevent the
of the Amendment.
facts present a rather discouraging outlook to
wet advocate.
In. the days of the saloon, there were at least 50 of
in Bisbee, and on pay-days the miner brought his
cheque. to the saloon-keeper, and what was left of his
c,wage was perhaps taken home to his family..
Now it is different-families are better provided for~~bank statistics show more and larger savings account.
In the old days intoxication was prevalent; now it is
a, rarity.
Prohibition is a boon to civilisatio·n, and even those who
infringement of their personal liberties admit the
is right.
Wishing you success,
I am, Yours truly,
(Sgd.) H. M. Wirtz,
Chief of Police.
SHREVEPORT.
At Shreveport, in the State of Louisiana, I met a
West Australian, now engaged in the oil business of
that State, and as he was a "Wet" before the passing
of the prohibition law, I give you his testimony
~~direct:'
THE C.S. CASINGHEAD COMPANY, INC.
Shreveport, La"
Feb. 21, 1923.
Hon. Thomas Walker,
Member of Parliament,
Western Australia.
Dea.r Sir,-It was certainly a great pleasure to meet
. you, and as an Australian who has spent a few years in
. the United States, under Prohibition Laws, it gives me
great pleasure to give you my views on the subject of
Prohibition.
. First I want you to realise that I all! by no means
temperate; I learned to cultivate the taste for liquor
in my own country, Australia, before I came to this
country. I arrived just previously to prohibition !aws
coming into effect and have witnessed both sides in this
country of wet and dry, After spending practically all
my life previc}Us to coming to this country in wet countries, I will 'say this, from an unbiassed standpoint, that
no finer law can be introduced into any country on the
face of God's earth than the law excluding entirely the
consumption of intoxicating liquors. This, coming from
.one who confessed to not being temperate, may seem
rather strange, but you must bear in mind this fact,

that although I am not temperate, that the enormous
benefits I have seen from the effect' of the prohibition
law and the fact of my not being able to secure a drink
that I know is the pure article, I am now practically a
convert to temperance, notwithstanding whatever desire I
might have for liquors. I will say this, if the opportunity were to arise to-morrow for me to vote on the
issue wet or dry, my vote would most certainly be dry.
I am engaged in the oil business in this country, and
there is only one way to be successful, anel that is to be
efficient, anel I know this fact, that if· it were not for
prohibition in this country to-day, that the oil business,
which is one of America's greatest industries, would not
be nearly as successful as it is, and no man nor organisation can have efficiency where the use of intoxicating
liquors is unrestricted.
Now, as an Australian who still has the welfare Of his
country at heart, I "ill say this, from personal experiences and observation, that no better law could be intl'oduced by the Federal Government than the entire
exclusion of alcohol in any shape 01' form, from the
country. This is not the viewpoint of a temperance lectmel', but of one who has seen both sides of the question,
and l"eapS the benefit derived therefrom .
Mr. Walker, I certainly wish you success in your campaign, and I already know what your reports will be to
your Government. Let us hope that they will be fruitful; for Australia will be one of the greatest nations in
the world .
Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) W. F. Chapman, .
I am also glvmg you a statement from the VicePresident of the Commercial National Bank of
,Shreveport. I desire to state that in almost every
large city visited I interviewed the bankers, and
their stories, with a few exceptions, were much on
the lines of. the letter I am giving to you, even in
New Y'ork itself:COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK OF SHREVEPORT.
United States Depositary.
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA,
February 20th, 1923.
Hon, Thomas Walker,
Member for Kanowna,
Parliament of Western Australia.
Dear Sir,Referring to our intel'view this day and l'eplying to
your question as to how I regarded Prohibition and its
results, I have the pleasure to state that I have been intimately in touch with the Prohibition Movement in the
United States from its incipiency to the present day.
During a part of my life the entire United States was
what we determined as "Wet," part of the time we "vere
operating undel' the Local Option Law, and now under
what we term National Prohibition. I have studied it
and its results from every phase and angle.
There has never been it law written into our statutes
~that has not been violated, and the same is true regar(ling our Prohibition Law, but it ~s as well enforced con ~
sidering the' very radical change from a "Wet',' to 'I
"Dry" country and the short time which it has been
operative, as most any other law, and as could be expecteel under the circumstances. The Prohibition Law
will be enforced more rigidly from time to time as this
arm of the Government is thoroughly organised for the
enforcement of the Law.
As to the results of Prohibition in the United States,
I think that it has been one of the gl'eatest economic
movements ever undertakeu in this country. Thel'e have
been greater achievements in the commercial and industrial worlc1 and greater development along all lines of
business since the adoption of Prohibition in this country
than were ever made or attempted during twice the
period of time before we had Prohibition. We have
better schools, better roads, better citizenship,' better
society, and better chm:ehes. since the inauguration of
Prohibition than before. In fact, the whole social and
economic life of this country has been much improved
as a result of Prohibition. Whel'e poverty existed, we
now have prosperity, Our people are more contentell,
peaceable and law abiding, Crime has' decreased very
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appreciably, and every portion of our country has cujoyed prosperity as never before. While it may be true
that Prohibition alone is not responsible for this, nevertheless the improved condition is in every way traceably
largely to the results of Prohibition.
Very respectfully,
(Sge1.) P. C. Wlillis,
Vice-President.
The Mayor, of the city was equally emphatic in his
testimony to the value of prohibition to his city. ,
Mr. J. F. Greer, the President of the Louisiana
State Federation of Labour, U.S.A., volunteered to
give me a statement regarding prohibition from the
point of view of his State organisation. He says;In t:'eating this subject in this article, I must be brief,
and WIll not go into a detailed statement of the Prohibition question iu all its phases here in America, but will
confine myself to its effects on labour.
. I. ~ilJ be~i~ by sayi:,g that for yeal's I fought ProInbltIon behevlllg that It would have a bad effect on industrial conditions. I believed all the" tommy-rot" of
the liquor people that it would put the workers out of
employment, and many other fallacies preached by thew.
1:, ~~e first campaign here iu my home City to vote proInbltIoll, I was among the liquor forces fighting) the
movement. I was very much opposed to Prohibition
taking effect in our City. However, the Prohibition
forces carried the election by a small majority.
I then began to obsei've the results and found
that of all the people benefited by Prohibition
it was the working people of our communii1/
One of the first results was that labour organisations
begau to increase in membership, and workers in trades
we had nevel' been able to organise became anxious to
,be organised. As a result of sober labour we had in the
first two years of prohibition more than doubled our
membel'ship, and had raised the wage scale in every
trade in the city. I noticed that there was a much
better attendance at the labour meetings, anel that the
men were all well dressed, and discussed their problems
with much mOl'e dignity and iutelligence than they did
when they came to the meetings under the infiuence of
drink.
The next observation was that many of our
workers who bad lived only a hand to mouth existence
were buying and owning their OWn homes, and many of
them owned automobiles, and the bank statements of
the various banks showed an enormous increase in savings accounts siuce prohibition became effective.
I especially noted three families who had, in the old
saloon days, lived in the same block with me. It was
seldom that the father or wage earner ever got home on
Saturday night with any money, the result was that the
families suffered for the necessities of life, and many
times I hac1 helped to feed the children. Not long after
prohibition became effective all three of these families
owned their own homes; they sent their children to the
pUbIlc school, and sever(ll of the children have since
attended college. They are all in splendid shape at this
time. Soon after prohibition became effective our school
. attQndance increased by more than one third, and that
was before we had a compulsory school attendance law
in this State.
Seeiug the effect it had on our own people locally, I
began a systematic investigation of the conditions in
other cities and States as to its effects on the workers,
and I found that what had been true in our city had
been true in every other place in the country. Nothing
has ever happened in America that has put labour forward as much as taking them away from the saloon.
During the saloon days it was the loafing and hitngingQut place for the workers, and the liquor interests tool;;
advantage of this condition, and much to the shame of
labour, the saloon very largely controlled the vote of
the' workers of this country; aneI it was very largely
due to this pernicious control of politics that the 'people
resented. On the part of the liquor interests, they had
such a control that they could in most' places violate the
laws with impunity, amI kept labour the political slave
of the liquor traffic. It not only kept them slaves to
the liqnor traffic politically, but kept them slaves to the

low-wage system of the employers, because the man who
spends his wages in the saloon, and is always broke 011
Monday morning, is forced to accept the conditions that
are offered. He is never financially or morally strong
enough to assert himself, and as a rule has not the desire
or moml character, to join with fellow men in an organised attempt to better his own conditions. To prove that
this is the case, I refer you to the enOl'mous growth of
the American Federation cf Labour since prohibition became 'effective. The Federation has more than doubled
its membership in that time; in fact, has grown more
than it had in all of its previous 41 years of effort.
This does not include the many independent organisations that have been organised during this time which
do not belong to the American Federation. Organisation took hold of many classes of workers that had never
attempted to organise before. Labour in all its organised
branches in America has grown from a little more than
two and three quarter million before prohibition to' approximately eight and o'n e half million now organised in
this country.
Wages scales have reached an unprececlented high rate
in that time, notwithstanding labour has been called on
to fight a national open-shop fight during the last three
years.
I can say without fear of contradiction from any
truthful 01' reliable source that had the saloon been in
operation in this country during this open-shop drive,
labour would have been tom asunder; but with the
leaders and the rank aneI file sober, they have been able
to thiuk and to handle their problems in a way that no
drunken people can or will ever be able to do.
Another phase of this matter is that men made sober
have a different' outlook on life. It gives them selfrespect and self-esteem, and they are given courage to
try for a better life anel higher ideals. The ideals of
many workers of the old days was no higher than the
slums of the common saloon, in which he spent most of
his time. It. also makes for much better home life,
therefore giving the children of the worker another advantage they did not hare in the old saloon days. It
may not be amiss to say here that the labour movement
in this country has nevel.', as a movement, voted on this
question. Several of our largest national organisations
llave votilel in favour of prohibition, but the rank and
file have never voted as a body on it. However, it is
safe to say that an ovel'whelming majority of American
labour will at this time, if left to a vote of labour on this
question, vote against the liquor traffic in America. N otwithstanding the convention of the American Federation
of Labour passed a resolution asking for the modification
of the prohibition law, that, by no means, voiced the
sentiments of la,bour. I was a delegate seated in that
convention, and when the vote was put by a viva-vooe
vote, out of more than five huneIred delegates I am quite
sure not more than fifty voted, the others keeping silent.
In the localities where we have any liquor sentiment of
note in the ranks of labour is where the foreign element
is predominant. The native American and Anglo-Saxon,
both in ancl out of lahom, are a.gainst the liquor traffic.
This will perhaps account to those who do not know, for
the idea that all labour iu America is in favour of
liquor. I do not think lhe present liquor laws will ever
be changed in America, unless it is to make them more
stringent. In fact, I believe that all Anglo-Saxon people
of the world will outlaw the liquor traffic in the next
very few years. Labour is much more effective sober,
a much more powerful productive power, and a much
higher consumer of food, clothing, and housing, under
prohibition, than it is under liquor; therefore it will
eventually force all the leading peoples of Anglo-Saxon
blood to adopt prohibition. It is purely an economic
question, and when a. people look at it from that angle,
there is but one answer, and that is that liquor is a
liability to any man, any country, or any nation~ It
can!,ot stand the searchlight of economic reasoning.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
I spent
visited the
considered
tween the

many days in Columbus, Ohio; in fact, I
place more than once, as Ohio is generally
a 'P'ivot State for the Battle Royal be"Wets" and the "Drys." I met there
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prominent citizens in all grades of society, from the
'Governor downwards. Their testimony in favour of
prohibition, and its enforcement, was fairly unanimous.
At the time of my visit a large convention was
,·taking place, and I had the pleasure of listening to
,some well-known American orators. More particu"larly was I interested in listening to Congressman
,',,' 'Cooper, a Labour representative of the State of Ohio.
I ,had interviews with bankers, business men, clergy',men, judges, and lawyers. I had the pleasure of
hearing more than one speech delivered by the Fed'eral Chief Commissioner for Prohibition (Mr. R.
A. Haynes). This gentleman is not only acknowledged to be a capable officer administering' the law,
but he is ati orator. I would refer you to a speech
delivered by him at Columbus about the time I was
there (see Appendix "AA").
,

I sat next to him at a banquet where hundreds of
'people were present, and, it is unnecessary to add,
where there was no intoxicating liquor consumed.
The speeches were bright, humourous, witty, and in,spiriting, and the gathering generally was filled with
enthusiasm. Everywhere the same testimony was
given to,me; sometimes with zealous emphasis, to the
effect that prohibition was not only a benefit, but
one which they were determined to carry into every
home and hamlet of the State of Ohio.
THE GOVERNOR.
Governor Danahey expressed himself personally as
determined to fully carry out the law. He had no
doubt in his own mind as to the justice, wisdom, and
beneficence of this course. He would not tolerate
treason to the law where he had power to suppress
it. In fact, whilst I was at Columbus he removed a
Mayor from his office, as I have already told you,
because that 1VI ayor's sympathy was with the lawbreakers. He very graciously volunteered to give me
a b:rief letter, which I give you here because of its
testimony to the beneficial effects of prohibition, and
because it is a written expression of his determination to enforce the law:State of Ohio,
Executive DepaTtment,
Columbus, 28th February, 1923.
HonoUTable Thomas Walker,
'
Chittendon Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio.
Dear Mr. Walker,
I have greatly enjoyed our chat over the effects and
l'CSUltS of prohibition and its enfoTcement in Ohio.
I desire to take advantage of your visit in behalf of
yOUT State of Westel'n Australia, to express my views,
the Tesults of my experience, from observation and reo
ference to the facts which are indisputable as to the
work effected by prohibition and the good resnlts accruing in this State.
The people of the State of Ohio voted to adopt prohibition before it was adopted as a nation-wide POli0Y.
It shall, therefore, be doubly my pUTpose to enforce
Ohio Prohibition Laws in co-operation with the Federal
Government in its enforcement of the Volstead, Act. I
think it should be the poliey of all officials everywheTe
to enforce prohibition laws because that is in the end
the only way to determine the wisdom of these laws as
viewed by the people themselves, who, after all, are the
makers of their own laws.
Very truly yours,
(Sgd.) VIC DANAHEY,
Governor.

I desire to introduce to you the Attorney General
of Ohio, C. C. Crabbe, Esq. He is the author of the
State Enforcement' Law, known as "The Crabbe
Law." I met him several times, and he was always
courteous and obliging. He is, of cou;rse, a member
of the Legislature, and a man of great publie spirit.
Before I left Columbus he wrote to me as follows:State of OhiO,
Office of the AttoTney General,
Columbus, 2nd March, 1923.
Ron. 'fhomas Walker, '
State of Western Australia.
Deal' Mr. Walker,
As Attorney General of the State of Ohio, I wish to
state bTiefly the conditions in this 8tate with reference
to the enforcement of the prohibition laws.
About the time that the National Constitution was
amended, which prohibited the manufactlll'e and sale of
intoxicating liqUOl'S, which amendment was Tatified by
46 of the 48 States of the Union, the State of Ohio
amenclecl the State Constitution in a similar manner.
'fhereupon the General Assembly of Ohio enacted a law
to carry into effect this amendment, ancl its provisions
are vel'J similar to the Volstead Act passed by Congl'ess,
I was then a member of the Genel'al Assembly, was
chairman of the committee on liquor traffic and temperance, and was the author of this Bill. I have since
kept in close touch with the opel'ation of the law, and
now as Attorney General my department repTesents the
State Prohibition Commissioner in enforcing the law.
The population of Ohio is approximately 6,000,000,
and is one of the greatest industrial States of the Union.
Many of the industrial cities have a large foreign population, and it is in these centres that we have had considerable trouble in enforcing the law. At first many
public official.s were inclined to look lightly upon the law,
and our first and gTeatest task has been to impress public
officials, both country and municipal, that this law must
be enfoTced the same, as all others. We are now having
the hearty co-operation of nearly all public officialsJ and
the progress made is' most encomaging to the fl'iends
of pl'Ohibition, and its enemies concede that rapid progress is being made.
1'he present General Assembly has amended the law
recently in a manner that will be most helpful. One of
the amendments provides that whoever sells any poisonous liquor and death results therefrom, shall be deemed
guilty of murder.
Another provision known as the "padlock section"
authorises the court to close any building for the period
of one year, where the pToprietor or occupant has been
founel guilty of trafficking in intoxicating liquor.
Although these provisions may seem drastic, we realise
that the violations are being Tapidly reduced to tlre
minimum, that it is the more vicious class which now
insists upon violating the law, and that drastic steps
must be taken to impress such violators.
Although the Federal, State, and Local Authorities
are co-operating in the enforcement of this law, we are
depending more upon the, excellent pubJic sentiment that
has been built up through these and other agencies, than
the officials themselves.
At the recent election held in Ohio an attempt was
made to modify the present laws and write into the con·
stitution a deceptive provision popularly known as the
, 'Jjght wine and beer" proposal. This was defeated by
uearly 200,000 majority, which indicates the present
sentiment of OUT people,
To summarise my views in this matter, it is my belief
that the great majoTity of oUT citizens are heartily in
favour of the prohibition law, ancl feel that it will be
helpful to our people' from every viewpoint; that in a
comparatively short time it will be obeyed and enforced
the same as any other law enacted for the protection
of society. That our only serious trouble is with the
foreign element, and that probably 90 per cent. of the
violations are by foreigllers. That the enforcement of
this law has not led to disorder and bitterness as many
argued, but quite to the contrary, the majority of the
most liberal minded men unite in the demand that the
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law be enforced. Perhaps the most g!"atifying result is
the effect upon our labouring people in' our great industrial cities. The labouring men are well pleased with
the changed conditions, and their families seem prosperolls ancl happy. The !"aM and file resent the claim
of a few labour leaders that "labour is against prohibition. "
Yours very truly,
(Sgd.)

C.C. CRABBE,
Attorney General.

Police court and statistical inquiries, also inquiries
at the schools and university, and from the officers
particularly concerned in the enforcement of the
law, all confirm the utterances contained in the letter
of the Attorney General.
The "Cleveland Plain Dealer" of 12th February
last contains a letter from the Chief of Police, John
Durkin, of Akron, Ohio, which shows that the spirit
displayed in the letter of the Attorney General is
also, in that State, possessed. by the police force.
Mr. Durkin says:Bootlegging, which just now is such a flourishing industry as to cause many, even an occasional college presidont, to predict the ultimate failure of the whole prohibition scheme, has about reachecl its peak, and will
continually grow less and less.
In the seemingly endless warfare conducted by the,
police against the liquor traffic, the bootlegger himself
is the greates.t ally of the law enforcement army. By
means of wood alcohol and other deadly poisons which
he has put on the illicit liquor market, he has made It
unsafe for any man who values his life to purchase a
pint or a quaI·t though it be "bottled in bond," and
bear an array of official looking seals. Rich and poor
alike have already been shining targets for this bottlecl
deatll.
The chief says that" the cry of those self-styled liberals, who woilld have us throw aside all liquor laws, ancl
;'evert back to the palmy and very balmy days of yore
lS a velT empty one."

Springfield, Massachusetts,
23rd March, 1923.
Mr. Thomas Walker,
. Hotel Worthy,
Springfield, Mass.
Dear Sir,
In reply to your inquiry as to the effect .of prohibi:
tion here, I want to say that on the whole It has been
a great success. I have lived in a part of our city where
lIlany labouring men live, many of them of foreign ex:
tmction. Before prohibition I knew of many cases .of
poverty, children underfed and insufficient clothing, WIth
naked feet in winter weather, because the fathers would
spend their week's wage in the saloons.
.
Now all this has stopped. They al'e prosperous amI
happy. Many of them have bank accounts. The children
are well clothed and fed.
The records of our courts and gaols llhow the number
of arrests less than half before prohibition.
I do not mean to say that there are not illicit sales,
and many men of good standing in the community ar"
doing business with the underworld in the purchase of
, liquors. There is much moonshine and .i1Iici~ stilling
whlch is very profitable to those engaged III tIns traffic.
The law is none too well enforced, and consequent ilisregard of all law.. Nevertheless, there is a great improvement of conditions since the law went into effect.
Business men genel"ally have reached the conclusion
that licensed sale of liquors is an economic loss. That the
crimes, poverty and insanity directly traceable to in"
toxicants cost them much more in taxes than is received
from license fees. It costs Massachusetts moN than five
millions of dollars per year to care for these cases ",he?,
license was in force. Business was taxed to pay thIS
Bill. We al'e far more prosperous to-day.
Prohibition has not yet been given a fair trial, but
on the whole I believe it to have been of untold value
to . us as a nation, both from a moral and physical a~
well as an economic standpoint. Moreover, I believe
there is no real neecl of liquors, either as a beverage or
as a medicine. There are other stimulants which take
the place in medicine witllOut the poisonous effect of
alcohol. The American Medical Association stands about
equally divicled on this last question.
I trust the foregoing will answel' the questions on
1yhich you desire to inform yourself.
.yom's very truly,
(Sgd.)

He continues:
As well argue that the police shoulcl throw up their
hands and no longer atte',npt to capture the murderer
and the thief as to argue that we should let the 'bootlegger have his own way, because he seems to be having
it in part.
The world has always been divided into two great
camps: On the one side the breakers of every law of
God and man, on the other side the great mass of lawabiding people. backing the police powers. The conflict
between the two armies always has existed, and perhapll
always will exist. For those on the side of progress and
righteonsness there is no retreat.

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
I made Springfield my headquarters for a little
period; because of ' a particular desire to investigate
the effects of prohibition iii the smaller towns of
Massachusetts.
From Springfield I visited many outlying country
places, and I found, as almost everywhere during my
tour, the urban districts strongly in favour of enforcing the law.
I do not wish to quote letters ad-nauseam, but as a
fair specimen of the testimony I received in this
portion of the State I submit to you a letter from the
Ma.yor of Springfield:-

EDWIN F. LEONARD,
Mayor.'

WASHINGTON HlEADQUARTERS.
It has been bruited all over the world that in the
\'ery city in which the p~ohibition laws were passed
there is frequent violation thereof, even by legislators
and public officers administering the law. That there
is bootlegging and illicit dealing, is undeniable, but
the true state of affairs is grossly misrepresented by
the Champions of Repeal.
In this city I had many interviews with public
men, and more particularly with Co=issioner
Haynes, and the members of his staff. There is no
doubt in my mind as to the conviction existing in
his department that enforcement was making headway; this, in spite' {)f the fact that wh~lst I was
in America, a great furore was made at the exposure
and the arrest of a notorious bootlegger, and of the
illicit trade done by him with Senators and highgTade public servants in the Capital City.
The list of the offenders was published in the Press.
I need not tell you that the Commissioner left no
stone unturned to probe the cancer to its roots.
I make no co=ent upon the fact that much is
made by "Wet" champions of the wholesale use of
every species of alcoholic beverages at the Em-
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:bassies. This conduct may be, in the eyes of some,
:'llllseemly and an insult to the laws of the land where
"these Embassies are quartered, but International law
protects the spots occupied by the Embassies in a
':foreign country, as by International law they are
deemed to be part of the countries represented by
',. each particular Ambassador.
The information I obtained from the Internal Revenue Branch represented by the Commissioner and
his' officials would fill a volume. I can only give a
"'sclection of the matter received from that source.
,.Already I have forwarded in the Appendices some
. 'speeches by Mr. Haynes, but as particularly showing
. . the advancement made in the enforcement of the
Volstead provisions I desire to add to the Appendices
an address delivered by Commissioner Haynes before
the Maimi Valley Chautaqua, Chataqua, near Dayton, Ohio, on 3rd Augnst, 1922; also an address
delivered by him before the Academy of .Music, at
Philadelphia, on the 10th April, 1922. (See Appendix "BB.")
.
'Speaking of the difficulties of keeping a watch
upon the release of liquor held in bond, I was supplied with the information I now quote:An effort was directed at the enormous releases of red
liquor, presumably for medicinal pnrposes. It must be
remembered that 24 States out of the 48 III the United
States are medicinally dry. There are approximately
150,000 physicians in the United States, and ab0ut 40,000
of them reside in these 24 medicinally (hy States Of
the 110,000 physicians remaining, [nsg than :;5,000 hold
'permits to prescdbe liquor, and j·et. as one paper described it, there was a "c1eluge of hooze." '1'0 cut down
this' unwarranted flow of bonc1ed liqnor, was by no
means an easy task. It did not meal!' to wage warfare
upon the conscientious physicians or the lc~itimate druggist, but it did mean, to face a power.flll combine of
corrupt forces through duplicity, brihery, and .wer), other
device known to the illicit traffic, were securing large
withdrawals of liqUOl' to be div0rt,ed for beverage purposes. To correct this miscarriage of the law, required
the dismissal of Government agents and the inc1ictment
of some men holding high offices of trust. It meant the
perfecting of our permit system, uml sleepless vigilance
on the part of the loyal officers of. the Goyernmcnt.
.
The Courts in many States m'e imposing heavier fines
and gaol sentences, which is the great need. Two breweries in Wisconsin recently wel'e fined 15,000 doilars and
21,000 dollars respectively, ana the president of one sentenced to serve eight months in prison. Another was
.fined 18,000 dollars and ten months. One brewery recently in Ohio was seizec1, anc1 in less than seven weeks
from date of violation, three of the offieers were convicted for conspiracy and sentenced to the penitentiary.
Sentences ranging from six to eighteen months and fines
were imposed. It is not necessary to detail the methods
and ruses developec1 by these violators. Suffice it to say,
we know tlJem and expect to' meet them with increasing,
success.
WHAT PROHIBITION COST THE UNITED
STATES.
A letter from a Minister in North Carolina calls attention to the following statement appearing in the
:' Questions and Answers" department of a daily paper.
Q. Does 'the amount collected in fines &nd penalties for
violation of the prohibition amendment equal the expenses of its enforcemenU
A. The expenditure for 1921 totalled 6,274,523.47 dollars, while the conections were approximately 3,000,000
dollars.
This is at variance with statements which have been
mac1e from time to time, so the Board of Temperance,
Pl'ohibition, and Public Morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church submitted the question to the Federal Pro-

1;ibition Commissioner, Mr. Haynes, and secured the following statement:Fines amI penalties fiscal year ending 30th June,
1922, il,142,5H4.74 clollars; cost of enforcement, fiscal
yem' ending 30th June, 1922, 6,543,994.20 dole
iars; cost of enforccment, fiscal year encling 30th
,J unc, IH20, 2,139,562.58 dollars; appl'opl'iation for fiscal
year cnc1ing 30th June, 1921, 7,100,000 dollars; appl'Op"iation for fiscal year ending 30th June, 1922, 7,500,000;
appropriation for fiscal yem' ending 30th June, 1923,
H,250,000 dollm's; appropriation for fiscal year ending
30th June, 1924, 9,2.')0,000 dollars.
Each of the above appl'opriations includes 750,000
dollars for enfo·rcement of the Narcotic Law.
Amount l'ealised from forfeitures, compromises, taxes,
penalties, Federal fines (during Pllst year) 'actually col10cted, 8,121,209.93 donal'S .
Approximate value of pl'operty seized, 1922, 6,000,000
dollars.
It will be secn from this statement that the total of
the sums collected amounts to 14,121,209.93 dollars, while
the cost of enforcement for the fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1922, was only about 6,500,000.-(World Digest,
18,11-22.)

PENALTIES AND FINES IN OHIO.
'Although every State stands upon its own footing,
some judgment can be formed of the general effort
in taking some particular incident. I therefore refer
you to a letter over the signature of Roy A.
Haynes:Washington, May.-Penalties approximately 70,000
dollars were assessed against the violators during the
past month in the State of Ohio, according to report of
Federal Prohibition Director J. E. R,ussell.
, 'In addition to this," says Director Russell, "fines
amounting to over 50,000 dollars and taxes of approximately 40,000 were imposed."
Since the first of the year many cases have been
bl'ought in the Federal Court, the results of which bave
been beyond our greatest expectation. The U.S. Attorneys have given us every consideration and assistance
and it has been the aim of this office to present eases t~
the Federal Courts whenever the reports wan'ant an investigation. We have given the U.S. Attorneys all the
assistance po.ssible in the preparation of these ·cases and
I think it is safe to say that during this time df all
cases prosecuted in the Fedel'al Court, the number lost
would not exceed two per cent. of' the total and I believe the Federal judiciary of this State hav~ confidence
in our ability to prepare cases properly.
We are particularly gratified at the spirit ofco-operation existing between this Department and other law
~llforcement agencies, especially the police force' in
Cleveland, Cincinatti, Columbus, Dayton, Toledo anc1
Yongstown, fl'om all of which we are getting reai help.
In my opinion this shows an a wakening in these cities to
the need for law enforcement and an improvement in
the sentinwnt of the public at large.
(Sgc1.) ROY A. HAYNES.
The department is in the habit of issuing Bulletins on departmental news. I give a specimen' of
two of these :-'
BULLE'l'IN
J ssued at intervals by Information Bureau, Federal Pro-

hibition Unit, and Narcotic Division, Washington,
in the Interest of DirectOl's, Divisional Chiefs, N arcotic Inspectors, Agents, and Law Observance Forces
Generally.-13-3-23.
PRESIDENT HARDING TO OHIO LEGISLATURE.
The White House, Washington, 20th February, 1923.Hon. R A. Haynes, Prohibition Commissioner, Washington-My dear Haynes: I have your letter of the 19th
February, 1919, in which you apprise me of your contemplated trip to Ohio, and your engagement to address
a joint session of the Ohio General Assembly, on the
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subject of prohibition law enforcement. I think it is , promiscuously. A pistol in possession of an offker is ina fine thing that you have these opportunities of stresstended only for use in self defence, where the officer has
ing the utter importance of full law enforcement in
reason to believe fl'om the conduct of the opponent or
order to sustain the dignity of government and maintain
prisoner, that he is in immediate dange,r of bodily harm.
that necessary l'espect for law and order which is the
The best officers are men of discreet, cool bearing and
security of the republic.
quiet temperament, but forceful and to the point, and
an officer by his own conduct can command the proper
If suitable opportunity offers I will be very glad to
respect, in p.erformance of his rightful duties, from all
have you convey my most cordial greetings to the memwith whom he may come in contact.. "
A badge and
bers of the General Assembly, and say' how gratified I
have been at its manifestations of thoughtful regard aud commission are not instruments of persecution carrying
heartening expressions of confidence-Very truly yours, abuse and gross indiscl·etion.. _. A quiet, gentlemanly
business like appl'oach will be more effective, bring betler
(Sgd.) Warren C. Harding.
results .and cOl11mallCl greater respect in performance of
Liquor Deaths made Mttrde·r.-Five mid-western States
duties especially in search and seizure and permit inLegislatures have passed or are considering Bills to
vestigations, than the bravado, officious and boisterous
punish sales of intoxicants that cause death. The penalty
attitude that is accrediteel in reports to this office too
imposed is either a murdel' or a manslaughter sentence,
'
numerous for the good of thc service.
and in some cases applies equally even to liquor given
New Ta.ctics to Force Dry Rwle.-" First an injuncaway.
tion and then contempt of court charges, with long ga(}l
The chive against poisonous liquor is the common desentences on conviction, is the way tIle Government is
nominator of all legislation proposed to strengthen progoing about enforcing its prohibition mandates," S. .r.
hibition laws in more than a dozen mid-western States,
which are mostly entering the important active sessions. McWilliams, Special Assistant United States Distdct
Attorney, said recently.
• In Kansas a Bill is pcneling to make it murder to sell
He caused Tony and FTank Perry to be cited to appear
or to give away intoxicants that cause death. In Oklabefore Juelge Albert L. Reeves on contempt charges.
homa a similar measure, with the murder penalty, for
"The new policy of the Federal court is injunctions,
either selling or giving away, already is in law. In Iowa
the Senate has passed a Bill making the sale of such
or restraining orders, against violators of the prohibition
liquor .manslaughter. In Ohio a Bill has been passed
law," Mr. McWilliams said.
and signed making the furnishing of such liquor second
"We intend to keep careful watch to see that the indegree murder.
junctions are obeyed. If they are not, we will seek to
Michigan has pending a Bill making sale of liquor that
get violators the limit for contempt of court.' '-News
causes death manslaughter, while in Indiana a Bill mak- item fl-om Kansas City, Mo.
ing the penalty murder for selling or giving away fatal
JuLlge Killits~-Bootleggers and' other offenders against
liquor was indefinitely postponed.-News item, Detroit
the Eighteenth Amendment would have little show for
Free Press.
their" white alley" if all of the Feeleral Judges in the
Dr. Eliot on Water Wagon.-Oharles W. Eliot, Presicountry were like Judge M. Killits of Toledo. And let
dent Emeritus of Havard, useel to drink wine and beer
it ,be said right at the outset that the country would be
previous to the enactment of prohibition legislation, but
better off if there were men of the moral stamina and
he is now a teetotaller.
Christian character of John M. Killits on every judicial
In ari -address at a Prohibition debate, he said that he
bench throughout the length and breadth of the nation.
had been accustomed to drinking these beverages whenJudge Killits believes that every man who violates the
ever in company with those indulging in them, but that
the apparent good accomplished by barring liquor fro 111 Eighteenth Amendment, especially the chronic offenders
against that part of the fundamental law of the land,
the vicinity of training camps caused him to become a
should be sent to prison insteael of being fined. But the
total abstainer.
judge goes farther by stating that the highbrowed adsHe (leclared that Prohibition was no joy-killer, and
that statement to the contrary was nonsense.-News tocrats who get their supply of liquors through the bootleggers
should go to prison likewise, for they are equally
item, Phi-adelphia Inquirer.
U.S. to insist on abatements.-A drastic war against as culpable in the sight of the, law.-News item, St.
landlords who view with indifference the bootlegging of Marys (Ohio) Leader.
their tenants was announced by United States District
Fedm·a.l Aid unnecessary in Maine, sayS Governor.Attorney, .Tohn T. Williams.
The State should handle all prohibition enforcement work
within its borders without calling on Fedel'al authorities
"It is the Government's policy to deal fairly with
property owners," Williams explained, "by informing for help. Our sheriffs, county attorneys, local judges,
and municipal police, if their hearts are in their work,
them of tenants who are convicted of bootlegging, and
giving them ample opportunity to evict the violators.
can drive out or imprison the whole 'brood of liquor of, But if landlorcls disrei!'ard our warnings, abatement will fellClers."
be speedily instituted."
Persons who buy liquor from bootleggers keep rum
"Legal procedure is now being perfected," Williams runners in 'business, allCl should be run down like other
said, "by which indifferent landlords, involved in bootcriminals.-Governor Percival P. Baxter, of Maine.
legging, will be penalised by having their buildings
The Padloclc.-Attorney General Daugherty has inabated for one year. "-News item, San Francisco
structed Federal agents to employ the" padlock" meExaminer.
which many State officials have found effectiveSkull ancl Crossbones on Poisonous Whisky.--The thods,
injunctions to close buildhlgs which are used for illicit
Leninger Bill requiring the labelling as poison all liquids
liquor traffic. Some States have levied confiscatory tax
co·ntaining wooel alcohol has been reported' by the Ason such buildings.
That has proved a most potent
sembly Codes Committee. This is known as the "bum
weapon; it Teaches a beneficiary of the, traffic, who would
booze" Bill. It would require pasting.a skull and crossbones on some of the stuff now sold as whisky.-News escape in the ordinary processes of arrests and fines. If
the owner is deprived of Tevenue fro111 his property 'for
it.em, New York Herald.
a long period, . or compelleel to pay a heavy penalty-tax,
he will be careful not to rent it for illegal purposes.
BULLETIN
He is the bootlegger's co-partner in guilt, and should be
Issued at intervals by Information Bureau, Federal P70punished.-Editorial, San Antonio (Texas) News.
hibition Unit and Narcotic Division, Washington, in
the interest of Dirctors, Divisional Chiefs, Narcotic
Inspectors, Agents, .and Law Observanee Forces
Gencrally.-lOj3j23.
As showing the nature of the informa,tion supplied
DEPARTMENTAL NEWS.
Extracts from I nstrttctions to Ag ents by Diremor
Frank Cole, Texas.
Agents are expected to exert the greatest discretion in
the use of firearms. There is no excuse for firing pistols

to me I quote a letter from an officer in. the Prohibition and Narcotic Bureau of Information. Some
of this matter has been supplied to you. The remainder is only additional evidence to the same
effect:-
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'!'reasury Department,
Bureau of Internal Reyenue,
Washington, 5th May, 1923.
Hon. Thomas Walker,
C/o Clerk of Legislative Assembly,
Parliament House,
Perth, Western Australia.
My Dear Sir,
I have the honour to advise that there has been for·
warded, under separate cover, a copy of a pUblication
compiled by the Mantliacturers' Record, Baltimore, Maryland, entitled "The Prohibition Question viewed from
the Economic and Moral Standpoint," giving the views
of men of affairs, which is considered a fair sample of
the public sentiment existing throughout the country.
. There has also been forwarded a publication by Deets
PIckett, Research Secretary of the Board of Temperance,
Prohibition, and Public Morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church on "How Prohibition works in American
Cities, " together with several Congressional RecordS, incorporating speeches made by members of Congress on
the subject of prohibition and various other material, all
of which contain valua'ble information ancl statistical
data.
Prohibition has destroyed a business which was largely
parasitic, and thus it has diverted into the channels of
legitimate business a vast amount of money. Putting a
fabulous sum in the channels of legitimate trade cannot
have any other effect than a most wholesome one upon
business conditions in general.
'1'he open saloon is a thing of the past; institutions
for the curing of drunkards have practically ceased to
exist for lack of patronage; savings accounts have increaseel; school superintendents advise that attendance
on the part of children in indnstrial sections of the country have greatly increased, and that the children al'e
better clad and better fed than formerly, which $.e
superintendents attribute to the enforcement of the prohibition law; population of workhouses has noticeably
decreased and offences of all kinds show a great decrease.
Enclosed please find additional statistical data showing the effect of prohibition on the general public welfare of the nation.
Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) SHERMAN A. CUNEO,
Prohibition and Narcotic Bureau of Information.
P.S.~vVe hope to senel you in the very near future
some figures and data setting forth, in an unquestionable
ancl concrete fashion, the undeniable pl'ogress that is
being made in pI'ohibition enforcement.

traffic I'amified into the official; social, industrial, and
political life of the Nation, and we have, as a matter of
fact, been engaged only about three years in the control of the outlawed liqUOI' traffic through Federal super·
vision.
Before prohibition, there were approximately 130,000000 gallons of American-made whisky consume.d in the
United States. In the last year of wartime prohibition,
29,000,000 gallons was released. In 1920, the first year
of the operation of the Volstead Act, and with an administration that was not sympathetic with the law, ana
with an organisation 3!bsolutely new, ancl a permit system faulty in many respects, 12,500,000 gallons of
whisky were liberatet! through the permit system, for
medicmal purposes. In 1921, which included only six
mouths of the present administI'ation, but with a 'largely
changed persollnel of organisatioll, new regulations, new
permit system, and new systelll of confil'mations, the
releases for medicinal purposes aggregated only 3,500,000
gallons. In 1922, about 1,800,000 gallons of whisky
were released through the permit system, showing the
high efficiency of the present organisation, and the earnest eITOl·t of the pl'asent administration to enforce the
law as it is written.
To-day in Amel'ie.a there. is available, for beverage
purposes, practically no liquor of good quality.
As to the successful prosecution of violators through
the courts, you will ha.ve abundant statistics available
from the material furnished you.
In closing, let me merely add that the friends of pro·
hibition enforcement, in the main, are satisfied with the'
amazing progress that is being made, and that most of
the criticism comes fl"Om the minority which was oppused to the law in the first place, and would like to
make it appear that the enforcement has not 'been successful.
'With COl' dial !'egarits and assurances of highest esteem, I beg to l'emain,
Yours very b'uly,
(Sgd.) R. A. HAYNES,
Prohibition Commissioner;

However, I make a further appendix full 'of facts
and comments thereon from the Commissioner's Department. (See Appendix "CC.")
I had the honour to receive a personal letter from
the Prohibition Commissioner, dated 3(}/4!~3, !l.r,d
it seems to be a terse summary of all the facts
submitted to you in the body of this report and the
appendices. It is as follows:-

Outlaws, tacitly and openly, are encouraged not
only by the patrons of the bootleggers, but by certain
sections of the weighty Press. The public, not fully
alive to the actual facts, are encouraged to believe
that at least the moderate drinking of alcohol is a
moral and even a Christian act, and to supp·ress it
is immoral and un-Christian. The proper atmosphere is thus created for unscrupulous adventurers
to step in with no higher motive than gain, to stIpply
the demand of the thirst of the habitual indulgers.
To give a conception of the audacity and law-defying
unscrupulousness of those determined at any cost
to break down the machinery for enforcement in the
United States, I draw your attention to a paragraph
appearing in the "London Daily Telegraph" of 14th
February, 1923:-

Treasury Department,
Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Washington, 30th April, 1923.
Hon. Thomas Walker,
C/o Clerk, Legislative Assembly,
Parliament ~House,
Pel·th, Westel'n Australia.
My Dear Mr. Walker,
It was indeed a pleasure to see you this morning, and
I trust you were, able to secure, from my Information
Department, the statistics concerning which you made
inquiry. A careful digest of the information given you,
I am quite sure, will convince linbiassed minds that really
amazing progress is being made in the United Stat.es
of America in the enforcement cif the Prohibition Law.
In my own mind I am perfectly well convinced that
there was never a law, as l'estrictive as this law, adopted
in the history of civilisation, which has been as suceessfully enforced as early as this law has been.
It must be remembered that for almost 150 years (he
is speaking of the American Nation, T.W.) the liquor

Notwithstanding the encouraging outlook above
qnoted, from the Prohibition Commissioner 6f the
United States, it is not to be taken for granted that
the task of completely suppressing the illicit traffic
now existing is an easy one.
In my opinion it will be a difficult undertaking for
some time to come.

A WHISKY-RUNNING SYNDICATE.
A l'emarkable story is told to-day of the formation of
a gigantic Anglo-American syndicate to operate a fleet
of vessels calTying cargoes of spirits from Engla1l61 ttl
the three-mile limit off the Atlantic coast of the United
States. The organism' of the syndicate is said to be
a well-known Wall Street gambler, and it is alleged
that he is backed. on your side by one of the wealthiest
and best known English distilleries. This change of
smuggling base from the Bahama Islands to England is
due to the fact that the Bahamas are now full of Ameri-
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ean Government agents, who harass the smugglers in
every. possible way; also to the desire of the syndicate
to trade only in its. own product. The first of the ne,w
fleet, which is composed of nine schooners, is due off
the New Jersey coast to-day or to-morrow, and so that
she may be unloaded without delay and return to England for another cargo, a fast motor-boat awaits her
arrival to I'ush the neWS to the smugglers ashore. The
promoters expect to llaye thirty vessels in the trade in
the next few weeks, and to deliver 101),000 cases of
Scotch wllisky, worth, at bootleg prjces, a minimulll of
£1,500,000, to thirsty Aniericans.. The Washington officials nre said to be aware of the formation of the new
syndicate, but declare that they can do nothing so long
as the vessels stay outside the three-mile limit, exeept
protest. to Great Britain.
This of course is not .all. I do not wish to weary
you with the smuggling going on from Bermuda,
.and other British possessions, in what are practically
pirate ships, running under the British flag; nor do
I wish to dwell at length on the smuggling from
Quebec, but desire to draw attention to the information from the AS,sociated Press despatches that there
has been registered a fleet of four or five ships under
the Panama flag. It is alleged that this fleet is to
be financed by German money, and that the fleet is
intended for 1i0 other purpose than running rum
into the United States.
AN OLD SINNER.
Let it not be imagined that prohibition produces
these evidences of the existence of law-breaking
desperadoes, sometimes in so-called r,espectable quarters, for as a matter of fact there lias been no
period. in our human history where the liquor traffic
has kept honourably within the bounds of the law.
You need no reminding of the cost to England of
suppressing the smugglers introducing contraband
whisky into the British isles. Permit me to refer
you to the English "National Review" of N ovem~
be~ last. I shall not quote at length, but the paragraph I quote is instructive:-'
Contraband ca~goes of wine, brandy, ru~, apd gin
were run in from France, Spain, and Holland. Smuggling became a prosperous industry und· was further
supported by the taste for tea, a predous lUXUTY, which
then grew up. All round the Scottish coast, but especially in the' south aUfI west, '\vheTe there was ready acce~s
to the Isle' of Man, "fair-trading," as· it was called,
was briskly canied on and all classes of the community
actually participatccl in it with rich profits,. or tacitly
connived at it. I reeollect in my young days dining at a
big house on the Sol way shore where after dinner our
host suddenly disappeared from his place at the head of
the table, but reappeared in. a minute or two grasping a
bottle of claret. He had descended through a trap-door
in the dining room floor and by a ladder to a cellar cut
in the Tock beneath the house, to which there was no
ot.her entrance and which had been constructed in smuggling days' for the reception and concealment of claret
and brandy. .
.
Whilst in . Springfield, Massachusetts, I read in
the "Springfield Union" of 18th March, 1923, the
following paragraph:BIG CALIFORNIA BOOTLEG RING.
I"e,deral·Agents have Lists of Prominent Customers of
Illegal Dealers.
. Los Angeles, March 17.-Revelations of ·one of the
biggest illegal liquor. combinations ever unearthed in the
West. was foree.ast by Federal Prohibition Officers today. They reported evidence which they stated indicated
a number of prominent persons were patrons of six alleged bootleggers caught in raids here.

H. H. Dolley, head of the Southern California Federal
prohibition enforcement bureau, announced that the
names of at least 20 persons prominent in Los Angeles,
including a number of motion picture actors, both men
and women, were included in a: list taken from two of the
alleged bootleggers, but he made public .only those of
Jack Pickford and Mrs. Alan l!'orrest, known professionally as Lottie Pickford, screen actors, brother and sister
of Mary Pickford, wife of Douglas Fairbanks.
Dolley stated that in the possession of bootleggers
were found checks issued by .Jack Pickford for 60 dollars
and 115 dollm's, and added that one of the men nnder
arrest had admitted having sold the actor half a ca,~e of
gin ancl a case of Scoteh.
It does not require a prohibition law to start an ..
illicit liquor traffic. Every country where liquor
.can be consumed as a beverage has its rum runners,
its bootleggers, and its moonshiners.
As lYou know, and as I have to point out more
specifically later on, in the Province of Quebec, the
people, recognising the liquor traffic as an evil in
the hands of private traders, have established Government control, and put the administration of the
law in the hands of a Board of Commissioners, and
yet there is wholesale bootlegging in Quebec, and
for proof that moonshining goes on I quote you a
case (one out of many) from the "Montreal Gazette" of Saturday, 21st October last:----:
Harry Cornblut and John Schluge pleaded guilty yesterday afternoon before .Judge Enright to operating
liquor stills at 2721 St. Hubert ~tI'eet, and were fine.d SOD
dollm's and costs each, or six months in jail. They were
arrested on Thursday afternoon by Inspector D. J.
Kearney.
As he was walking up St. Hubert Street, the inspector
noticed an unusually strong glare, as from a furnace,
and smelled the peculiar oclolir of fermenting matter.
He went to a nearby police station and secured the help
of two policemen in plain clothes. While the latter were
posted at the front and rear entrances, Inspector Kearney made his way by the back gallery and the shed-arriving by the window, to the surprise of the two men,
who immediately made a dash for the front stairway.
They were told, however, that they would be caught at
the doOl', and. came back without any show of resistance.
There were two copper stills of the most up-to-date
typeancl 450 gallons of mash.
Every citizen of Australia knows the prevalence
of illicit traffic, sly grog selling, and the illegal consumption of liquor in prohibited hours in our own
Commonwealth. It is not long since the Spot Lager
Saloons were brought to book in the City of Perth
for doing what was practically the bootlegging business in our own State:
Until a higher moral sense comes in the possession of the community,we shall have disobedience,
not only of laws affecting the l~quor traffic, but of
all laws. The marvel is not that every old toper,
and every young Lushington in the United States
did not to the tick of the clock simultaneously become sober with the passing of the Eighteenth
Amendment, but that so mucli genuine sobriety has
resulted throughout the length and breadth of the
AI)J.errcan Republic, where such enormous capitnl
had been invested, and is still held up, in the furtherance of a business once considered .legal, but
now outlawed. It is surprising that the results
effected have been achieved at so little cost, comparatively speaking, to the general public.
Noone will deny that opium is a pernicious drug,
yet none of us forget the Chinese War, waged to
secure and perpetuate the mischief of that trade. Not
a living soul. will question the moral justice of the
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:.abolition of slavery, yet those who had large sums
'money invested in the Slave Trade did not hesi'hite to further their interests at the cannon's mouth,
: and proclaimed their rights, as they conceived them,
in the midst of a torrent of . human blood.

.vi

,:There was bootlegging, moonshining, and all the
'.e,,1Isof the present illicit traffic in the days of the
flourishing saloon, the prosperous breweries, and the
'costly distilleries, even in America itself.

THE DRUG ADDICTS.
been repeatedly met by the question,
you give the people in place of alcoThere is no need to answer that question in Amer, '. The surprising abundance of excellent and
liquid refreshments without alcoholic ingTedi.!lnts is everywhere visible, even to the casual traveller.
~Buf there are those who aver that to stop alcoholic
, , excitement.is to cause a resort to drug excitement.

"',,, Some of my friends, before I .left Australia, said,
"If prohibition came to Aus~ralia, it would only
:drive the people to a worse evil, i.e., the drug habit."
' . ' It is a remarkable fact, though, that the drug habit
".: bbtains most; if we are to judgeby statistics, where
"the drink traffic is the most flourishing. The unanimous testimony from those capable of giving' an
'opinion I received was that it is exceedingly rare
for a man to give up alcohol and then take to drugs,
Mrs. Carr, Superintendent of the Washingtonian
Home at Chicago, in an interview with the "United
;, News" representative in January last, said:~
I do not remembel' a single clrug patiElPt here (Wash·
ingtonian Home, Chicago) who was a heavy drinker be·
fore Prohibition. Drug users are not heavy liquor
drinkers as a rule, and it is the same way, whisky.
drinkers do not generally seek to get the desired reaction
• by taking drngs.
Colonel Forrer, in a "special" to the "New York
Times" of 8th January, 1922, denies that the drug
habit arises from drinking of alcohol. I give the
"special" as it appeared:Washington, .Jan. 5.-The suggestion that prohibition
has resulted in an increase in the number of drug adilicts
in the country was denied to-day by Colonel O. G. Forrer,
administrative assistant in the Narcotic Division of the
Treasury Department.
"The truth is," said Colonel Forrer, "that victims
of the drug habit practically in every instance are young
men and women often in their teens. Rarely are they
'alcoholics. The difference hetween an alcoholic ana a
drug addict is that the alcoholic after a 'spree" usually
is sorry, and, repenting, experiences a period of reform.
The drug addict has no such experience. Once a victim,
there is rarely any cessation. The disease is rarely curable, and even when the body is cured the mental craviug continues."
Colonel Forrer has compiled Rtatistics for the months
of July, August, September, October, and November,
showing the arrests in several of the larger cities for'
that period. They were:-Boston, 86; New York, 106;
Philadelphia, 118; Baltimore, 220; Richmond, 96;, Atlanta, 58; Chicago, 136; Minneapolis, 167; Denver, 125;
San }'rancisC(}, 183; Little Rock, 364; El Paso, 202;
Hawaii, 49. Total, 1,910. There were 852 convictions
obtained.

It may not be out of place to give yon a French
view of the cause of the increase of the drug habit.

It is a cable appearing in the "Brooklyn Standard
Union" on the 25th July, 1922:Paris, .July 25.-The accusations of American" wets i,
that prohibition is responsible for the increase ~f the
drug habit in America is extremely exaggerated, If not
totally unfounded. is the decision of M. Ernest Guy,
former attache of the Fre,nch High Commission to
America during the war, who has completed ~n inves.ti·
gation of prohibition in the United States m. the m·
terest of the wine exporters of France. The mcre~se
of the drug habit is general over the world, an~ that m·
cludes the non· prohibition countries. It has mcrease.d
in the same proportions in England and France. It IS
a part of a Gel'man plan to flood the world with the
drugs they manufacture.
Perhaps more to the point is a statement of the
Superintendent of the Pittsburgh Hospital:Prohibition accused of turning persons from the drink
habit to that of drugs, has been maligned. At May·
vicw, where drug victims and deli1'ium tremens su!f~r~rs
are sent by the authorities for treatment, prohlhltlo.n
times have llleant no increase among the drug hablt
cases.
I have never seen a patient who took to drugs because
prohibition stopped' him from obtaining whi~ky or other
alcoholic drinks, said Dr. H. C. Clark, Supermte,,;dent of
the Institution. The chug habit may be on the mcrease
in New York and other cities, as it is said. Apparently,
11owe"e1' Pittsburgh is free from it, for our tfrug cases
have either decreased or remained stationary eaeh year
since prohibition went into effect.
In 1921 we treated 125 drug cases here. This year, we
seem to be· running the same average of about 10 cases
a month, as we did in 1921.
When people say that the drunkard who can't obtain
whisky will take a drug instead, they apparently have
no experience. The drug taker and the drunkard are
two entirely cUffel'ent individuals. The drug tak~r does
not desire alcohol, and the drunkard has no desue for
drugs. It would not be going too far to say that t~e're
is a chemical difference in their makeup. One requues
a narcotic in order to obtain a desirable sensation. The
other requires stimulant. Of course it is altogether pos·
sible that either one of them ,may change his taste. But
the point is-I've never seen it happen, and at Mayview
we have no prohibition drug fiends. Bad whisky, how·
eel', is keeping tbe observation wards at the institution
busy.
As this subject is important you will pardon me
making further extracts.
I now cite from the
"Brooklyn Eagle" of 19th November, 1921:In a recent lecture on "Drug Addiction and Crime"
before members of the Brooklyn Medical Society, Dr.
Carleton Simon, Special Deputy Police Commissioner in
charge of the Narcotic Division, made the following
statement : Drug addiction is due to vicious elements and the surrOllndings in which narcotics live. I have found tbat
nearly all drug usel'S have cTiminal l·eco1'(ls. Between liO
and' 70 per cent. of persons who use na.rcotics-both
peddlers and addictsc- have been convicted of crime.
He said that drug addition was on the increase, but
that its growth was not due to prohibition, as statistics
show that there are just as many, if not more, users of
narcotics in "wet" cities, ,such as Paris, London, and
Berlin as there are in the "dry" cities.
I need not apologise for giving some statistics published in the "New York Evening J oumal" from one
who can speak with authol'ity:Commissioner of Corrections, Frederick A. Wallis, haH
issued a report showing a decrease in the liquor habit
since the, enactment of prohibition, in contrast to an
alarming increase in narcotic drug addiction, but Mr.,
Wallis says the latter has no relation to prohibition."
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With the decrease in the use of liquor, there has been
a big falling off in crime, amounting from 1917 to 1920,
to more than 50 per cent., as shown by the following
table:Prison population.
Males.

Females.

Totals.

101,631
1917
87,064
·14.,567
13,6.55
1918
72,012
85,667
10,051
83,488
1919
73,437
1920
7,210
74,307
67,097
42,372
4,461
46,833
1921
50 per cent. decrease.
The faIling off in the liquor habit among pJisoners
also has amounted to 50 per cent., as shown by these
studies of habits of prison population:Modemte liquor USeI·S.
Males.

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

34,347
31,688
30,783
25,630
10,633
Liq1Lors used !1·eely.
Males.

Females.

4,317
3,656
2,750
1,487
697
Females.

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

3,713
1,621
955
483
15
Lfquo1"s not used.

936
458
326
154
2

Males.

Females.

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

10;727
8,599
7,622
10,674
31,721

3,104
3,582
3,126
2,401
3,762

. Discussing drug addiction, Commissioner Wallis
says in his report:We think that drug addiction is on the increase, not
on account of prohibition of intoxicating ,beverages, but
principally because there is disrespect for regulation and
failure to close up opportunities for supplying these
habit-forming drugs.
It was only coincident that enforcement of 'prohibition
:lIld enforcement of the Harrison Federal Narcotic Law
happened to occur about the same period. The relationship, one with the· other, is indeed remote.
The table showing the increase in addiction among
prison popnlation follows:N a1'ootic drug addicts.
Males.

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

109
288
416
2,425
1,984

Females.

3
48
71

440
158

Totals.

112
336
487
2,865
2,135

Another authority I quote is William McAdoo, the
Chief Magistrate of New York City:After the prohibition law went into effect, I especially
inqnired if the addicts hacI been hitherto accustomed to
the use of alcoholic drink. Contrary to the genera:! impression, they have almost invariably replied in the nega!:ive-that is, there was no connection, apparently, bet;ween the difficulty in getting alcoholic drinks and the
takiug of narcotic drng:s. Most of the addicts who come
here swear to the statement that they have been taking
a drug from two to ten years. The rare cases are those
who say that they have been addicts for only a year or
less.

I quote the following from the "California Libera-

tor":DRUGS AND DRINK.
The Premier of Ontario Province is responsible for
the following figures. In one year the convic.tions for
the use of drugs in the seven prohibition provinces was
711, or 12 per 100,000 of the population. In the two
"wet" Provinces of Q.uebec and British Columbia, the

convictions in Olie year were 1,153, or 40
This is merely one Illore proof of the fact,
honest inve·stigator has known all the time,
of narcotic drugs is always gl'eater in wet
territory.

per 100,000.
which every
that the use
than in dry

I do not think unbiassed people will dispute the
authority or the veracity of the "American Review of
Reyiews." In its issue of June, 1922, there appears
the following:ARE DRUG ADDIC'fS MORE) NUMEROUS1
One of the most persistent charges against prohibition
is that drinkers deprivecl of liquor have turned to drugs.
On no phase of the controversy is worth-while information more difficult to secure. Some of these States' statistics seom to indicate an increase in the number of
drug addicts, bnt this is merely becalise recent regulations have required the registration of persons buying or
using drugs. A commission to investigate traffic in narcotic drugs, reporting in June, 1919, quoted various anthorities as estimating the number of drug addicts in the
country all the way from 80,000 to 4,000,000. The commission concludecl that there were probably more than
1,000,000. A New York State Legislative investigation
developed "expert"
opinion that there were .from
1,000,000 to 2,000,000 drug acIdicts in New York State
alone. But in .June, 1920, the State drug control authority I'eported that under the law requiring drng users
to register, only 13,000 had registered, and it was estimat2d that twice as many more failed to register. New
York health officials are convinced that earlier statistics
were greatly exaggeratecl.
There is quite as much statistical justification for
claiming that the number of drug users has been decreased since prohibition as for the contrary claim; but
there is no sufficient authority for any claim. Dr.
William W. McDonell, Health Officer of .Jacksonville,
Florida, reported 1,073 registered addicts in 1914, and
onlv 111 in 1919. Minnesota bad 26 ad<1icts committed
to State institutions in 1918, 17 in 1919, and four in the
ilrst half of 1920. The Kansas City, Mo., health director
found some eviclence after 1st July, 1919, of increasing
drug use; but since 1st January, 192(}, it has seemed to
be decreasing. A convention of health officers of Kansas
discussed the drug problem, and found that many who
had bee·n in office as long as five years had never seen
a drug victim. A census of drug addicts was undertaken,
ancl in 177 towns of from 200 to 20,000 inhabitants only
63 drug users were found.
.
The Rhode Island Board of Health reports a steady
though slow decrease in the use of drugs since prohibition, and comments: This is surprising, because we had
expectecl something of an increase when the prohibitory
laws ,,,ent into effect.
The Buff'alo City Hospital and Drug-Clinic, in 1919,
treated 420 addicts, and only 100 in the first six months
of 1920. Rochester reports "arrests falling off."
The
Philadelphia General Hospital finds "no indication of
increased use due to prohibition."
The same report
COllles from Richmond, Jacksonville, and from the health
officers of Montana and Alabama.
A" decided decrease" is reported by the health authorities of Nashville, Washington, D.C., and New Hmnpshire. The Ch1cago House of Correction cares for all drug addicts, and
reports a decrease from 12.5 cases per month in 1919, to
11.25 in 1920.
Hospital and health authorities agree that there is no
tendency of persons deprived of liquor to take drugs as
a substitute. The New York City Health Department
asked 1,403 drug patients how they acquired the habit.
Only 12 said it originated from alcoholic indulgences.
The Los Ani!eles Narcotic Clinic found in 500 cases
onl!' three or four WllO took to ell·ugs after being denied
alcohol. Kentucky authorities believe that Illany drinkers
turn to chugs. Probably the most complete survey of
this situation is that by Cora Frances Stoddard, Executive Secretary of the Scientific Temperance Federation,
'1'ho sou~'ht clata from all the States and all cities of over
RO,OOO. The I'eporta justify the conclusion that deprivation of alcohol has not caused increasecl use ot nar·
cotics; that the gTE'at proDortion of drug users are young.
and could not previously have been victims of alcoholism;
and that association with other drug users is the chief
cause of persons acquiring the habit.
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;f"desire where possible to quote from sources which
):are",opento no suspicion of bias. I therefore give
telegram from the "New York Review" of the
;~;"
May last:,;,,<

Youa
;tst'

'('3:foJl:mny, N.Y., April 3Q.-Noteworthy chang.es in the
,,: '~allsation of mental diseases have taken place smce 1910,
~, ,;~c£orcling to statistical report submittec1 to the Legisla;t{irefo-night by the State Hospital Commission. The
;',; ,lnOar marked of such changes is in the alcoholic gl'OUP,
~! ,;the, annual admissions, of new alcoholic cases having de;;'~; :clined from 583 in 1910 to 226 in 1922.
1XS\:Ortigs, the report adds, are not a prominent caL1se of
:s:;;,melltal: diseases, there being only 26 drug cases among
~; the,;7,Q<15 patients admitted to the State hospitals in
,}" 19~2., The number of these cases varies somewhat from
':, ,'Yea( to year, but there has been no mal'kec1 tl'end, either
';', ,:upward or downwan1, in recent years.

;~:;, ":::,Th(.1~ pest testimony of all is the testimony of

::£/' tho;e wbo are connected with the hospital for the

t::('trHatulHnt of drug addicts, or who have made a
;s'pecial study of the "dope" traffic. Mr. Sydney
;' 'Uo'\v:nd has made an exhaustive study of the "dope"
'" trame, and makes this statement:;<'":-',,

';~:4nti-Prohibition propagandists have always groaned
::::~"that

the Eighteenth Amendment would drive the <Jountl'y
They are still saying so. Without doubt many
;")iriksdo bhld the bootlegger and the smuggler and ped", ""-Iar'of drugs, but to say that Prohibition has increased
chug acldiction is as absul'd as to claim that it has 1'er,suaded Americans to drink water.

~;,;;"to dope.

,,"'''Dl'.Joseph C. Doane, of the Philadelphia General
'; }I6~pital, is very emphatic:-

?

If I were trying to proc1uce an argument ftgainst
"prohibition, " says Dr. Doane, "I would never say that
, , if ,they did not have alcohol they will get dope, because
un addict to clope and an addict to alcohol are entirely
different mentally and physically."
C

;""

~:~.\)'> Perhaps an authority more conclusive than any

., :'I"have yet quoted is Horatio M. Pollock, Ph.D.,
~;Statistician, New York State Hospital Commission.
:, He enters exhaustively into the subject and gives
" ,statistics of drug treatment over a period of years,
;;'goirig back to 1909, and at the end of his treatise,
:"c,entitled "The Decline of Alcohol and Drugs as
,i'Causesof Mental Disease," he tabulates the follow';;. ing conclusions:-

1; The annual rate of the incidence of mental disease
in New York State has decreased since 1917.
2. The annual I-ate of admissions of new cases of
alcoholic mental disease to the civil State hospitals has greatly declined in recent years and
reached its lowest point in 1920.
',," >:3; The percentage of first admissions with a history
of intempel'ate use of alcohol has declined since
1917 and was lowest in 1920.
The annual rate of nell' cases of drug insanity admitted to the civil State hospitals has declined
iu recent years.
__ Just another authority from a drug centre, viz.,
"Chicago. The authority is Dr. W. A. Evans. He
says:-

"Tlle States and Cities where there has been prohibition
'''of alcohol for a number of :rem's have had no increase
'''in'the use of opium and its d~"ivatives and cocaine. 'l'hat
"'.: there will be an increase in, bootleggiug is, of course,
';> tl'ue. When the legitimate sale is stopped the ilJegiti:,-'< mate sale increases and continnes to be considerable for
:":,,'!nlumber of years. No nation ever quit any habit in.stantly. It will take a generation wholly to stop the
,use of the drug. But each five-year period will witness
,an' improvement, over the one which went before.

;>1 could fill a volume with matter from able
; '::~l1thorities on the liability to turn from whisky to

·::'":v··

opium or cocaine, but I have said quite sufficient to
satisfy the ordinary student as to lack of foundation
for the argument (not a fact) that prohibition drives
people from liquor to "dope."
DRUG PROHIBITION_
The lack of logic on the part of those who urge
this argument is evident when we -remember that
those who use the argument have not a word of
reproach or condemnation of the law prohibiting
drugs, and yet the prohibition of drugs is as much
depriving the addict of his "personal liberty" as is
the prohibitory law against alcohol.
It is held to be a praiseworthy legislative action
to penalise the drug bootleggers, but apparently no
offence for the bootleggers to deal in another equally
pernicious habit-forming narcotic, viz., alcohol.
The fact is that wherever there is profit to be
obtained from money invested in catering to the
public taste for any vice or evil, there we have advocates of the continuance of the vice. Government
sometimes use all the forces of constituted auth-'
ority, with every executive agency at its command,
to protect and further the interests of those of its
citizens who have made large investments in traffic
afterwards shown to be immoral and pernicious.
The slave traffic is an instance of the kind. ThE:
war forcing opium upon China is another, and
quoting' Nicholas and Lillian Segal Kopeloff, it would
appear that the drug traffic is as much aided,
abetted, and protected by Governments as the
"Wets" would have liquor un assailed by popular
demands for reformation_ In an article pnblished
no later than March 7th of this year, appearing in
"The New Republic" over the heading "The Drug
Evil," the above authors (after making reference,to
La Motte in his criticism of the Harrison Act)
say:In an interesting volume called The Opium Monopo3y
this author, following the lead of Samuel Merwin, has
traced the evil to Great Bl'itain's door. In effect it is
pointed out that the British Government makes every
effort to encourage and extend the production of opium,
which is l'un by the Government as a monopoly. The
British Blue Book ancI official reports deal quite frankly
with this matter: "The opinm revenue is partly raised
by a monopoly of the production of the drug in Bengal
anc1 the United Provinces, and partly by the levy of a
duty on all opium imported from native states. . . , .
In these two provinces, the crop is gTOwn under the control of a Government deral·trnant. The cultivator of
opium in these monopoly districts receives a license anc1
is granted advances to enable him to prepare t.he lanel
for the crop and he is requh'ed to deliver the whole of
the product at a fixed price to opium agents, by whom
it is despatchec1 to the Government factories at Patha
and Ghazipur~ The money advanced to t'he cultivator
bears no interest. The British Indian Government lends
money without interest in no other cases."
The opimn
is auctioned oil' by the Governmenj; once a month. At
that point the 'British Government steps officially out of
the picture and the smugglers step in., As La Motte
states it: "The British Government encourages poppy
proc1nction even to the extent of lending money withot~t
inte"est to all those who are willing to raise this most
profitable crop. The monopoly opium is sold once a
month to the highest bidders and some of these highest
bidders m'e unscrupulous men who must find their -nar'
kets how and where they can. That fact, of course, is
of no moment to the BTitish Government." The United
States must, perforce, be interested. Our neighbours,
Canada and Merico, an(l our waters are per rect channels
of c1istl-ibution. With such a continued source of supply
it is not difficult to see that narcotic laws are of little
avail. Pressure must be brought to bear on the :British
Gove1'11ment if the world is to be free from drug addiction.
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Clearly the drug habit is a serious menace to the general welfare, for it appears ill every stratum of society,
though it is perhaps more common among the e1agenerate
denizens of the under-worlc1, the criminals, prostitutes,
and mental defectives whose conditio]l is rendered eyen
more hopeless and pitiable as ~ocial outcasts because of
theil' slavery to '( dope. ' , That the drug habit can be
conquered is an encouraging fact, but far more good can
be achievec1 by attacking the root of the evil and "triking
at the drug addict's supply.
I have dealt at greater length with this subject
than I had intended, but the importance of t.his
phase of the matter must be my excuse.
LIGHT BEER AND WINE.
In every place to which I journeyed in America, the
fact made itself apparent that even the most strennous opponents of National Prohibition· had given up
the idea of fighting in a straightout manner for the
unconditional repeal of the law. Other tactics have
been adopted. Instead of fighting for the return of
the unrestricted "liberty" of all and sundry to indulge iIi alcohol in any form they please, they have
become so much converts to prohibition as to be
willing to prohibit the cargoes from the rum fleets
and the products of the distilleries. "Liberty"
would be enoug'h secured for them if they could
have 2·75 per cent. beer. Therefore the agitation in
the ·United Stat·es centres around a proposal that the
Volstead Act should be amended so as to permit
of legal traffic in 2·75 per cent. beer and wine.
Resolutions to that effect have been submitted to
. the Legislatures of some States, and the experiment,
as I shall show, has even been tried, but the subsequent verdict of the people has been against it.

tude t.owards this issne in the coming election in order
tha t there may be restoree1 to the peoples light wines
and beer.
The resolution was discussed upon a speech deliyered by the Hon. John G. Cooper, of Ohio, in the
House ·of Representatives on Tuesday, 7th March,
1922, wherein, although a representative of Labour
himself, he challenged the wisdom, and· condemned
the purpose of the resolution of the council.
I have already quoted the letter of Mr. J. F.
Greer, President of the Louisiana State Federation
of Labour, in which he repudiates the right of the
body in question to dictate to labour on these matters. I may say that the general sentiment in the
United States is against any such insidious attempt
to bring back the liquor traffic.
Prohibition Commissioner, Roy A. Haynes, makes
no secret of the impossibility of enforcing the law
if it were passed by CongTess.
The Han. John F. Kramer, who was the First
Federal Prohibition Commissioner, thus makes reference to the question:If we stm't with 2·.75 per cent. beer, all the forces at
tl,e disposal of the Goyernment (Fe<leral, State, and
loeal) could not regulate and control it. It would be
light beer to-day, heavy beer and wine to-monow, lind
whisky and alcohol the next day. We woulil have the
intolerable situation of having prohibition in theory bnt
a drunken debauch in practice.
Perhaps no better authority could be cited than
tbat of the former President of the United States,
William H_ Taft, who is now the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court. He is reported to have said:-

I am not in fayour of amending the Volstead Act in
respect to the amount of permissible alcohol in beyerYou will remember in my interview with Mr.· ages. I am not in favour of allowing light ·wines and
beer to be sold under tbe Eighteenth Amendment. I be- '
Fox of New York, he said that 2% per cent. beer, lieve it would defeat the purpose of the amendment. )To
because of the volume of water it contained, could such distinction as that between wines and beer, on the
not possibly be intoxicating. This, however, does one hand, and spirituous liquors on the oth61', is pracnot tally with the sworn statement of Dr. Howard ticable as a police measure. . .. Any such loophole as
light wines anrl beer would make the amendment a laughKelly, the renowned surgeon of John Hopkins Uni- ing stock.
versity. Upon his oath he said:The Hon. A. J. Volstead, of Minnesota, Chairman
I consider no beer safe above half of one per cent. by of the Committee on the Judicia.ry of the Honse of
"olume, wbich means abOllt tbree-quarters of a teaRepresentatives at vVashington, and· who is the
spoonful of alcohot in an orrlillary bottle of beer.
sponsor of the Enforcement Act, in a speech deDr. Harvey W. vVylie, Food and Drug Expert, was
livered on the 4th May, 1922, puts the case very
summoned before the New Jersey Legislature on pointedly:March 1st, 1920, and was examined by Wayne B.
The advocates of the sale of beer and wine are pr<'Wheeler, attorney, and in answer to the question- suming upon the ignorance of the public as to the effect
of their proposed policy. But the public is not as easily
"Is 2.75 per cent. beer intoxicatingW" he rep lie a:-- deceiveel as they assume. Many yea.rs a.go Massachusetts
In regarrl to the qnestion, "Is 2.75 per cent. beer in- triec1 a prohibitory law under which beer was permittec1
toxicating1' '-i1\ my opinion· I have no doubt about that. to be so1c1, hut it proved such an utter failure th'.lt it was
It may even, as I ba,e seem, in my own experience, prorepealee1 after a trial of three yea.rs. It was attended
duce the thhc1 stage of intoxication.
with every evil that attends the unreshicted sale of
liquor. Not only ~ras beer sold, but so was every other
It was upon numerous testimonials of this char- kind of liquor. Michigan arlopted prohibition by a
acter from eminent physicians that the Wisconsin majority vote of 68,000. A year later, when this camouLegislature acted when the Senate of that body re- flage proposition 'ms presenterl, it defeated the sale of
cently refused to concur in a resolution adopted by wine ancl beer by a majority of 207,000. Ohio ae10pted
prohibition in 1918, and pne year later, when a l'eferenthe Assembly memorialising: Congress to amend the clum vote "as taken on permitting the sale of beer conAct to permit the manufacture of beverages with taining 2%. per cent. of alcohol, the majority again~t it
an alcoholic content of more than one-half of one was increasetl. At the last .,·eferendum election in Ollio
it adopted an enforcement code which prohibits the sale
per cent.
of beer or wine that contains more than one-half of Olie
My attention was often drawn to a resolution per cent. of alcohol by a ma.jority of 290,000 votes.
Similar
votes haye been reeor(lec1 in Washington, Oregon,
passed at a meeting of the American Federation of
Colorado, and Arizona.
.
Labour Council:It requires yery little acnmen to perceive that
We urge, therefore, that vJI citizens in eyery walk of
life rlcmand from theh Representati,es and Senators in alcohol once introduced, in however small a propor~
WilshingtoI! immediate relief from the restrictions .foon- tion, in beverages, would mean the return of all the
tained in the Volstead Act, bearing in mind their atti- old time troubles.
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GOVERNMENT CONTROL.

This letter was sent out to hundreds of leading men
of affairs-manufacturers of iron and steel, cotton
in the United States did I :find the Gov'and other products, bankers, lawyers, college and
control of the liquor traffic a serious factor
programmes of the "Wets." This form of university officials.
It should be stated that the "Record" had preFecaLuw'g the liquor traffic appears to be the line of
viously
approached these men, before the passing of
resistance in the provinces of the pominion
. Canada; The subject, therefore, belongs to my the Amendment of the Constitution, and received a
very large number of replies. The Questionnaire was
t«( the Provinces where it is in operation. I
to discuss it at this stage further to ascertain whether they had, since prohibition came
whilst it may be a mitigation of the into force, in any way modified their views. The replies received, and afterwards published, amounting
of the old saloon, as a preventive of
to hundreds, are thus analysed for the information
bootlegging, illicit traffic, wholesale
of its readers:and lamentable waste, the evidence I
my possession shows it to be a failure.
Per cent.
98.50
For Prohibition in some form
1.50
Against Prohibition
85.50
For Strict Prohibition
ECONOMIC RESULTS.
7.00
For Beer and Wine
admitting all the defects there are in eri- Against Volstead Law or present Regulations
1.25 .
'.H,,,;'ni~,o· the national prohibition laws, the desire that
.75
Wants Volstead Law modified ..
me in my inquiries was to ascertam Advocates High License or Government Control 1.00
.25
Advocates Dispensa1'y System
:,,,h,,,fh,.... or no such enforcement as was now opera2.75
Undecided or Non-committal
been of real and permanent benefit to the
and the Republic of America.
The almost unanimous concensus of judgment in
favour of prohibition must surely dissipate the asseradmit the merits of the "parrot assertion"
tion that prohibition is merely a fanaticism of a
can't make people moral by Act of Parlia- .
minority of the people.
It is quite true that no Act of Parliament
I have not space to quote these letters at length,
_,.~••• l~<'~ or exterminate a disease brought on
of indulgence, but I could not admit that but I give you one as a specimen:intended to check the ravages of disease were
A law dealing with influenza will not cure
influenza, but it will quarantine the sufferer; it
deprive him of his personal liberty for the purof protecting from the contagion the rest of the
indulgence in alcohol is a menace to the wellof the community, to the safety of the people,
prohibiting that indulgence will come under
of a "sanitary" law. For the preservathe health and well-being of the nation it
would "quarantine," so to speak, the liquor traffic.
soug~t,

therefore, for evidence of the national
and well-being alleged to be traceable to the
:U"';'3nf'or,cerneIlt of national prohibition. My task was
easier by the enterprise of the "ManufacRecord Publishing Co. of Baltimore" which,
16th March, 1922, sent 'out
following Ques-

the

Are you still opposed to the liquor traffic to the
extent that you were when you signed the petition to Congress ~ If so, will you kindly give
me your views on the matter either in a brief
sentence or two, or in a more elaborate discussion'
If you have changed your views in any way, will
you kindly give me your reasons therefor in the
same manner Y
What has been your experience in studying this
question as to the effect of Prohibition on
labour' or the saving of the money formerly
spent for liquor, aud its use in the betterment
of homes and the better care for women and
children of men who formerly spent freely for
drink~

Is dl'unkenness as common at the present time, so
far as you can learn, as it was under the open
saloon and the free liquor traffic ~
If in addition to the tluestions which I have asked,
you can giv.e me any other informa1jion, or expression of your views on the whole situation,
I will greatly appreciate all that you cau say
on the subj ect.

PROHIBITION HAS BnOUGHT BET.TER HOME
LIJfE, BETTEl{ LIVING CONDITIONS, BE'r'l'ER
SCHOOL AND SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
A .JuS'r DENUNCIATION OF LAW. VIOLATORS
AND LIQUOR ADVOCATES.
The .Jackson Iron & Steel Co.,
,Jackson, 0., March .13, 1922.
Editor Manufaottwe'l's' Becol'd,Were President Hm'ding in our city he could not more
aptly have stated our situation here with respect to the
effect of the Prohibition Amendment, than by his language which you have quoted.
With the coming of Prohibition, our troubles from
drink diHappeared. Under the -salo01i system, for two or
three days after eaeh pay day we had trouble to secure
men to man our plant. This has been entirely eliminated,
absenteeism from work at other times has been greatly
reduced ancl efficiency improved. The passiag of "Hangovm's from a sloppy night befo1'e" has created a better
feeling, resulting in fewer grievances.
There is more interest taken in home life, which is reflected in a gl'eate1' number of men paying for their
homes, improving its furnishings, providing better shoes
and clothing for their little ones, and increased savings
cleposits.
School attendance, both public and Sunday school, l:as
improved. Merehants as well as the families have been
benefited in that sales have increased and the collections
are better. The morale _of the community has made
wonderful progress.
Notwithstanding the fact that all our principal industries were shut down by a strike in 1919 for six mouths,
and these industries only operated about six montha in
1920, three months in 192.1, and none so far this year
have resumed, th1?re has been comparatively little suffering. Comparing the lust twenty-seven months in which
there has been only fifteen months of employment with
any shut down of three months' duration under the
saloon regime, conditions in our city have been easily a
hundred per cent. bettp.r. In fact it has been the common speeulation in our c.ity, "what would be our lQt if
we had saloons with the great unemployment of such
long standiug ~ , ,
Our community is a hotbed oj' Unionism, yet the
labouring people are almost a unit in the support of the
Constitution and Prohibition. Woe find this feature elsewhere predominating, which brings us to the belief that
the demands for "light wines and beer" by the lab0ur
unions is almost wholly with the officers and is purely
propaganda.
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I t i.~ our observ(£tion thC!t the /(£bow'ing ,Th(Ln amI the
pam' are not the l(£wbre(£ke1's, bttt that lies more largely
with the rich (mil toel! to do, who seel1~ to think it snu11't;
thesea'l'e the "eal malefacto1's. TJz·ei,' s'Tha1'tneHs in this
-is ·the ""nicest stttpidity, fm' as (l clas.~ they 'wot,le! sufle ...
most should; the /(£wless get cont"ol (me! break up (£Il law.

If the daily P!'ess by common agreement turn its back
on the liquo!' interests' gold, eliminate their paid-for
propaganda, ana do their whole duty tu this great Republic, by giving the Constitution their unstinted support, t.he situtation ,,"ouM clear up in a very short while.
The great trouble is not with the people at large, it is
the attitude of the daily Press in its attempt to break
down the Constitution, the Amendment being as much a
part thereof as the original. 'rheir attitu(l~ encourages
law breaking, and makes spineless officials more lax.
Maximum fines and prison terms is the best antidote.
No good cit'izen wi:! try to break ilown the CO'nst,it!9tion for which millions fm,ght (mil which is the fot!'l!(lation of the Republic.
.
(Sgd.) N. G. Spangler, General Manager.
Equally pertinent is the reply of the colleges and
universities. The "Intercollegiate Prohibition Association" (the very existence of such an association is
a testimony to the public sentiment in America) sent
out this question to every President of the Universities' and Colleges in the United States:"iV'hat do the Faculty and Students of your institution and your acquaintances think of Prohibition in theory and fact W"
The following is a summary of the replies received:-

Favourable
Non-committal 01' indefinite
Unfavourable
Favolll'able to the theory but unfavolll'able to present laws

No.
Inst.
136
10
8

Students l'epresented.
142,000
22,000
16,000

4

2,000

My own observations, apart from those confirmatory
evidences, left no other conclusion open to me but
that America had materially benefited economically
by the adoption of the policy of prohibition.
Not only were homes better furnished, more comfortable, and apparently happy in the States where
prohibition had been tried for any length of time,
but the streets, buildings in the towns, the schools,
the parks, the roads and all those elements designative of prosperity were demonstrative of the economic
value of the experiment.
I have already quoted abundant evidence to this
effect, but I cannot do better than sum up the results
of my observations on this point in the words of
President Harding:In. every commllllity men a'ncl women have had tm opportunity nOw to know what Prohibition means. They
know that debts are more promptly paid, that men take
home the wages that once were wasted in saloons; the
families are better clothed and fed, and more money
finds its way.. into the savings bank .. ' The liquor traffic
was destructive of much that was most precious in
American life. In face of so much eviclence on that
point, what conscientious man would want to let llis uWll
selfish desires influence him to vote to bring it back ~ In
another generation I believe that liquor will have disappeared not merely from our politics, but from OU1'
memories.
THE TOILERS AND THE RICH.
There has been, and is, mnch made of the assertion
in America that prohibition is a "class" law. On
the public platform and in the Press it is maintained

that the rich can get all the liquor they want, and
that they may well boast of the economic value of
the law, since tbeir profits may increase because of
the sobriety ·of their workmen. The prohibitive p,rice
of liquor, and the unquestionable difficulty of obtaining it without running serious risks, makes it impossible for the average worker to quench his thirst
for alcohol at will. There are many Labour men
tbroughout the United States who believe that the law
inflicts upon them an additional grievance. They
allege they are the only ones on whom the law is
strictly enforced, and that it is their personal liberty
alone that is curtailed.
.
I have also met those who considered taverns and
social drinking resorts as the workingmen's clubs
equiva~ent to the recreative clubs of the well-to-do.
I .have even, in Australia, heard the question: "If
you take away the bars what will you substitute as
places of leisure for the working men~"
America has answered this latter question. Her
parks, her museums, her theatres, her picture shows,
her sports, her motor trips, her picnics, her meeting
places for sober clubs, are all patronised now extensively in every town and city of the Republic.
But I must inform you that Labour as a body in
the United· States is not desirous of an alteration of
the present law. There have been great efforts made
to stir the working man into rebellion. Congressman
John G. Cooper, of Ohio, has drawn attention to the
influence brought to bear upon the workers, and I
will allow him to speak for himself:The lllost powerful agency that is fighting prohibition
in the United States of America to-day is known as the
Association Opposecl to the Prohibition Amendment. You
will not find any working people or leaders of organised
labour among the incorporators of this Ol'ganisation. No!
But you will find on the Board of Dil-ectors such sturdy
champions of the dowllt~oddell masses. as Arthnr Cabell,
banker, of New York City; Michael }'riedman, President
of the S. Aultman Company; Joseph W. Harriman, President of the Harriman National .Bank; P. S. Hill, President of the American Tobacco Company; Lawrence
McGuire, President of the United States Realty and Improvement Company, and many more multi-milliollll,ires as
the incorporators and boal'll of directors of this Associ:j,
tion. As I reacl the names of these illustrious friends of
the toilil1g masses, I wondered how much of their great
wealth had come from the poisoned fruits of the liquor
traffic, and I wondered, and I wondered again, how much
capital they \lad invested in businesses which they think
may be benefited by the revival of the licensed sale of
booze.
Anothei' of these so-called champions of the working
dasses ,,:ho is trying to solicit the support of organised
la,bour for the revival of the liquOl' traffic is Captain
William Stayton, who is the General Director of this
Association.
I want. to call to the attention of my workingmen
friends the fact that it has been only about two or three
years ago since this same Captain William H. Stayton
went from one end of the United States to the other,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Great Lakes
to the Gulf, lecturing to chambers of co=erce and civic
organisations, and asking them to get in touch with their
Senators and their Congressmen, and fight for a provision in the Army and Navy Appropriation Bills for the
stop-watch time-saving device in the arsenals 3,ml the
navy yardR of om country.
Just before I arrived in America there had been
a report made to the British Labour Party by Charles
H. Sitch, M.P., and John E. Davison, M.P. The
little pamphlet they published is entitled "Found
Wanting-The Labour Verdict on Prohibition."
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This Labour verdict was evidently insph'ed by
with the "wet" elements of the Eastern
a reason for us taking their
To secme a full and thorough insight into the oper"ations of the Eighteenth Amendment to the American
,lJonstitution, which deals with prohibition, woulet 1'e, quire many months' residence in the States and personal
contact with hosts of people concerned in its adminis'tration.
They therefore admit that they have not had the
necessary residence or contact with the people to
'form a mature judgment.
As a specimen of the agitation to stir up the
'\vorkers against prohibition, I may say that in New
York on the 4th July, 1922, those interested in the
change of the law desired to have an emphatic labour
protest against probibition. The Labour organisations were invoked to swell this procession. It was
expected that a million citizens would march on that
'day to' demonstrate that the law was condemned by
"the people. However, the Executive Committee of
the Central Trades and Labour Council, representing
750,000 members, thus expressed their views upon
this demonstration:It has come to the knowledge of the Executive Comniittee that a parade of protest against the Volstead Act.
is to be held in this city, 4th July, by a certain organisation, and that this organisation is now conducting a
campaign for contribution anel membership clues, paying
its members for doing its work. The Committee at its
meeting, Monday evening, 6th June, went on record as
llnequivocally against this pamde and those connecteCl
with it. Members of locals are requested not to take
"part in this parade, but to join one to be held on 'Labom
Day by the Centml Trades and Labour Council.

However, the parade was held, and at most they
could only number about 15,000 processionists; this
in a city of over six million people, with all its
foreign elements. There was one feature about the
procession; they carried banners, and the phrases
exhibited upon these banners are stirring:"Use a little wine for thy stomach's sake."
"God turned water into wine at Cana. The
hypocrites turned wine into water in Congress.
'Where do we get off~"
"How does it feel to be a criminal ~ Ask Dad.
He knows."
"The Italians carried a picture of the Last Supper
by Leonardo da Vinci, and Cromwell as a brewer
was invoked. But the occasion was a funeral. It
meant that 'John Barleycorn,' as they call him,
was dead."
There is a point that impressed me very forcibly as
I went from State to State, and it was this ': 'Without
the aid of the working-men and their wives, State
prohibition could never have been carried in practically 33 States before National prohihition was
enacted by Congress. The working people of the
connnunity are always in a majority, and had a
majority for the election of members of Congress,
where prohibition was an issue, been on the side of
the "Wets," the passing of the law would have been
impossible.
Of the many Labour men I met, but few were in
fuvol1l' of returning; to the old conditions. Anxious
to know how they had been affected by the "personal
liberty" question, I was more tha:n once answered in

language something like the following :-"Granted
that the rich can indulge themselves, as they do undoubtedly in the liquor vice, as in every other vice
that money will buy, the injuries worked by liquor
will fall upon them, and the workers will be healthier
and more capable of fighting their battles without it.
As to personal liberty, it is always a relative term
because civilisation demands the sacrifice of personal
desires and joys. Every law puts some limit on somebody's liberties."
"The last man who should talk about ,personal
liberty where his own good is concerned is the working-man. He cannot be a labour man and work whE'n
he likes; for 'whom he likes; or for what wages he
likes. He is always obliged to think of the wdfare
of his fellow workers. It is the argument of per30ual
liberty that the strike-breaker uses to ease his conscience in fighting the battle for the betterment of
his fellows. In other words, you cannot be a Trades
Unionist and claim on all occasions the full rights of
personal liberty."
But perhaps it would be advisable to quote more
directly the views of some leaders and organisations
in America. Mr. Ernest R. Quick, the President of
the -Building Trades Council at Des lVIoines, in attacking the views expressed by lVIr. Gompers, says :-Gradually the' iniiuence of booze is being wiped out in
the ranks of labour. Alrmembers of unions should now
rally to their meetings, and demand that it be wipeel
out entil'ely for the future good of themselves and the
movement they are maintaining.

Hle closes his statement with these words:
Regardless of what may be said about prohibition, it
has had its effect on the Labour movement. It has been
fOl' the betterment of the nnion men auel women in Des
Moines. To-day the . local unions anel the central' bodies
will vote against liqU01' by big majorities where 10 years
ago they woulel have voted for it equally strong. When
a man ha" sobel'l<tl up and let it alone long cnough to!
conquel' his appetitc for it, he then begins to see how
disgusting and detrimental it is to those about him WllO
continue to oYel·-indulge.
The Des lVIoines "Evening Tribune," making comment on Mr. Quick's statement, says:Thp notion has prevailed in lllallY quarters that labour
would stand behind any move to emasculate the Eighteenth Amendment. The fact is labour is just as alive
to the evils of liquor as nony pal·t of the community.,
Those \yho believe sentiment is setting in against the
Eighteenth Amendment or again~t the Volstead Act will
flo well to l'eafl this recorcl of Des Moines Labour very
eal·efully.

The Oil City Pennsylvania Carpentel's and Joiners'
Union No. 830, in repudiation of lVIr. Samuel Gompel's' utterance, passed a resolution demanding' that
the National Offieers keep "hands off" the liquor
question.
The Secretal'Y of the Executive Board of the State
li'ecleration of Labour in Iowa publishes the ,;iews of
his ExeclltiYe as follows:Prohibition has been a benefit to organised labouring
men anel women. Trade-union activities al'e directeel
prineipally along two lines-the securing of better wages
anel working conclitions, and legislation wllich will '~
beneficial to labour.
If a union is to be successful in bettering the conelitions uncleI' which its members work and increasing their
wages, it is necessary that the membership give the
organisation their co-operation and support. This can
ba clone in no bettc!· way than by attendin,( the meetings
anel taking an interest in affairs. Practically aU busi-
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ness of the union originates in the meetings. In the days
when the union meeting was competing with the saloon
for attendance it was usually the rule that the saloon
was more attmctive to some than the union meeting.
This fact alone 'deprived the union of 'a number of men
who would have been active workers and whose counsel
would have been beneficial. Many of the best workers we
have in the tmde union movement to-day were a few
years ago taking little interest in union affairs. You
ask about their families. I take the position-and it is
not original-that anything that is of real benefit to
the working man is of equal benefit to his family. I
believe that a dollar invested in the home or for food
or clothing is better for the family than the same dollar
invested in liquor would be.
Before prohibition became effective the wet and dry
issue entered into nearly every political campaign in the
nation, state, county, and municipality. The result was
that a great number of labouring men voted for a candidate who was wet or dry, and paid little attention to
his attitude on questions which were of vital interest to
labouring men and women. It was a difficult matter to
get labouring men to unite on a candidate who was fair
with labour, as they were usually split by the injeetion
of the wet and dry issue. We have now eliminated this
question, and it will be easier to get OUr own membership aligned with candidates for public office who are
fair when labour legislation is being considered. I believe that the future elections will show this to be a
fact.

I have been impelled to the conclusion that the ultimate settlement of the whole question is in the hands
of the scientists.
Does science condemn alcohol as a beverage ~ If
it does, all the controversies respecting the Eighteenth
Amendment and the Enforcement Acts are futile.
The mere fact that ignorance opposes the truth
does not kill the truth. If alcohol be a poison, no
sane man would question the moral as well as the
legal right of tbe Legislatures to prohibit its consumption. Nobody disputes the right to prohibit by
law the consumption of opium, cocaine, arsenic, or
prussic acid. There are diff~erent degrees in the 'tendency to produce fatal effects, but that does not touch
the right to prohibit partaking of the poisons to prevent fatal effects.
I have given the reported verdicts of the doctors
upon the use of beer, wine, and spirits as a medicine. I desire to draw your attention now to the
decision of the Ninth Decennial Revision of the
Pharmacopoeia of America published in 1915. At
that revision there was eliminated from the list of
standard drugs whisky, brandy, red wine, wbite wine,
medicated wines and drugs made with wines.

The President of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers discounts strongly tbe idea of his fraternity going back to the old days in any form. He
gives his reasons for the firm stand of his Brotherhood as follows:-

It wiII be interesting to you to know what the doctors of America have said upon this subject, and I
am indebted to Martha M. Allen for the quotations
given upon this -point:-

I find a marked improvement in the number of men
who are saving their money, and who own their homes
or are buying their homes, and I find a decided improvement in the home life of the workers, due to the, fact
that the women and children have more food more
clothing, and better care in every way. Back of a:11 that,
the worker takes his family and goes to the picture show
or to the park now, when he fOl'mally spent his evenings
in the saloon drinking and spending his money. Drunkenness has decreased at least 75 per" cent. among the
workers.
I could continue giving lengthy quotations and
weary you with reading them, but I think the best
test of all of the popularity of prohibition amongst
tbe workers is the reply of 526 Labour leaders to
the question "Has prohibition been cif benefit to the
workmen and tbeir families," sent out by the editor
of "Tbe Literary Digest." The replies analysed are
as follows, and they speak for themselves :-Prohibition a, benefit to the workingman
Prohibition not a ,benefit to the workingman
Doubtful
..
..
..
Prohibition has not been given a fair trial . .
Total

345
143
31
7
526

THE DOCTORS' TESTIMONY.
Through all my travels there was ever cropping up
the question as to whether or no alcohol in any form
when used as a beverage was beneficial.
•
If alcohol was in any shape an anodyne to sorrow,
or a pleasure-giving solace, or an ingredient of hilarity and conviviality with no aftermath, no iIleffects of a serious character, the fight in the United
States tbat led to tbe passing of the prohibition law,
and tbe fight now waged to repeal that law in some
sections, would appear as frivolous as the battles of
the LiIIiputi,llls and the Brobdingnagians. .

Mnch publicity has been given to the fact that alcoholic .liquors were stricken from the list of medicines in
the United States Pharmacopoeia when the edition of
1910 was published, but it is not generally known that
the maj ority of professors of medicine in the medical
schools of the country voted in favour of this action,
thus showing that the younger generation of physicians
is not being taught to consider whisky and brandy essential remedial agents.
To indicate what is thought of Blcohol by leading professors of medicine we present a few quotations:'Whisky, brandy, and strong wines are not needed in
the treatment of diseases or diseased conditions.-Dr.
Oliver Osborne, Yale Medical School.
I am exceeclingly disappointed to see the move to turn
over the distl'ibution of alcoholic drinks to the medical
profession: In my opinion, and in this I am 'sure I
have the support of the best of the profession, alcohol is
not, needed in the tl'eatment of any disease. To make
members of the medical profession distributors of alcoholic drinks will be, in my opinion, ruinous to the pro~
fession. Intelligent physicians will have nothing to do
wit~ it, while the lower strata of the profession will presenbe' alcohol for whosoever wants it. I believe that
the prescribing of alcohol by physicians should not
be permitted.-Dr. Victor C. Vaughan, Ann Arbor University of Michigan.
'
The teaching of our school is generally against alcohol.
-Dr. Henry W. Cheney, North-Western University, Chicago.
W~isky !lnd brandy are enth-ely unnecessary in medical
practlce.-Dr. Bernard R. Fantus, Rush Medical Sehool
Chicago.'
,
I do not consider alcohol indispensable in medicine.Dr. J. J. Abel, Johns Hopkins, Baltimore.
I think the effects of alcohol are positively harmful
in the majority of cases.-Dr. Allen A. Jones, Buffalo
Medical School.
Well trained clinicians are practically unanimons that
alcohol, has no use in the treatment of infectious diseases.-Dr. Richard C. Cabot, Harvard Medical School,
Boston.
, For forty-three years I have taught medical sttidents
that ,alcohol has 110 important value either as a medicine
or as a fooe1.. I have never known a person to die
from lack of It, but I have known hundreds to die in
consequence of its use.-Dr. William E. Quine Univer'
sity of Illinois.
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It. is an almost universal opmlOn in this school that
and it is the
j;;Ijractice in the college and associated hospitals to nse
: ;.; .almost .no alcohol in prescribing.'-Dr. W. A. Bastedo,
". ".;:NewYork.
;I:t is my opinion that the practice of medicine can be
earried on without the use of alcoholic beverages. From
'lIlY observations here I am convinced that 95 per cent.

.>.~ ~icohol is required in medicine very little;

>: .

~,~~;:;;~-,,: ~o(: .the liquor prescriptions written by physicians are
i;'" , given with knowledge that they are not pl'escribed for

their therapeutic value.-Dr. Joseph L. Miller, Rush
Medical School, Chicago.
'I: :. In my judgment alcoholic liquors are of no practical
~:~~ :_:'-va1~e in the practice of medicine, and I should be greatly
.pleased to see their use entirely discontinued.-Dr.
" ',Arthur Hamilton, University of Minnesota.
..... I l'arely or never prescribe alcohol.-Dr. Augustus
: Gohner, Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for Gradll"
ates in Medicine.
'1 believe there are few cases where a patient would
::'liotbe better off without than with alcohol.-Dr. Frank
'" .:; S.· Meara, Cornell Medical School, New York.
Former Presidents of the American Medical Asso-

t:y clation said:-

:i::;;'.,:If I had the power I wonld not only blot out all alco. . '. ;·.holic liqnors fl'om the Pharmacopreia, but also from
. useallywhere else,-Colonel W, C, Gorgas, M,D" of Pan. ama Canal fame.
:"" .
Alcohol is rarely employed now as a drug, being dis:f,,:.. placed by better remedies.-Dr. Charles H. Mayo, Roch.. :..... . ester, Minnesota.
kc ,:,:' ~ I do not consider spirituous liquors necessary in the
;:~<treatment of disease.-Dr. John B. Murphy, Chicago.

The Council of Health and Public Instruction of
'the American Medical Association in 1917 prepared
;'. <resolutions on alcohol which were introduced to the
:;;" association by Dr. Frank Billings, Dean of Rush
. :, :Medical 'School, Chicago.
These resolutions de" Clare:It is the unanimous opmlOn of the Council of the
American Medical Association that alcohol has no drug
value, either as a stimulant, as a tonic, o·r as a therapeutic agent, and that it has no food value; jts use
as a beverage or as a therapeutic agent is detrimental
rather than beneficial to the individual; its use in medicine is permissible only in the preparation and preservation of. pharmaceutical products.

In September, 1920, alcoholic liquors were dropped
from the list of medical supplies purchased for the
United States Navy. The reason assigned was that
the Navy doctors were using little or no alcohol in
their treatment of disease.
Surgeon-General Ireland, of the Army, said: "My
own opinion is that whisky and brandy are not essential in the treatment of the sick."
But little whisky is now prescribed in hospitals.
Alcohol was used largely by physicians when its real
nature was not understood. It was supposed to be
a heart stimUlant, a useful tonic, a valuable food, and
a preventive of infection.
The researches of science have shown it to be a
heart depressant, not a stimulant; a breaker down
of body tone instead of a tonic; a poison; not a food
in any true sense. Instead of its being a preventive
of disease it has been proved to. be a hindrance to the
formation of anti-bodies by its poisonous action on
the white-blood cells whose work it is to destroy infectious gerrris. It is known now absolutely that
alcohol weakens resistance to disease. Many persons
might have escaped death by the influenza had they
known and heeded this teaching of science.

"It is :not only because science has revealed the
truth about alcohol that it is being abandoned as a
therapeutic agent, but also because now the physician
has available many drugs that were unknown years
ago."
BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
Not only are the doctors of America, but I may
say the most advanced practitioners of the world,
coming to the conclusion that alcohol is unnecessary in
the pharmacopoeia as a remedy of disease, but experience has demonstrated that it is actually an
accelerant of some diseases, and a serious menace to
the successful treatment of other diseases.
Whilst in New York I waited upon Robert E.
Corradini, who is an able statistician in that city,
requesting him to obtain for me the latest information as to the treatment of alcoholics, and it will be
seen on perusing the information he supplied to me
that the medical officers in charg'e of Bellevue Hospital classify alcohol as a poison .
Mr. Corradini says:In a recent memorandum you asked mel. To fUl'nish you with infol'mation regarding alcoholic patients in Bellevue Hospital for a number of years.
2, To explain the apparent disCl'epancies in the sta·
tistics given out regarding the same institution.
For conyenience I shall answer the second question
first.
Question 2:
Bellevue Hospital is a municipal institution, the only
oue which takes in alcoholic patients for Manhattan,. and
the Bronx. The other three boroughs are sending their
alcollOlic cases to the King '8 County Hospital. Bellevue
Hospital Pl'intS an annual l'eport which is included in
the reports of other municipal hospitals of Manhattan,
but it also gives a report to the Department of Public
Welfare of the City of New York.
The psychopathic department of Bellevue Hospital,
which takes in alcoholic cases, has kept statistics showing the admis,sions of alcoholics. The reports which are
given out by the Department of Public Welfare do not
record admissions' but only discharges. The statistical
department of Bellevue and allied hospitals also ShOWS
discharges and. never admissions. Hence the unavoidable discrepancies in the different reports.
Cases of alcoholism are reported in the Annual Report
in different ",a}·s. According to the International list of
diseases, the general classification for alcoholism is as
given below'56a-Psychosis intqxication (alcoholism).
56-Alcoholism (acute and chronic).
In the statistical table the above classification 'disappears, and we find only" alcohol poisoning."
The figures in the first classification (International
list) do not tally with the figures in the second classification' because the second classification includes such
cases whi"h are distinctly cases of poisoning, and 2re
reported as such in the statistical table, but may appear
under some othCl' classification in the International List.
We see, therefore, that the same department may give
different figures which are all correct, but they may
group anyone of the five different classifications of
diagnosis {)f alcoholism. Some of these diagnoses are
distinctly pathological, others are psychopathological. I
do not know that Bellevue has ever combined all the
different forms of alcoholism in one report. I have Dr.
.Tewett's statement that this has never been done.
Dr. Gregory's department gives out figures showing
admissions. The Annual Report shows discharges and the
Department of Public Welfare shows discharges.
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Question 1:
The .admissions as reported by the Psychopathological
Department, and given out by authority of Dr. M. S.
Gregory, the Director, are as follows:1917
8,210
1918
3,348
1919
2,956
1920
2,091
1921
2,331
4,083
1922
(1922 figures are quote(1 from an article by Dr. Hub-.
banI of the Health Department. All other data are from
the original sources.)
The data received fTom_,the DepaTtment of Publk
WeIfaTe regaTding Bellevue 1Iospital (pTesmnably Discharges) is as follows:"
1917
5,724
2,438
1918
1919
2,211
·1920
2,312
·1,857
1921
1922 data not as yet available.
In compaTing the wet and (11"y period, it wouM be well
to Temember that pl·ohibition in New York City dirl not
begin, except legally, on .T llly 1st, 1919. Due to war restrictions, increases in taxes on alcoholic beverages and
Teduction of (hinking places, the yeaT 1918 was a paTtial pTohibitiou yeaT, in which we rlid JIOt get the full
bTunt of the effects of alcoholism.
(Sgd.) RoheTt E. COTradini.
~9th ;'\iarch, UJ23.

IMPROVED HEALTH STATISTICS UNDER
PROHIBITION.
New York State Vital Statistics for 1921, Tables

?', 3, and 4, compared with average of five "wet"
years, 1913 to 1917:
New YOTk State:
Increase in population, 8 per cent.
DecI'ease in to.tal death rate, 19.7 per cent.
Decrease in death rate of childTcn under five years
of age, 31 per cent.
New York City:
lllc,;e·ase ill population, 10.1 per cent.
DecI·ease in total death Tate; 23.3 per cent.
DecTcase in death rate of children unde,. five rears
of age, 37.8 pel· cent.
.
New York State (exclusive of New York City):
Inc·rease in population, 5.7 per cent.
Decrease in total death rate, 14.6 per cent.
~crease of death rate of children Ullrler five years
of age, 22.. 2 per cent.

Testimony from the J ouinal of the American Medical Association of 29th July, 1922, page 349 (discussing pneumonia) : Dr. Alexander Lambert, N.Y.: "There has beon a
gre·at change in the pneumonia in New York City. vVhen
we hael all the alcohol that was flesh-eel in life, in Belleyuc Hospital onc-thirel of the 40,000 patient.s were in
the alcoholic warels with or without delirium tremens.
That made a stTOng alcoholic group among pneumonia
patients and the death rate was 66 per cent. for the
alcoholic and 23 per cellt. for the non-alcoholic gronp.
The type has changed. One does not see the thoroughly
poisoned, chronically soaked alcoholic. person ill the hospital. The change in pneumonia has also been elistinct.
We had two ,yards of fifty patients eaell; in one group
akohol was given, and the death rate was 40 per cent.;
in the other group alcoh 01 was not given and the cleath
rate was 14 per cent."
Dr. Russell L. Cecil, N.Y.: "The change in the
pneullJonia death rate of which Dr. Lambert spoke is a
striking thing. In Bellevue Hospital the death rate before prohibition was from 40 pe,. cent. to 55 per e,ent.,
but the prese.nt death rate is only 28 per cent."

AmcI·iean Review of Tuberculosis, June, 1922. Statistics by Dr. HavenEmel·son: "In the last 50 years the
death rate fell 77.9 pel" cent. In the last 11 yeaB the
death rate fell 51 per cent. In the single year of 1921
the death rate fell 18.1 per cent. The g,·eatest factor
for this rapid decrease is lessened e>'penditure for alcohol and more for food, lessened alcoholism with iinprovecl
financial and living conditions of the poor."
N.Y . .Times, October 18th, 1922.-Colllptroller Crissinger's Report for year ending June' 30, 1922:National Bank savings:
Increase in depositors, 764,U85.
Increase of amount of deposits over previous year,
88,499,000 dollars.
In 1922 tuberculosis decreased by 4 per cent.
Perhaps more pointed than even the above is the
emphatic evidence of Dr. Harvey W. Wylie, of the
Bureau of Foods, Sanitation, and Health, of vV!ishington, D.C.
In a letter dated 22nd March, 1922, to the editor
of the "Manufacturers' Record," he says:1 haye not changed my mind in regard to Prohibition.
I am llnalterably opposec1 to a resumption of the liq1101·
traffic, even the re-entry of light wines and beer. I think
bee·)" is pl·obcLbly .the most dange1"01{S to heaUh of all the
l)ure m·clinm·y alcoholic liq1Lors. I do not know anybody
that favours the rehun of the saloon, and beer without
a· distributor is :t useless commodity, an(~ with a distributor it is a dange,.ous commo(lity.
.
I have not had much opportunity to stuc1y the effect
of Prohibition on the labouring man. I regret that officially, Labour is opposec1to Prohibition, yet no class of
citizens are so benefited by Prohibition as the labouring
class. What the labouring man c10es with the savings
on beer and whisky I am unable to say, but a very right
thing woulc1 be better clothes, better food, better schools
for liis ehilf\ren, and less labour and worry for his wife ..
In ,·egara to item 4 on your questionnaire I can speak
with the authority of personal observation. I have not
seen a single drunken lllan in Washington since Prohibition went into effect. TIl ere is not so much drunkenness,
at least openly, by any means as befol·e, but what there
is is more deaclly. The bootlegging ind'l!st?·y wi!l gnJdur
ally kill itself ·b!! killing off all its patrons. This is
heroic treatment, but probabiy deserveci.
My sincere. conviction. is that the economic value of
Prohibition is so great that no effort on. the p-art of the
labouring lllen or would-be drinkers wiII ever be able to
restore the old conclitions. There is a possibility that
there may be a relaxation of the rigidity of the Volstead
Act, but the reaction, in my opinion, will not go farther
than that.
From the point of v'iew of pl,blic health Pl·ohibition
has been a 10011aer wOl"ker. I am not a believer in thc
use of distilled spirits as a l·emedy. Alcohol is neve?· a
"timu··ctnt, but alwaJl8 a lWl·cotic. My belief is that Ute
death !"a.te in such diseases as IJneU1nonia ana inj!!wnza. is
mILch highm· where alcohol is ·used as an internal l·emeay
tha1; -whm·e it is not. Long since the inedical p1"Ofessioib
has ceased to l·egm·a a'cohol in SOine of its beve·rage
fOl·1lls as CL remea;lj f01" t1tberc1Llosis, and it is, no:w pl~ac
licall" Ute 1/,n-iversCLI be'ief that it is, on the other hanel.
an aia to speedy dissoll1tion.

It might be objected that these are American ck·c-·
tors, but I could add the testimonies of Dr. Richaldson, of England; Professor T .. Leitinen, of Helsing-fore, Finland; and Drs. Delearde, Massart, Bordet,
and lVIetchnikoff, of France; nay, a long list of otb,;rs
could be included.
In a work entitled "Alcob,ol and the Hnman Race,"
by Richmond Pearson Hobson, late of the United
States Navy, the author says:1 was startled to find, almost at the outset, that alcohol
is not a product built up of grain, grapes, and other
food materials, but is the toxin of yeast or ferment.
genus . . . Soon I was shocked to und that this toxin
canses degenexacy in all living things, disrupts the germ
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blights the off-spring, and, in the end, entails
ancI extinctivn.' ,
quotes Drs. Benedict and Dodge, on the effect of
"moderate doses of alcohol, and adds ;-These investiestablish that alcohol is always a depressant
no matter how small the quantity taken, and said
set at rest the controversy over the imagined food
of alcohol-temperate drinking-(use the light
""wine and beer, etc.).

It would be as well to note also that at the National
Convention of the American Medical Association held
". in June, 1918, before the passing of the 18th Amend; ment, therefore, the President of the Associatiori,
'" amid general applausef"made an appeal to the whole
the medical profession to join in the prohibition
as in his opinion that fight was the most important means of promoting the public health.
Permit me to draw your attention to the publication, under the auspices of the British Control Board
for the Liquor Tramc. The committee appointed
by this board has published a report entitled "AlcohoI: Its action on the R;'uman Organism." 'rhe conclusions in fnllare too lengthy to quote, but I desire
,to draw your a,ttention to Chapter B of that work,
and to summarise as follows:1. Alcohol uudoubtedly diminishes the control of the

intelleet and the will over the emotions.
2. The sense of "well-beiug" which alcohol so generally induces is due· paltly to the flushing of the
skin with blood that abolishes all sense of chill;
but it is also in palt due to a blunting of the
sensibility to the small aches and pains, and that
this on the mental side results from a blunting of
higher mental faculties.
3. The appearance of excitement in the drinker when
he has social accompaniment to his drinking is
clue to blunting of self Cl·iticism, the highest and
latest developed of all the iiltellectual functions
and the consequent setting free of the emotions
and their instinctive impulses from its habitual
control.
4. Lack of self control is dearly discernible in CVCl·y
stage of alcoholic intoxication.
5. Laboratory reseal·ches support the conclusion that
direct effect of alcohol upon the nervous system
is, in all stages and upon all parts of the systell.l,
to depress or suspend its functions; that it is, in
short, from flrst to last a narcotic drug.
Perhaps more up to date and conclusive are the
experiments conducted by Dr. Charles Stockard, of
the Cornell University. These experiments, made
upon guinea-pigs, show conclusively the effect of
alcohol upon these animals, which is not only to
injure the subject of the experiments themselves but
their germ cells, the evil effect being transmitted even
to their great grand-children.

Dr. C. W. Saleeby, M.D., F.R.C.S., of London
says:Sixteen yeal·s ago I included alcohol as one of the substances I called racial poisons.
If it be true that science has decided alcohol is not
only a poison administered in small or large doses,
acting upon the individual consuming it, and that it
also modifies injuriously the procreative powers of
the race, then any law which prohibits its use .b a
health law, a law for the preservation of the human
'." family itself.

INSURANCE.
Insurance statistics being cold-blooded and merely
ledger accounts, cannot be accused of bias, but t}.ey
are as emphatic as the testimony of the doctors.
In December, 1921, there Was held the Fifteenth
Annual Convention of Insurance Presidents of the
United States and Canada. The report of this conyention states that the year just then passed~the
prohibition year-had been the healthiest in the Justory of the whole of North America. In the Yilar
1920, which was the first year of prohibition, the
death rate among insured persons had been 9.58 per
thousand; in 1921, the second year of prohibition, it
had fallen to 8.24 per thousand.
It is computed from insurance records that about
180 drinkers die to each 100 average risks.
It is common knowledge that insurance societies
generally load the risks of all those permanently engaged in the liquor trade.
Lengthy statistics could be furnished you on these
points, but this report is already becoming too
voluminous, and I leave the matter where it str.nds
by the references already made.
This point, however, I think science has demonstrated: Alcohol is injurious to health, and therefore to efficiency; to the tissues of the human organism, and therefore to the life of the individual, and
to the continuance of the nice.
It is the ignorance of the effects disclosed by science
that leads to the clamour for the continuance of the
supply of alcoholic beverages.
In the public schools of America scientific facts
regarding alcohol are now being generally taught_
The coming generations will know the truth,' a!ld
after all perhaps the strongest foundation for a prohibition edifice is scientific education. There are
those who believe that that is the only way of attaining ultimate National sobriety, but as the PremIer
of a gTeat State you will recognise, I think, that if
science demonstrates that alcohol, however moderately consumed, is a menace to the longevity of t!!e
citizens of the State, and to the continuance of It
virile race, it is the duty of the law-makers of the
Nation, without waiting until all the ignorance of the
people has been removed, to take action. A wise
statesman would not wait until all the people had
been educated to the evil effects and the dangers of
the plague, or any lesser epidemic, before he placed
laws upon the statute book prescribing regulations
limiting the "personal liberty" of the subjects of the
State so as to prevent the spread of any malady
productive of fatality or the permanent injury to the
.
victims of the disease.
This, I suggest to you, is the real strength of the
prohibition movement in America-it is a movement
to preserve the health, the strength, the efficiency,
the mentality, and the virility of the American people.
I am forwarding you, as Appendix "DD," Press
cuttings and other matter dealing with prohibition
from the standpoint of the "Wets."
It had been my intention to have continued this
report so as to include therein my investigations in
the Provinces of Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia, but the ex-
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tension of this report over those Provinces would be
to go over again much of the same ground. The experiences of the "dry" States of America are, in the
main, the experiences of the "dry" Provinces cf
Canada. What can he said of the economic impr'ivement of such a State as Ohio, since prohibition was
adopted, can be said of the Province of Ontario,
Canada. The State control policy of Quebec and
British Columbia lends itself to lengthy treatmellt.
I have already said that so far as destroying the eyils
arising from the consumption of alcohol as a beverage is concerned, State control is a failure. It bas
the additional evil of making the Government a partner with the manufacturers and vendors of alcohol.

At a later period I hope to be able to deal with
this phase of the subject in greater detail.
I am aware of the defects of a report of this l'haracter, but I have throughout conscientiously I·dhered
to and stated the facts, PTO and con, in respect to
the liquor traffic and the prohibition laws of the
united States of America.
I have the honour to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant,
THOMAS WALKER.
Trayning, 23rd July, 1923.

[NOTE.-The Appendices are not printed.]
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